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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Semi- and Non-parametric Methods
for Interval Censored Data with Shape Constraints

By

Clifford Anderson-Bergman

Doctor of Philosophy in Statistics

University of California, Irvine, 2014

Yaming Yu, Chair

Interval censoring occurs when event times are known to have occurred within an

interval, rather than observing the exact time of event. This includes observations

that are right censored, left censored and contained in intervals such that the left side

is greater than the origin and the right side is finite (i.e. neither right censored or

left censored). For interval censored data, the most common survival estimator used

is the non-parametric maximum likelihood estimator (NPMLE), a generalization of

the Kaplan-Meier curve which does not require any uncensored event times. The

popularity of this estimator is due in part to the fact that assessing model fit for

interval censored data can be very difficult. However, the extreme flexibility of the

estimator comes at the cost of high variance, often providing an n−1/3 convergence

rate rather than the more typical n−1/2.

In a compromise between a highly constrained parametric estimator and the overly

flexible NPMLE, we apply the popular log-concave density constraint to the NPMLE.

By constraining a non-parametric estimator to have a log-concave density, an inves-

tigator can improve the performance without needing to select a parametric family

or smoothing parameter. We describe a fast algorithm we have developed for finding

xiii



the log-concave NPMLE for interval censored data. We demonstrate that using the

constraint significantly reduces the variance of the survival estimates in comparison to

the unconstrained NPMLE via simulations. Next, we present three inference methods

for our new estimator. This includes a goodness of fit test, two methods of confidence

interval construction and a Cox PH model which incorporates a baseline log-concave

distribution. We evaluate the power of the goodness of fit test and compare the other

inference methods with the unconstrained counterparts via simulation. We apply

these methods to a study on the effects of different environments on the rates of lung

cancer among mice and another study investigating age at menopause.

While our work demonstrates that the application of the shape constraints can be

very helpful in the context of interval censored data, in some situations the log-

concave constraint may not allow for as heavy tailed distributions as the investigator

would like. To address this, we propose a new, more flexible “inverse convex” shape

constraint, examine its behavior via simulation and show that it provides a better

fit than the log-concave estimator when applied to real income data, which is well

known to be heavy tailed. We are very optimistic about applying this new estimator

to censored data, although we have yet to implement an algorithm to do so.

We end this work with an algorithm for finding the (unconstrained) bivariate NPMLE

for interval censored data. The bivariate NPMLE is used when each subject has two

censored outcomes and the investigator is interested in modeling the relation between

the two outcomes. Quickly finding the NPMLE has proven to be a challenging com-

putational problem, as the number of parameters to consider is of order O(n2). We

present an efficient EM algorithm to find the bivariate NPMLE. We note that this is

not related to shape constrained estimation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the first chapter, we briefly explain key topics in this thesis. In section 1.1, we

discuss many of the common forms of interval censored data. In section 1.2, we discuss

shape constraints and the motivation for shape constrained density estimation. In

section 1.3, we discuss the datasets which will be used to illustrate the application of

the new methods presented in this dissertation. In section 1.4, we outline the topics

presented in the chapters to come.

1.1 Interval Censored Data

Interval censored data occurs when a response value is known to have occurred within

an interval rather than observed exactly. This can happen when a subject is peri-

odically inspected for the occurrence of an event resulting in the event being known

to have occurred between inspection times (or potentially at inspection times for a

discrete time model). For example, a standard doctor’s appointment may include a

screening for a disease. If the patient tests positive for a disease for the first time, then

1



it is known the subject contracted the disease between check ups. Standard notation

is as follows: for the ith subject, Ti denotes the unobserved event time, Li denotes the

left side of the censored interval and Ri denotes the right. All that is known about Ti

is that Ti ∈ [Li, Ri). This notation allows for right censoring (Ri =∞), left censoring

(Li = 0) and exact observations (Li = Ri).

Below we briefly describe common forms of interval censoring. For a more in-depth

explanation of the topic, we refer to the excellent books of Sun (2006) and Chen et

al. (2013).

1.1.1 Case I Interval Censoring: Current Status Data

A common form of interval censoring is current status data, or case I interval censored

data. Under this censoring scheme, we consider two variables, Ti and Ci, in which Ti

is the event time of interest and Ci is an inspection time. If Ti < Ci, then we observe

Li = 0 and Ri = Ci. If Ti ≥ Ci, then we observe Li = Ci and Ri = ∞. In other

words, at time Ci we either observe that the event has already occurred, in which

case subject i is left censored, or we observe that the event has not occurred, in which

case the subject is right censored. While inference typically uses the assumption

of independence of censoring mechanism and event time, it is not necessary for the

inspection time to be random, as the inspection times may be chosen by design.

Current status data has the advantage that it is relatively inexpensive to collect. In

particular, it is not necessary to follow up on subjects, unlike most survival analysis

studies. By merely taking a cross section of the population, an investigator can

greatly reduce costs and accelerate a study with such a design. In addition, some

studies require a current status design, as inspecting the subjects may have an effect

on behavior. A common case of this is when test animals must be sacrificed to

2



inspect for presence of disease. A disadvantage of current status data is that each

observation is fairly uninformative, meaning very large samples may be required for

simple inference.

In section 1.3.1, we describe two classic current status datasets which we will use for

illustrative examples in chapters 3 and 4.

1.1.2 Case II Interval Censoring

Current status has a very simple censoring mechanism which allows only for right

and left censoring. Case II interval censoring is much more general and cannot be

represented in such a similar manner. For a dataset to be considered case II interval

censored, it will contain at least one observation which is censored, but neither left

nor right censored, i.e Li < Ri, Li > 0 and Ri <∞. It may also include left and right

censored and uncensored data. By its nature, case II interval censoring is typically

more informative than current status data, as the intervals are usually shorter than

in the current status case. While this is more informative than current status data, it

also leads to many complications in computations and derivation of statistical theory.

One complication is that for current status data, it is very easy to model the censoring

mechanism, as all that is needed to be know is the distribution Ci, which is observed

exactly, if not planned in advance. The censoring mechanism for Case II interval

censoring is not so easily defined and may not be possible to model without untestable

assumptions of the censoring process. Although under standard assumptions, it is not

necessary to model the censoring distribution to obtain estimates of parameters, many

formulas for the variance depend on the distribution of the censoring mechanism. This

can create difficulties in inference for case II interval censoring.

3



1.1.3 Doubly Censored Data

Another special case of interval censoring is doubly censored data. In this situation,

not only is event time censored, but so is the time of origin as well. A classic case

of this is studies investigating time from HIV infection to development of AIDS. The

event time of interest is development of AIDS, which is only known to have happened

between doctor visits. In addition, the origin is time of HIV infection, which again

is only known to have happened between visit times. The use of the term “doubly

censored” is not consistent in the literature; some authors also refer to data sets that

contain both left censoring and right censoring as doubly censored. In this work,

when we refer to doubly censored data, we always mean that both the origin and

event time are censored.

In section 1.3.4, we describe a classic doubly censored dataset which will be used for

an illustrative example in chapter 6.

1.1.4 Bivariate Interval Censoring

Bivariate interval censoring occurs when two variables are collected on each subject

and at least one of the variables is interval censored. If the variables are independent,

then the marginal fits for each variable are fully informative. If they are not inde-

pendent and the relationship between the variables is of interest, then they must be

jointly modeled. This is typically done with the bivariate NPMLE. This estimator

can present computational problems, as the number of parameters considered can be

O(n2) in the worst case scenario. We point out that doubly censored data can be

viewed as a special case of bivariate interval censoring.

4



1.2 Shape Constraints

Under shape constrained estimation, restraints on various estimates are made to

improve operating characteristics. In some cases, the restraints may be made in the

parametric framework. For example, we may want to constrain µ1 ≤ µ2 ≤ ... ≤ µk if

we have strong reason to believe the parameters should behave in an ordered manner

and the variance of the individual µ̂i is relatively high. This strictly monotonic

relation of parameters is referred to as isotonic regression (van Eeden 1958). A

classic application of isotonic regression is estimating the effect of a drug over many

different dose levels with relatively small sample sizes at each dose. We note this

allows for more flexibility than linearly modeling the effect of dose size but still makes

estimation more efficient than a completely unspecified model which does not take

advantage of the assumed relation between the parameters. This is the general theme

for shape constraints: more flexible than a model with fewer parameters, but still

taking advantage of the assumed structure of the estimation space. An excellent

book on parametric shape constrains is Silvapulle and Sen (2004).

In this work, we will focus on non-parametric shape constraints. Specifically, we will

consider restraints put on the density function. In this case, the investigator restrains

the basic shape of the density function of the data and finds the function which max-

imizes the likelihood while still respecting the shape constraints. It should be noted

that the motivation for this is different than typical non-parametric estimators. Most

parametric estimators estimate over an infinite parameter space, with the goal of be-

ing as flexible as possible. While non-parametric shape constrained estimators still

estimate over an infinite parameters space, the shape constraints can be used to pro-

vide more efficient estimation than unconstrained non-parametric estimation, while

still being more flexible than a finite dimensional parametric estimator. In a sense, it

can be seen as a compromise between the very flexible but inefficient unconstrained
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non-parametric estimator and the efficient but overly restrictive parametric estimator.

The earliest such restraint studied is the Grenander estimator, or strictly decreasing

density estimator (Grenander 1956). The set of all possible decreasing density func-

tions cannot be described by a finite set of parameters, making it a non-parametric

estimator. However, the constraints change the behavior the estimator considerably

compared with the more flexible empirical distribution function (EDF) estimator.

For example, while the EDF is a consistent estimator of the cumulative distribution

function, it results in degenerate density estimates. By enforcing a strictly decreasing

density, we will have a consistent density estimator if the assumption of decreasing

density is correct. This necessary assumption is a big drawback with the Grenander

estimator; a strictly decreasing density is not commonly a robust assumption.

Another classic density constraint considered is that of a unimodal density. This

can also be thought of as a Grenander estimator on either side of a mode. This is

attractive, as empirically many types of data appear unimodal. By enforcing the

flexible unimodal density constraint, it would seem that smoothness of the density

would be implemented in a more reasonable manner than the Grenander estimator.

However, if the mode of the distribution is not known in advance the estimator is

degenerate, as it would place infinite density at the mode (Wegman 1969). Even if

the mode were to be known in advance, it has been shown that heavy spiking will

occur at the mode.

In this work, we will focus on the popular log-concave constraint. This restrains the

density function to be described by eφ(x), in which φ(x) is a concave function. This

is considered a fairly flexible unimodal constraint, as many traditional parametric

families are log-concave. The normal, logistic, beta with shape parameters ≥ 1,

gamma with shape ≥ 1, weibull with exponent ≥ 1 are all contained within the

class of log-concave distributions. However, distributions with heavier tails than an
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exponential (i.e. log linear), such as t-distributions, and multimodal distributions,

such as mixture models, are not log-concave. Additionally, the log-concave constraint

ensures an increasing hazard function, although an increasing hazard function does

not insure log concavity. By enforcing the slightly more restrictive constraint of log-

concave, the degeneracy problems faced by the uni-modal estimator are avoided.

Two recent applications of the log-concave constraint are that of density estimation

(Rufibach 2007) and clustering with mixture modeling (Chang and Walther 2007).

For mixture cluster modeling, it has been shown that incorrect specification of com-

ponent densities can lead to poor classification rates. The flexible nature of the log-

concave estimator allows for consistent and efficient estimates of mixing probabilities

without selection of a parametric family, and Chang and Walther (2007) showed it

can improve classification rates compared with the Gaussian mixture estimator. The

flexibility of the log-concave estimator is very helpful in this problem, as assessing

model fit in a mixture model problem is very difficult.

In this work, we will concentrate on application of the log-concave estimator for

interval censored data. In particular, we are interested in survival estimates. While

the unconstrained NPMLE does lead to consistent survival estimates under some

basic assumptions, it is notoriously inefficient, displaying a n−1/3 convergence rate for

current status data. In addition, model fit is very difficult to assess for heavily interval

censored data such as current status data, implying that parametric models may not

be trustworthy. We present the log-concave NPMLE as a method for significantly

reducing the variance of the estimates, without needing to make strict parametric

assumptions. We present methods for computation of the log-concave NPMLE in

chapter 3 and inference methods based on the log-concave NPMLE in chapter 4. In

chapter 5, we introduce a new shape constraint we call “inverse convex”, which we

believe will be more robust for survival analysis (currently it is only implemented for
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uncensored data).

1.3 Illustrative Datasets

In this work, we provide a variety of model techniques which can be applied to a

variety of different situations. Because of this, we will consider a variety of illustrative

datasets.

1.3.1 Menopause Study

Our first example will borrow data from MacMahon and Worcestor (1966). Ques-

tionnaires were collected from n = 2, 423 participants regarding age at menopause.

Because several of the subjects had not experienced menopause yet, this data set

contained right censored data. However, MacMahon and Worcestor (1966) found

that there was a marked terminal digit clustering in the response of reported time of

menopause. In particular, they found heavy clustering around the digits 5 and 0 for

reported age at menopause. Given that menopause typically occurs within a 10 year

interval, this could lead to heavy bias. Krailo and Pike (1983) recommended only us-

ing the menopausal status of women at the time of the questionnaire, thus resulting

in current status data. The reasoning was that although subject may not be able to

accurately recall the age at menopause, they should know whether it occurred. This

would reduce bias at the cost of increasing the variance from throwing out informative

data. Because the sample size was so large, this bias-variance trade off seemed quite

reasonable. The data also contains two types of menopause; operative menopause

and natural menopause.

Earlier analyses of this data used a competing risks model (Jewell et al. 2003,
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Maathuis and Hudgens 2008). For demonstrative purposes, we will only examine

the time to menopause, regardless of the type of menopause. Although a competing

risks model would be considerably more informative about the nature of this dataset,

we still choice to use this data set for our simpler analysis methods, as it is largest

interval censored dataset publicly available. In chapter 3, we apply our newly devel-

oped algorithm for finding the log-concave NPMLE to this data set and would like

to show that it finds the solution sufficiently quickly, despite the large size of the

dataset. In chapter 4, we apply a goodness of fit to evaluate whether a log-concave

assumption is appropriate, which is natural concern given the two types of menopause

in the dataset.

1.3.2 Lung Tumor Study

For our third example, we will use data found in Hoel and Walberg (1972). This

study involved 144 male RFM mice, a line which is bred to have higher rates of

lung tumors than standard mice. In this study, 96 mice were placed in a conventional

environment (CE) and and 48 mice were placed in a germ free environment (GE). The

mice were sacrificed at different times and examined for lung tumors. The tumors were

predominately non-lethal, so the authors argued that the assumption of independence

of inspection process and event time should be approximately valid. This led to

current status data. The focus of this study will be to determine whether GE mice

suffered different rates of tumors compared to the CE mice.

In chapter 4, we apply two methods to evaluate the difference in cancer rates between

the two groups. In the first analysis, we fit log-concave estimates to each group

individually and compare medians via confidence intervals. In the second analysis,

we combine the two groups and use a Cox-PH model with a baseline log-concave
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distribution to compare the two groups.

This data set was analyzed in Sun (2006). Sun applied the unconstrained NPMLE to

each group separately to estimate survival probabilities and applied a Cox PH model

with an unconstrained baseline to compare the tumor rates between the two groups.

Using the Cox PH model, Sun found that there was a statistically significant difference

between hazard rates between the groups, with the germ free environment suffering

from a hazard rate that was 1.99 times higher than the conventional environment.

While Sun is able to make inference on the regression parameter, currently there are

no inference methods for comparing estimates based on the baseline survival curve in

a Cox PH model, such as comparing medians for the two groups.

In chapters 3 and 4, we apply log-concave NPMLE to each group separately and

apply a Cox PH model in which the baseline is log-concave. Our estimates of the

regression parameter is nearly identical (estimated hazard ratio = 2.05). By using the

log-concave baseline, we allow for efficient inference when comparing survival curves

of the two groups in the Cox PH model.

1.3.3 Income Datasets

In chapter 5 of this work, we consider two datasets. The first contains income data

collected by the Philippines National Statistics office. A total of 632 subjects were

surveyed in this study and their reported income was recorded. In addition, we have

recorded the region in which they live. The goal of this study is to compare the

disparity between individuals in residing in the La Union district (n = 116) and

the Pangasinan district (n = 381). Two other regions are reported, but we only

compare these two groups as they are the only groups with more than 100 subjects

in their sample. The disparity will be summarized by the Gini coefficient, which will
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be described in more detail in chapter 5. This dataset is titled “Ilocos” and can be

found in the publicly available CRAN package “ineq”.

In addition, we will examine a second dataset collected by the US Census. This

dataset contains reported wages from the March 1988 Current Population Survey. A

total of n = 28, 155 subjects are included in the data set. The data also includes

an indicator of region, broken up into Northeast (n = 6, 441), Midwest (n = 6, 863),

South (n = 8, 760) and West (n = 6, 091). In our work, we inspect this data much

more causally than the Ilocos dataset, merely assessing the fit of various models to

the data by comparing estimated cumulative distribution functions. This dataset is

title “CPS1988” and can found in the CRAN package “AER”.

Unlike the other datasets, both of these datasets contain no censored data.

1.3.4 Hemophiliac AIDS Cohort Study

A classic data found in the literature presented by Kim et al. (1993), this study

involved 257 hemophiliac patients treated with HIV contaminated blood at two French

hospitals beginning in 1978. Of these 257 patients, 188 contracted HIV by August

1988. Of these 188, 41 of them progressed to develop AIDS. Interval censoring occurs

because the patients are not continually monitored, but rather only observed during

doctor visits. Before HIV was detected, the censoring was very heavy, as patients had

their blood checked only during standard check ups. Once they had been diagnosed

with HIV, they were still subject to interval censoring, although the check ups were

more frequent so the censoring of the development of AIDS is lighter. In particular,

the average length of intervals in which HIV infection were known to occur was

2.1 years, while the average length of intervals in which AIDS was known to have

developed was 0.56 years. We note that the time of interest is doubly censored, as
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both time of infection and time of seroconversion are interval censored.

We will use this dataset to estimate the survival curve for time of seroconversion

to development of AIDS. The doubly censored data will be dealt with modeled by

first fitting the bivariate NPMLE to both events and then using this estimated joint

distribution to calculate the estimated survival curve for time from seroconversion

to development of HIV. We apply the algorithm for finding the bivariate NPMLE

presented in the appendix to this dataset.

1.4 Summary of Chapters

In chapter 2, we will review methods used to analyze interval censored data and

applications of shape constrained density estimation. In chapter 3, we present an ef-

ficient algorithm for finding the log-concave NPMLE for univariate interval censored

data and use this algorithm to compare the behavior of the log-concave NPMLE to

the unconstrained NPMLE. In chapter 4, we present three methods of inference for

the log-concave estimator for interval censored data, including a goodness-of-fit test,

construction of confidence intervals and a Cox PH model with a log-concave baseline.

In chapter 5, we present a new shape constraint we call inverse convex, which is more

appropriate for the heavier tailed distributions seen in survival analysis problems.

In chapter 6, we present an efficient EM algorithm for finding the (unconstrained)

bivariate NPMLE for interval censored data. In chapter 7, we present several fu-

ture research topics we are interested. In chapter 8, we discuss the general findings

presented in this work.
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Chapter 2

Review of Methodology

In this chapter we briefly present current methodology related to our work. In section

2.1, we discuss current methods for interval censored data. In section 2.2, we discuss

current applications of the log-concave shape constraint.

2.1 Interval Censoring

2.1.1 Parametric and Imputation Models

The simplest way to deal with interval censoring is using standard fully parametric

models. The standard parametric models used for interval censored data are identi-

cal to those found in standard right censored survival analysis; exponential, weibull,

gamma, lognormal and log logistic families are typically used. In addition, typical

survival regression models are used, such as the Cox PH, proportional odds model and

accelerated failure time (AFT) model. Standard MLE procedures lead to valid infer-

ence. One small complication with interval censored data is that the log likelihood
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function is not necessarily concave, meaning theoretically optimization procedures

such as Newton’s method may not work. However, as the data becomes more infor-

mative, this is less likely to be an issue, so standard optimization procedures work

in almost all situations. If Newton’s method fails, more robust algorithms such as

conjugate gradient methods can be used. A basic tutorial method can be found in

Lindsey and Ryan (1998).

A very serious drawback to fully parametric models is that it is very difficult to

assess model fit for interval censored data. The limited information provided by each

censored observation means that the data can appear to fit most parametric families

fairly well, making results highly dependent on model choice and difficult determine

the validity of such choices. Because of this, there is very limited work in the literature

on fully parametric models for interval censored data.

Another fairly easy set of methods for dealing with interval censoring are imputation

models. While the basic imputation procedures presented in Rubin (1978) readily

apply, interval censoring has two unique complications. Typically, imputation models

condition only on the other co-variates to predict the missing values. However, interval

censoring not only conditions on all other variables, but also must condition on the

fact that the missing data must be contained within the censored interval. Thus, it is

more accurate it call it incomplete data rather than missing data. In addition, because

interval censored data allows for the possibility that none of the exact response times

will be observed, methods such as hot deck imputation which directly sample the

observed values cannot be employed. Bebchuk and Betensky (2000) use multiple

imputation for estimation of the hazard function in interval censored data and Satten

et al. (1998) and Pan (2000a) used multiple imputation to create a Cox PH model

for interval censored data.

However, multiple imputation methods still require modeling of the censored data for
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imputation, so an investigator still requires modeling the distribution of the censored

data before the data can be imputed. This means imputation must be paired with

an appropriate modeling scheme and is not a stand alone solution.

2.1.2 Univariate NPMLE

In this work, we focus on non-parametric and semi-parametric estimation methods

for modeling interval censored data. The first works regarding the non-parametric

maximum likelihood estimator (NPMLE) appeared in Turnbull (1976). The Kaplan

Meier estimator is a special case of the univariate NPMLE in which the data is only

right censored. The NPMLE is sometimes represented as a step function, similar to

the Kaplan Meier estimator. However, NPMLE for interval censored data typically

displays non-uniqueness and is more accurately represented as two step functions.

Any survival curve that lies between the two step functions will have the same like-

lihood. Figure 2.1 presents an example of the univariate NPMLE generated from a

simulated current status dataset with n = 100.

The first step in finding the NPMLE was determining a finite set of parameters which

can fully describe the NPMLE. Turnbull characterized the support set consisting of

disjoint “Turnbull intervals” which would receive positive mass at the NPMLE. The

set of Turnbull intervals for a data set is the set of all intervals such that the left

side of the interval was the left side of an observation interval and the right side

was the right side of any observation interval, and no observation interval end points

were contained inbetween. The probability mass assigned to each Turnbull interval

at NPMLE is unique. This unique assignment to each interval is called mixture

uniqueness. However, how probability is assigned within each interval does not affect

the likelihood function and leads to the non-uniqueness seen in figure 2.1. This is
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Figure 2.1: Example of univariate NPMLE for simulated current status data

referred to as representational non-uniquness. The solution is fully defined by the set

of Turnbull intervals and the probability mass assigned to each interval, which allows

the problem to be treated as a discrete probability problem.

Turnbull presented a simple EM algorithm to compute the NPMLE with interval

censored data which also allowed for truncation. While this algorithm is sufficient for

finding the NPMLE, it is notoriously slow. Later, Groeneboom (1991) developed the

ICM algorithm, which approximates the log likelihood as a quadratic function of the

estimated survival curve and maximizes this approximation via quadratic program-

ming. This is very similar to Newton’s method, although quadratic programming is

necessary to insure the estimate is a proper survival function (i.e. sum of probability

masses equals 1, probability mass in each Turnbull interval is non-negative). Jong-

bloed (1998) insured the algorithm would always converge by forcing the likelihood to

be strictly increasing in the algorithm via half stepping if the proposed step reduced

the likelihood. Wellner and Zhan (1997) showed that combining the ICM algorithm

and the EM algorithm greatly accelerated the algorithm.
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Quite a bit of literature exists on the distribution of the NPMLE for interval censored

data. In the case of current status data, Groeneboom (1987) described the asymptotic

behavior of the estimator. In particular, if G is the cdf of the inspection process, with

g the pdf, F0 is the cdf of the event time, with f as its pdf and F̂n is the NPMLE of

F0, then as n →∞,

n1/3{F̂n(t0)− F0(t0)} →d 2c1(t0)Z

where

c1(t0) =

(
f(t0)F0(t0)(1− F0(t0)

2g(t0)

)1/3

and Z follows a Chernoff distribution, or

Z = arg maxt(W (t)− t2)

where W (t) is a two sided Brownian motion with W (0) = 0.

For case II interval censored data, the asymptotic distribution of F̂n is much more

tricky. Groeneboom and Wellner (1992) proved that it is a consistent estimator.

Groeneboom (1991) conjectured that with a different rate of convergence ((n log n)1/3

instead of n1/3) and a different scaling constant, the estimator should have the same

limiting distribution under some assumptions.
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This creates problems with inference, as using the observed information matrix to

create confidence intervals and hypothesis tests does not have theoretical justification.

In addition, the use of bootstrap estimates for cube root estimators has come into

question recently (Leger and MacGibbon 2005). However, in the case of current

status data, the above distribution formula can lead to valid confidence intervals.

One complication is that it requires the density estimates f(t0) and g(t0). Because

the inspection times are known exactly, estimating g(t0) is considered trivial. Because

the NPMLE does not provide density estimates, estimating f(t0) is considered a tricky

problem. Banerjee and Wellner (2005) create these types of confidence intervals using

the kernel density estimator for both f(t0) and g(t0). In addition, they compare

confidence intervals based on these distribution results to profile confidence intervals

and the subsampling methods of Politis et al. (1999), which are valid for cube root

estimators. They found that the profile confidence intervals appeared to be the best

choice, having the minimal mean length while this maintaining approximately correct

coverage. While the subsampling methods also had approximately correct coverage

probability, the mean width was typically much higher. And while confidence intervals

constructed via the limiting theory had only slightly wider intervals, the coverage

probabilities were very poor.

2.1.3 Bivariate NPMLE

Computation of the bivariate NPMLE has received quite a bit of attention in the

literature being a classically difficult problem. Even defining the parameter space is

computationally intensive. In the univariate NPMLE, Turnbull (1976) shows that

all probability mass must be assigned to Turnbull intervals, which are very easy

to find based on their definition. For bivariate data, this generalizes to maximal

intersections (Wong and Yu 1999). Perhaps the easiest definition of the maximal
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intersection is resented in Maathuis (2005), which is if we consider a “height map”

of the 2 dimensional space, where “height” is the number of overlapping observation

rectangles in a given region, then maximal intersections are local maxima of the height

map.

Several algorithms have been proposed to find the set of maximal intersections. These

algorithms are called reduction algorithms, as they reduce the support space consid-

ered. In contrast, algorithms that assign probability mass to maximal intersections are

called optimization algorithms. The first reduction algorithm found in the literature

was presented in Betensky and Finkelstein (1999), although it was fairly inefficient

(we were not able to find a report of its complexity). Gentleman and Vandal (2001)

presented a reduction algorithm of time complexity O(n5) and Bogaerts and Lesaffre

(2004) presented an algorithm of O(n3). Most recently, Maathius (2005) presented

the HeightMap algorithm, which finds all maximal intersections within O(n2). The

HeightMap algorithm is highly efficient, being able to handle quite large data sets

in very little time. For example, in the worst case scenario of a continuous censor-

ing mechanism, with n = 5000, HeightMap found all maximal intersections in 0.289

seconds. By comparison, even the current leading optimization algorithm would be

expected to take days to converge in that scenario.

Because of the speed of this new reduction algorithm, there is in turn demand for fast

optimization algorithms. The EM algorithm presented for the univariate NPMLE

found in Turnbull 1976 easily generalizes to the bivariate NPMLE. However, this

algorithm is even slower in the bivariate case, meaning it will not converge within a

reasonable amount of time even in some very small datasets (i.e. n = 50). Böhning et

al. (1996) pointed out that the NPMLE can viewed as a mixture model and suggested

use of the Vertex Exchange Method (VEM) algorithm. Most recently, Maathius

implemented the Support Reduction algorithm found in Groeneboom, Jongbloed and
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Wellner (2007) in CRAN package “MLEcens”.

The theoretic characteristics of the bivariate NPMLE are very interesting as well. As

noted earlier, the univariate NPMLE suffers from representational non-uniqueness but

has mixture uniqueness. However, for the bivariate NPMLE (or higher dimensional),

the estimator suffers from both representational and mixture non-uniqueness (Gen-

tleman and Vandal 2002). Although the effect of representational non-uniqueness is

fairly straightforward, the effect of mixture non-uniqueness is unclear. In addition,

the bivariate NPMLE has the odd problem that is inconsistent in the special case of

singly censored observations (Laan 1996), that is when one of the bivariate events is

interval censored but the other is not. Maathius (2006) show the estimator has cubed

root convergence under some regularity conditions.

2.1.4 Semi-parametric Regression Models

For interval censored data, the most popular regression model is the Cox PH model

(Cox 1972). Finkelstein (1986) presented a Newton Raphson for finding the MLE,

applied to a reparameterization of the likelihood function. However, this was found

to be highly unstable and typically required inverse of a very large Hessian matrix.

Huang (1996) presented a two step algorithm which alternated between optimizing

the baseline NPMLE and the regression coefficients. This algorithm used a similar

parameterization to Finkelstein (1986) and also was found to be unstable. Pan (1999)

present an ICM algorithm for computing the semi-parametric MLE, which avoided

the use of matrix inversion. While this algorithm was found to be stable, we found

that the current implementation of this algorithm in the CRAN “intcox” package was

quite slow (see chapter 4).

One very attractive feature of these regression models presented in Huang (1996)
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showed that

n1/2(β − β̂)→d N(0,Σ−1)

where Σ is the information matrix of β. Thus while comparing two groups by fitting

two NPMLE fits can be inefficient due to cube root convergence, regression models

are still fairly efficient, as they display square root convergence.

A difficulty in obtaining standard errors is that Σ is actually infinite dimensional,

as semi-parametric modeling allows for infinite dimensional parameter space. In the

right censored case, the likelihood can be factored so the Hessian of the covariates

can be considered separately. However, with interval censored data, the likelihood

is not factorable, so the baseline covariates cannot be ignored for estimation of the

regression parameters. Huang suggested “sieve estimation”, in which the infinite di-

mension parameter space is approximated with a finite dimensional parameter space.

In addition, because the regression parameter has square root convergence rather

than cube root, there is no reason to question the validity of bootstrap estimation.

Finally, profile likelihoods can be used for inference as well, although currently there

is no publicly available software for such methods.

2.2 Shape Constraints

Although shape constrained estimation has existed for a long time, advancements

in non-linear programming allow for more efficient computation, which in turn has

allowed for application of more useful constraints. Thus, despite being a mature field,
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it has experienced a resurgence of attention in the literature recently.

As mentioned in the introduction, shape constraints can be either for parametric

models, where the parameters have constraints on them, or non-parametric, in which

the shape of a particular function of the estimate is constrained. In this work, we will

be examining the case of non-parametric constraints. The earliest shape constraint

to appear in the literature is the Grenander estimator (Grenander 1956), or a strictly

decreasing density estimator. One of the key advantages of this constraint is that it

allows for non-parametric density estimates, while the unconstrained non-parametric

estimator (better known as the Empirical Distribution Function) has degenerate den-

sity estimates. However, in practice the constraint of strictly decreasing density is

not widely acceptable for most problems.

Another constraint considered was the unimodal estimator. The limitations on the

distributions this sets is considered ideal: by being unimodal, it seems we would

prevent erratic behavior of the probability density function and insure a smooth

cumulative density function. Unfortunately, it was found that the unimodal NPMLE

would always place infinite density at the mode, setting the likelihood function to ∞

(Wegman 1969). Even if the mode were known in advance (which in practice is quite

rare), the estimator experienced heavy spiking at the mode.

A constraint that has gathered a lot of attention recently, and is the one we will con-

sider in this work, is that of log concavity. A function f(x) is said to be log-concave

if f(x) = eφ(x), where φ(x) is a concave function. Many of the basic properties of the

log-concave density function are discussed in Dümbgen and Rufibach (2009). They

show that by assuming log concavity, one can insure continuous density estimation

without having to specify any sort of smoothing parameters. In addition, this ensures

the estimated density is unimodal with an increasing hazard function. The family of

log-concave densities includes several classic parametric families, including normal,
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gamma with shape parameter ≥ 1, weibull with shape parameter ≥ 1, beta with

both parameters ≥ 1 and the logistic distribution. On the other hand, in addition

to the parametric models explicitly excluded from those listed above (e.g. gamma

with shape parameter < 1, etc.), all t-distributions, log-logistic and log-normal dis-

tributions are not log-concave due to heavy tails. Likewise, multimodal distributions,

such as mixture models with components sufficiently separated, are not log-concave.

Recent work by Chang and Walther (2007) showed that using log-concave compo-

nents in mixture modeling can improve estimates when the component distributions

are skewed compared to a normal component, so log-concave estimation can still be

useful in multimodal problems.

Recently, Dümbgen et al. (2011) presented an efficient active set algorithm for find-

ing the log-concave NPMLE for exact data and presented an EM algorithm finding

the log-concave NPMLE for interval censored data. The EM algorithm required

discretizing the support space and thus provides an approximation to the NPMLE.

Implemented algorithms for the both cases can be found in the CRAN package “log-

condens”. The active set algorithm for datasets without censored data is very fast

and should be sufficient for moderately sized data sets. The EM algorithm for cen-

sored data is considerably slower, especially for interval censored data. In addition,

the algorithm failed to converge quite often. This is discussed in more detail and

average computation times are presented in chapter 3.
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Chapter 3

Computation of the Log-concave

NPMLE

3.1 Introduction

The NPMLE is a very popular estimator for interval censored data, the main strength

being the flexibility of the model. This is especially important for interval censored

data, as assessing model fit can be very difficult. However, the flexibility of the

estimator comes at the cost of high variability of survival estimates. In particular,

the convergence rate of the NPMLE has been shown to be n1/3 for current status data

(Groeneboom 1987) and conjectured to be n1/3 log(n) in the case of case II interval

censored data (Groeneboom 1991). Heuristically, the poor behavior of the NPMLE

is due to the fact that the estimated survival curves are similar to step functions with

a relatively small number of steps, even for larger datasets (see figure 3.1).

Parametric models allow for much more efficient estimation, providing n1/2 conver-

gence rates. This depends on parametric assumptions which are hard to assess for
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Figure 3.1: Log-concave NPMLE and unconstrained NPMLE. Data are current status
data simulated from a Gamma(2,2) distribution with n = 200

interval censored data and can lead to heavy bias in survival estimates if the assump-

tions are inappropriate. Because of this, parametric models are fairly unpopular for

use in interval censored data.

Alternatively, issues of the erratic nature of the NPMLE can be remedied by mak-

ing an assumption about the smoothness of the underlying distribution, rather than

making a more restrictive assumption of belonging to a parametric family. Doing so

will reduce the variance of survival estimates, as it prevents the erratic step behavior

of the NPMLE.

One approach to smoothing the estimator is by use of a smoothness parameter. One

method for this is smoothing over the unconstrained NPMLE with a kernel estimator

(Betensky et al. 1999), which requires selection of a bandwidth parameter. An-

other technique is to model the density with log-spline functions, using a smoothness

penalty to select the number of knots (Kooperberg and Stone, 1992). While both of

these techniques have been shown to reduce the variance of the estimated survival
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curve for interval censored data (Pan 2000), they have their drawbacks as well. Both

these estimators require selecting some form of an uninterpretable smoothness pa-

rameter, which can be non-trivial in the interval censored case. As an example, the

logspline density estimator can be found in the CRAN package “logspline”, with pre-

set smoothing penalties. While this estimator can perform well with light censoring,

in our experience with simulated data it behaved poorly under heavy censoring. In

particular, it was often observed that either the estimate of the density jumps highly

erratically or the algorithm fails to converge when used with current status data, even

for large data sets (in fact, the estimator appears to perform worse for larger data

sets). Similar problems were noted in Pan (2000). Likewise, the question of band-

width selection for the kernel smoother in application to interval censored data is still

an open question. While both these methods may prove fruitful if automated smooth-

ness parameter selection methods can be developed specifically for interval censored

data, in our study we found current implementations of such rules unreliable. This

produces demand for a fully automated, theoretically justified smooth estimator.

Rather than selecting an uninterpretable smoothing parameter, we address this prob-

lem by applying a shape constraint on the density function which insures a smooth

survival estimate. We will focus on the popular shape constraint of log concavity

(originally published as Bagnoli and Bergstorm 1989, republished as Bagnoli and

Bergstorm 2005) to meet these needs. A density function fX(x) is considered log-

concave if fX(x) = eϕ(x), where ϕ is a concave function. This will insure that fX(x)

will not have more than one peak, but can be flat, such as a uniform distribution.

Because a straight line is the boundary of log-concave functions, it insures the tails of

the distribution are at most exponential (i.e. log-linear). This assumption is consid-

ered very flexible as many parametric distributions fit into this category. The families

of log-concave distributions include normal, gamma with shape parameter ≥ 1, all

Weibull densities with exponent ≥ 1, all beta densities with both parameters ≥ 1
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and the logistic density. Non-logconcave distributions include the t-distribution, the

lognormal distribution and any multimodal distribution. However, the log-concave

estimator has been shown to be useful in mixture modeling (Chang and Walther

2007) so it can be useful for multimodal data as well. This estimator is a consistent

estimator of the density in the case of exact data (Dümbgen and Rufibach 2009)

and an efficient algorithm for finding the log-concave NPMLE has been written for

uncensored data (Dümbgen et al 2011).

Computation of the log-concave NPMLE for interval censored data has been consid-

ered in Dümbgen et al. (2011). They present a rough outline for an algorithm which

discretizes the domain and applies an EM algorithm to find an approximation of the

log-concave NPMLE (only an approximation due to the discretizing of the data).

This algorithm has been implemented in the CRAN package “logconcens”. While

this algorithm behaves fairly well for right censored data, it behaves very poorly for

interval censored data. We found this algorithm frequently failed to converge after

1,000 iterations (default settings on the package set the maximum iterations to 49)

and in general, the algorithm was found to be too slow for most purposes (see table

3.2 for average speeds and frequency of failure to converge).

In this chapter, we provide an efficient method for finding the log-concave NPMLE

for interval censored data. This algorithm was found to typically be over 100x faster

than the algorithm used by the logconcens package and almost never failed to converge

after 1,000 iterations (< 0.1% for simulated data with n = 500). In the illustrative

example, a fairly large dataset of n = 2, 423, our algorithm was almost 2,000 times

faster (0.57 seconds vs 942 seconds). In addition, rather than discretize the domain,

we provide a theorem which shows that the log-concave NPMLE can be characterized

with a finite number of parameters (2u − 1, where u is the number of unique times

appearing in the dataset). Using this parameter set, we provide an algorithm based
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on the Active Set Algorithm presented in Dümbgen et al. (2011) for uncensored

data, although several modifications are required to handle censored data. The most

notable difficulty is the fact that the likelihood function is no longer concave. With

our new algorithm, we will compare the operating characteristics of the log-concave

NPMLE with the unconstrained NPMLE and the kernel smoother under a variety of

different setting via Monte Carlo simulation.

The organization of the rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we

formulate the likelihood function that we are interested in maximizing and state the

conditions for which the likelihood function is bounded (proof is provided in appendix

A). In Section 3.3, we prove a theorem which shows that the maximum likelihood can

be achieved by a function of a finite number of parameters. In Section 3.4, we present

the different parameterizations that will be used in the algorithm. In Section 3.5, we

discuss the convergence criterion, which is a crucial part of our proposed algorithm.

In Section 3.6, we describe the algorithm itself. In Section 3.7, we apply the algorithm

to a classic sample data set and compare the results to those of the unconstrained

NPMLE and the kernel smoother. In Section 3.8, we simulate data and compare the

bias and standard deviations of the log-concave NPMLE, the unconstrained NPMLE

and the kernel smoother across several different simulation scenarios. In Section 3.9,

we discuss future research topics for the log-concave NPMLE.

3.2 Likelihood Function

We adopt the standard assumption of independent observations among subjects and

an independent censoring mechanism. For the ith subject, suppose the exact event

time is known to be within the observation interval [Li, Ri]. Let φ(x) represent the

log density at time x. Because we are dealing with proper density estimates, we must
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use the standard survival notation of δi = I{Li=Ri} (i.e. δi is an indicator that the

exact event time was observed for subject i). Then the log likelihood function is

`(φ) =
n∑
i=1

δiφ(Li) + (1− δi) log

(∫ Ri

Li

eφ(x) dx

)

From this, the log-concave NPMLE is

φ̂ = arg max
φ

n∑
i=1

δiφ(Li) + (1− δi) log

(∫ Ri

Li

eφ(x) dx

)

which satisfies
φ(x2)− φ(x1)

x2 − x1
≥ φ(x3)− φ(x2)

x3 − x2
∀x1 < x2 < x3

and

∫ ∞
−∞

eφ(x)dx = 1

To ease the last restriction, we replace eφ(x) with eφ(x)∫
eφ(x)dx

, so that eφ̂(x) is proportional

to the log-concave NPMLE. Under this parameterization, the log-concave NPMLE is

written as

φ̂ = arg max
φ

n∑
i=1

δiφ(Li) + (1− δi) log

(∫ Ri

Li

eφ(x) dx

)
− n× log

(∫ ∞
−∞

eφ(x)dx

)

which satisfies
φ(x2)− φ(x1)

x2 − x1
≥ φ(x3)− φ(x2)

x3 − x2
∀x1 < x2 < x3

Note that under this parameterization, φ̂(x) is calculated up to an additive constant.

For simplicity we set maxx φ̂(x) = 0. We can then interpret φ̂(x) as the estimated
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log ratio between the density at x and the density at the mode.

Under minimal conditions, the likelihood function is bounded. In particular,

Theorem 1. The likelihood function is bounded if one of the following three conditions

is met:

1. All the data are censored

2. At least two data points are uncensored, and they are not equal to each other

3. There exists one uncensored data point which is not contained in at least one of

the censored intervals

See appendix A for proof of this theorem.

3.3 Solution Set

In the case of exact observations, it is known that the log-concave NPMLE must be

a log piecewise linear function, with knots at the observed times and zero density

outside the minimum and maximum observed times (Rufibach 2007). To prove this,

consider that for exact times the log likelihood function can be written as

n∑
i=1

φ(xi)− n× log

∫
eφ(x)dx

where x1 < x2 < · · · < xn are the ordered observations. For a fixed set of values

of φ(xi), the likelihood is maximized by minimizing
∫
eφ(x)dx. For fixed φ(xi) and

φ(xi+1),
∫ xi+1

xi
eφ(x)dx under the concave restriction of φ(x) is minimized by linearly

connecting φ(xi) and φ(xi+1). Thus, φ̂(x) is a log linear piecewise function in the

case of exact observations. The concavity of the log-likelihood function with exact
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observations insures that the solution is unique.

In the case of interval censored data, the log-concave NPMLE is not necessarily

unique. As a trivial example, consider the case n = 1 and the one event is censored.

In such a case, any log-concave function which places all of the mass inside of the

censored interval would be a log-concave NPMLE. This is very similar to the problem

of representational non-uniqueness in the unconstrained case (Gentleman and Vandal

2002). With such issues in mind, we will instead show that the maximum likelihood

can be achieved via a log piecewise linear function with a finite number of knots,

while recognizing that there may be other functions which have the same likelihood.

Define u = number of unique values of Li and Ri.

Theorem 2. The maximum likelihood for the logconcave NPMLE can be achieved

with a piecewise linear function with at most 2u− 1 knots.

0 1 2 3 4 5

0.
0

0.
5

1.
0

1.
5

2.
0

Figure 3.2: Observation intervals and contribution intervals

Proof. Let ϕ̂ be a log-concave function which maximizes the likelihood function. We

will prove that there exists φ̂ which is a log linear spline with at most 2u − 1 such

that `(ϕ̂) = `(φ̂).
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Define the ith observation interval [Li, Ri] to be the interval in which the ith event

was known to have occurred. Define a contribution interval to be an interval such

that both ends of the interval are ends of an observation interval, with no other ends

of observation intervals in between. For example, Figure 3.2 shows two observation

intervals, L1 = 1, R1 = 3 and L2 = 2, R2 = 4. This leads to 3 contribution intervals;

[1,2], [2,3] and [3,4]. Note that exchanging mass between contribution intervals will

affect the likelihood function, but exchanging mass within will not.

In any area that is not in a contribution interval, ϕ(x) needs to be minimized for

ϕ̂(x). Thus, ϕ̂(x) will be linear in areas that are between contribution intervals but

are not contribution intervals and ϕ̂(x) will be −∞ in areas that are not contribution

intervals and not between contribution intervals. Therefore, we must only be con-

cerned with whether φ can replicate the contribution of ϕ̂ to the likelihood function

in the contribution intervals while still respecting the constraints.

For the ith contribution interval, define li and ri to be the end points. Let us assume

for now that li > −∞ and ri < ∞. For a given ϕ(li), ϕ
′(li−) (left derivative at

li), ϕ(ri) and ϕ′(ri+) (right derivative at ri), this contribution interval affects the

likelihood only through the total mass assigned to it, i.e. pi =
∫ ri
li
eϕ(x)dx. We define

p̂i =
∫ ri
li
eϕ̂(x)dx

We will show that for a given ϕ̂(li), ϕ̂
′(li−), ϕ̂(ri) and ϕ̂′(ri+) and p̂i, by placing one

knot between li and ri, we can set φ(li) = ϕ̂(li), φ
′(li−) = ϕ̂′(li−), φ(ri) = ϕ̂(ri) and

φ′(ri+) = ϕ̂′(ri+) while

∫ ri

li

eφ(x)dx = p̂i

Let us define a point inside the contribution interval

mk =
ϕ̂(ri)− ϕ̂′(ri+)ri − ϕ̂(li) + ϕ̂′(li−)li

ϕ̂′(li−)− ϕ̂′(ri+)
.
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In other words, mi is the location of the intersection of the linear expansions of ϕ(x)

from li and ri. Of all possibilities of ϕ, pi is maximized by setting ϕ to be linear on the

intervals [li,mi] and [mi, ri] such that ϕ(mi) is equal to the height of the intersection

of linear extension from each side. We can minimize pi by setting in ϕ to be linear

on [li, ri]. This is illustrated in figure 3.3.
0

1
2

3
4

x

φ(
x)

fixed
max pi
min pi

li mi ri

Figure 3.3: Maximizing and Minimizing pi

Therefore, by adding a knot at mi, we can set pi to either the minimum or the maxi-

mum possible under the log concavity constraint, with given ϕ̂(li), ϕ̂
′(li−), ϕ̂(ri) and

ϕ̂′(ri+). In fact, we can set

∫ ri

li

eφ(x)dx to any value between the minimum and max-

imum of pi by setting φ(mi) to a suitable value between its minimum and maximum

allowed by the constraints. In particular, we will be able to set

∫ ri

li

eφ(x)dx = p̂i

This does not generalize to the case that li = −∞ or ri = ∞, as mi will not be

properly defined by our rule. Let us assume that ri = ∞. In such a case, pi is

maximized by setting ϕ to be linear over [li,∞) with slope equal to ϕ̂′(li−) (if this

value is non-negative, we will define pi = 1). We can minimize pi by setting the slope

equal to −∞ (i.e. pi = 0). Any value between the minimum and maximum can be
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achieved by setting this slope to a suitable value between ϕ̂′(li−) and −∞. We can

allow φ to span such choices of slope by setting mi = li + 1. Likewise, if li = −∞, we

can set mi = ri − 1.

This implies any likelihood value which can be achieved by an arbitrary log-concave

density can also be achieved by a piecewise log linear function with knots at the end

points of contribution intervals and one knot inside each contribution interval. This

leads to a maximum of 2u− 1 knots.

Theorem 2 is important as it clarifies the form of the NPMLE. However, without

knowing φ̂(x), one cannot know the exact location of mi for the ith contribution

interval. In order to deal with this, mi is replaced with the fixed location midi = li+ri
2

for the main portion of the algorithm, as midi should be close to mi. Once the

solution is sufficiently close, Newton’s method will be used to adjust the location of

the knots between updates of parameter values.

For the rest of the thesis, the support set refers to all end points and mid points of

all the contribution intervals.

3.4 Parameterizations

The algorithm presented in this chapter will use an active set algorithm, very similar

to the algorithm used in the case of exact times (Rufibach, 2007). In order to clearly

define the active set algorithm, several definitions are required. To start with, we

define βi = φ(xi), where xi is the ith ordered support point as described in the theorem

above. Let k be the number of support points. Because φ(x) is a linear spline with

knots at xi, the values of β1, β2, ..., βk and x1, x2, ..., xk will completely characterize

φ(x). This will be referred to as the simple parameterization. Occasionally, we will
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refer to the location of βi. This refers to xi. We will also denote ∆i = βi+1−βi
xi+1−xi .

With this notation, we will note that the constraint of log concavity is equivalent

to ∆1 ≥ ∆2 ≥ ... ≥ ∆k−1. In principal, we would like to define xi to be active if

∆i−1 > ∆i and inactive if ∆i−1 = ∆i. However, due to numerical errors in calculating

∆i, we define xi to be active if ∆i−1 > ∆i + ξ and inactive if ∆i−1 ≤ ∆i + ξ. We set

ξ = 10−13 and found no problems resulting from this.

Similar to the case of exact times (Rufibach 2007), we noticed that the solution

tends to have very few active points compared to total number of points considered.

We can take advantage of this to create an efficient algorithm using an active set

parameterization. Under this parameterization, we treat φ(x) as a linear spline with

knots only at the active points and will adjust the βi’s as such. We will use the

notation β∗i to denote when we are using the active set parameterization. When

using the active set parameterization, if we increase the active parameter β∗i , we also

increase the neighboring inactive βj’s as though the active points were the only knots

of φ(x) i.e. the inactive βj are determined by linear interpolation from the nearest

active points. To demonstrate this, figure 3.4 demonstrates adding 1 to β∗4 . This

starts with β4 as an inactive point and makes it active as φ is now kinked at x4 . It

also increases the values of β3 and β5, as they are the surrounding inactive points.

To formally characterize addition under the active set parameterization, define a(m)

to be the index of the mth active point. If i = a(m) then β
∗(t+1)
i = β

∗(t)
i + h is

equivalent to
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β
(t+1)
j =


β
(t)
j + h× xj−xa(m−1)

xi−xa(m−1)
, if xa(m−1) < xj ≤ xi

β
(t)
j + h× xa(m+1)−xj

xa(m+1)−xi
, if xi < xj < xa(m+1)

β
(t)
j , otherwise
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Figure 3.4: β
∗(t+1)
4 = β

∗(t)
4 + 1

Under the active set parameterization, all active points have a neighborhood for which

they can both increase and decrease without violating the condition of log-concavity.

Inactive points have a neighborhood in which they can increase and become an active

point, but cannot decrease. In the simple parameterization, inactive points cannot

decrease and all points can increase only if both neighboring points are active. For

example, in figure 3.4, β
(t+1)
4 = β

(t)
4 + 1 violates log concavity, but β

∗(t+1)
4 = β

∗(t)
4 + 1

does not.

In a slight abuse of notation, let us also define ∆a(i) =
βa(i+1)−βa(i)
xa(i+1)−xa(i)

. If K = number of

active points, then ∆1 ≥ ∆2 ≥ ... ≥ ∆k−1 is equal to ∆a(1) ≥ ∆a(2) ≥ ... ≥ ∆a(K−1).
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3.5 Stopping Criterion

We discuss the stopping criterion first before presenting the actual iterative algorithm

because this discussion clarifies how we characterize the NPMLE, given that it is

piecewise log-linear. Because of the log-concavity constraints, it is natural to consider

the KKT conditions (Kuhn and Tucker 1951) which are necessary for an estimate to

be a local maximum. Let us define

KKT error = max


| ∂`
∂β∗
i
|, if ∆i−1 > ∆i + ξ

maxi(
∂`
∂β∗
i
, 0), if ∆i−1 ≤ ∆i + ξ

In other words, the error is the maximum of the absolute value of the derivatives

associated with the active set parameterization of all the active points and the posi-

tive derivatives associated with the active set parameterization of the inactive points

(because decreasing would violate the log concavity restraint).

After the KKT error requirement is met for fixed location of the knots, we allow the

knots to move. When this happens, we will have two sources of error: KKT error

and error associated with the location of the knots at the active points. Because

active points always contain a neighborhood for which the knot can move in either

direction, the location error will be the maximum absolute value of the derivative

of the log likelihood function as a function of location of each of the active points.

This will be referred to as “location error”. At this point in the algorithm, err =

max(KKT error, location error).

The algorithm terminates when either error < tolerance or iteration > max iterations.

We set the tolerance to 10−4. The reason this value was selected was setting the
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tolerance to 10−5 usually required step sizes in the order of 10−6, which was smaller

than the precision of the quadratic programming package we used (see section 3.6.3

for more discussion). If greater precision was desired, the algorithm still achieves this

as the univariate step of the algorithm functions properly even for extremely small

step sizes. However, this is much more computationally inefficient and it was decided

that the increase in precision was not worth the computational cost. In order to

check that using tolerance 10−4 resulted in solutions sufficiently close to the mode,

we simulated 200 data sets of size n = 200. In each data set, we set tolerance first

to 10−4 and then 10−5 and compared final likelihoods of our solutions. In these data

sets, it was found that the median increase from using tolerance 10−5 was 1.6× 10−9

and the maximum increase was found to be 0.0020.

It is important to note that because the likelihood function is not always concave and

potentially could be multi-modal, our stopping criterion is only a necessary condition

for the global maximum, not a sufficient condition. However, when the algorithm was

started from random starting points, it would always converge to the same solutions,

suggesting the issue of potential multi-modality is not too severe.

3.6 Active Set Algorithm

3.6.1 Algorithm Outline

The algorithm includes four steps: one which selects new points to add to the set of

active points (similar to the VDM algorithm of Fedorov 1972), one which efficiently

increases the likelihood over the set of currently active points (similar to the methods

used to compute the log-concave NPMLE with exact observations found in Dümbgen

et al. 2011), one that fixes the tails and one that moves the location of the active

points. The first step selects the index i with the maximal error and uses simple
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univariate techniques to find an optimal β∗i . The second step optimizes over the active

set proceeds by approximating the log-likelihood function with a second order Taylor

expansion, and then maximizing this approximation using quadratic programming,

similar to the ICM algorithm (Jongbloed 1998). Because often βi = −∞ on the

tails at the solution, it is occasionally necessary to adjust the tails of β for numerical

stability so this is done in the fixing tails step. Finally, after the solution is sufficiently

close, we allow the location of the active points to move via Newton’s method. The

basic form of the algorithm is as follows.

• Set initial values for β

• Set MOVEX = FALSE

• While (err > ε and t < max iterations)

{

– Set t = t+ 1

– Select index i with maximal KKT error

– Use univariate optimization to update β∗i

– Use quadratic programming to optimize over active set

– Fix tails of β if necessary

– Calculate err = KKT error

– If(err < ε)

∗ MOVEX = TRUE

– If(MOVEX == TRUE)

{

∗ Use bivariate Newton’s method to update knot location of active

points which are mid points
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∗ Calculate err = max(KKT error, location error)

}

}

• Convert β to eφ(x)/
∫
eφ(x)dx

• Return eφ(x)/
∫
eφ(x)dx

It is important to note that after the MOVEX part of the algorithm is activated,

we will still need to update all values of βi, as moving the location of the knots

will have a change in the constraints. Because of this, when we calculate err =

max(KKT error, location error), we must recalculate the KKT error rather than

reusing the earlier calculated KKT error in the earlier step of the algorithm.

There is one technical note about the initial values of β. It is very tempting to

start with a uniform set, i.e. β1 = ... = βk = 0. However, if right censoring is infinite

(Ri =∞ or Li = −∞), this will result in an improper distribution, as the distribution

Uniform(a,∞) is improper. To insure the initial distribution is properly defined, we

set m = k+1
2

and set βi = −|xm − xi|/σ∗x, where σ∗x is the standard deviation of all

finite support point locations. This leads to a Laplace distribution if defined on R

and a truncated Laplace distribution otherwise. In general, we found that different

valid starting values lead to the same results.

3.6.2 Univariate Optimization

Our algorithm selects the index i associated with the maximum KKT error. Once the

index i is selected, β∗i must be selected which increases the likelihood. Let i = a(j)
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(if i is not an active point, it will be after optimization). From the constraints

∆a(j−2) ≥ ∆a(j−1), ∆a(j−1) ≥ ∆a(j) and ∆a(j) ≥ ∆a(j+1), we derive the constraints

β∗i ≤ min
(
βa(j−1) + ∆a(j−2) × (xa(j) − xa(j−1)), βa(j+1) −∆a(j+1) × (xa(j+1) − xa(j))

)

β∗i ≥
(

1

xa(j+1) − xa(j)
+

1

xa(j) − xa(j−1)

)−1
×
(

βa(j+1)

xa(j+1) − xa(j)
+

βa(j−1)
xa(j) − xa(j−1)

)

Constraints which involve an undefined index, such as a(0), can be ignored. If d2`
d(β∗

i )
2 <

0, then Newton’s method was used, subject to the constraints. Half stepping was used

to insure monotonic convergence. Rarely it was observed that d2`
d(β∗

i )
2 ≥ 0, in which

case the bisection method was used to update β∗i . Although `(β∗i ) was observed to

be non-concave, it was not observed to be multimodal.

Much like the VDM algorithm, these steps alone insure that the algorithm will reach

a local maximum, but is observed to do so very slowly. Using simulated data with

n = 200, we observed that using these steps alone frequently failed to meet the

convergence criterion after 1000 iterations, implying that an algorithm based only on

univariate optimization would be insufficient. In section 3.6.3, we present a step that

updates all active points simultaneously and greatly accelerates the algorithm. While

the multivariate step can be forced to never decrease the likelihood function, the

multivariate step alone is not insured to find a local maximum. Thus, we will include
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both the univariate and multivariate steps in our algorithm to insure convergence.

3.6.3 Maximizing Over an Active Set

Once given an active set of points, we need a step which can maximize over the active

set efficiently. Because of the linear constraints of concavity, Newton’s method is

difficult to apply as it would not respect the boundaries. Instead, an ICM (Jongbloed

1998) algorithm is used to maximize the over the active set, similar to the algorithm

used in the exact case (Dümbgen et al., 2011). An ICM algorithm works by approx-

imating the target function with a second order Taylor expansion, in which the off

diagonal partial derivatives are ignored. In this application, the parameters consid-

ered will be the log density at the active points, i.e. βi’s. It is worth noting that

in the traditional ICM algorithm, the off diagonals are ignored due to the expense

of computation. In this case the number of parameters considered is actually fairly

low, making the number of off diagonals more manageable, but we have other reasons

to ignore the off diagonals which will be discussed shortly. This approximation is

maximized, according to the linear constraints, via quadratic programming. We will

use the notation that a quadratic program minimizes

1

2
dTQd+ cTd

Under the constraint

Ad ≤ b

Because quadratic programming minimizes a program, we will minimize the Taylor
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approximation of −`(β∗)), with the off diagonals of the Hessian ignored. In order to

have 1
2
dTQd+ cTd be the given approximation, we define

di = β
∗(t+1)
a(i) − β∗(t)a(i)

Qi,i = −∂
2`(β∗(t))

∂β
∗(t)
a(i)

2

Qi,j(i 6=j) = 0

ci = −∂`(β
∗(t))

∂β
∗(t)
a(i)

In order to preserve the constraint of ∆a(i) ≥ ∆a(i+1), we set

Ai,i =
1

xa(i+1) − xa(i)
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Ai,i+1 =
−1

xa(i+1) − xa(i)
+

−1

xa(i+2) − xa(i+1)

Ai,i+2 =
1

xa(i+2) − xa(i+1)

bi = ∆
(t)
a(i+1) −∆

(t)
a(i)

Similar to the ICM algorithm (Jongbloed 1998), half steps will be taken to insure the

likelihood function does not decrease. In other words, if `(β∗(t) + d) < `(β∗(t)), then d

is replaced with d/2 until `(β∗(t) + d) ≥ `(β∗(t)). It was observed that these half steps

were required very infrequently. However, if the tolerance was set very low, such as

10−6, often this step would fail to increase the likelihood function, as the tolerance

for the quadratic solver appeared larger than the necessary step size (the “solve.QP”

function from the R package “quadprog” was used. Failure typically happened when

the largest component of d (before half stepping) was on the order of 10−6. In such

cases, the univariate steps would still work and the algorithm was still observed to

converge fairly quickly).

Perhaps the most novel part of this algorithm is in how we deal with the fact that

`(β∗) may not be locally concave. In particular, the quadratic function used to

approximate the likelihood function will be unbounded if the Hessian is non-negative

definite, leading to a degenerate purposed step. Because the ICM algorithm ignores
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the off diagonals of the Hessian matrix, the only case of concern is when the diagonals

of the Hessian are not negative. When the off diagonals are included in the quadratic

approximation of the likelihood function, the quadratic approximation was much more

likely to be unbounded. In order to remedy this, an approximation to the second

derivative was used which would be insured to be negative. This approximation takes

advantage of the fact that the likelihood function is bounded from above.

Suppose that the likelihood function is not locally concave as a function of one of the

active points, i.e. ∂2`

∂(β
∗(t)
a(i)

)
2 ≥ 0. Let β̃∗a(i) be the value of β∗a(i) that maximizes `(β∗a(i))

in the direction of ∂`

∂β
∗(t)
a(i)

(i.e. if ∂`

∂β
∗(t)
a(i)

> 0 only consider β̃∗a(i) > β
∗(t)
a(i) , and if ∂`

∂β
∗(t)
a(i)

< 0

only consider β̃∗a(i) < β
∗(t)
a(i)) with all other βa(j) held fixed. It is worth noting that we

don’t require β̃∗a(i) to respect the boundary set by the constraint of log concavity. If we

then consider approximating `(β∗a(i)) with a quadratic function whose first derivative

at β∗a(i) is ∂`

∂β
∗(t)
a(i)

and whose maximum is reached at β̃∗a(i), this would imply that our

approximation of the second derivative would be

−
(

∂`

∂β
∗(t)
a(i)

)
β̃∗a(i) − β

∗(t)
a(i)

This is guaranteed not to be positive.

In the case of a concave likelihood function, half stepping insures that the likelihood

function will increase. Because our target function is not locally concave when using

this approximation, even half stepping does not insure the likelihood function will in-

crease. If after sufficient half steps (we chose 5), the likelihood still does not increase,

this step of the algorithm is skipped. Theoretically, if the ICM step repeatedly failed,

the algorithm could be extremely slow due to relying only on the univariate optimiza-
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tion. However, this was not observed to occur and substituting this approximation

into the ICM algorithm appears to work very well, usually reducing the number of

iterations required to below 100 for simulated data of size n = 200. While finding

β̃∗a(i) does come with some computational cost, this approximation was required infre-

quently and could be done efficiently enough that the computational costs were not

significant in the speed of the algorithm.

3.6.4 Moving the Knots

Recall that we used midk as the location of the knots in the center of each contribution

interval because we don’t know the exact location defined as mk in our theorem. To

optimize the position of the knots, a bivariate Newton’s method was used, with

half-stepping of proposed steps to insure the new proposed estimate increases the

likelihood function and respects the constraints. Two parameters considered were

the location of the knot (i.e. xi) and the log density at the knot (i.e. βi). While the

log likelihood function does appear consistently to be concave as a function of the

location of the knots, we already know that the log likelihood is not always concave

as a function of βi. In the case where the Hessian matrix is not negative definite,

we will perform Newton’s method on only the location of the knot, as empirically

this was always found to be locally concave. The algorithm includes a bisection step,

should the likelihood function be non concave as a function of the knot location, but

we have not observed it to be necessary.

It was found that the most computationally efficient way to implement this moving

of the knots was to first let the algorithm run without moving the knots until the

KKT error was below the tolerance. Once this occurred, then we would add the

bivariate Newton’s method into the algorithm, alongside both the univariate and the

ICM steps, until both the KKT error and location error were below the tolerance.
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Once this was satisfied, the algorithm was considered converged.

3.6.5 Fixing the Tails

When computing the log-concave NPMLE with exact observations, the area which

must have positive mass is known in advance (i.e. the range of all observed times).

When computing the log-concave NPMLE for interval censored data, this not the case.

There will be several contribution intervals which receive 0 mass at the log-concave

NPMLE. A trivial example to consider is if the data consisted of two overlapping in-

tervals. The log-concave NPMLE would place all the mass in the overlap and no mass

to the other two surrounding contribution intervals. In the case of the unconstrained

NPMLE, the mass is known to be positive only in the set of Turnbull intervals. How-

ever, the log-concave constraint implies that this is not the case and often some of

the contribution intervals outside of the minimum and maximum Turnbull intervals

will receive positive mass at the log-concave NPMLE, while others will not.

Because of this, simply allowing the earlier steps to find the log densities at the tails

of the estimated density can lead to numerical instability as φ(x)→ −∞. Numerical

instability typically happened in the range of φ(x) = −1000 for some x, as derivatives

and second derivatives approached 0. Along with numerical issues there are compu-

tational costs. Consider that if φ(x) = −10 for some x, then the density is 4.5× 10−5

times the density at the mode, indicating φ(x) is very likely −∞ at φ̂(x). Even if

numerical issues were not observed, allowing the algorithm to meet the stopping cri-

terion can be very computationally expensive for a rather trivial transformation of

φ(x).

To cope with this, our algorithm would periodically check if setting φ(x) to −∞

increases the likelihood for x on the tails if φ(x) < −t for some threshold t. If this

increased the likelihood, the βi associated would be set to −∞ and either βi+1 or βi−1
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(depending on which tail) would be checked next. If setting βi = −∞ did not increase

the likelihood, the values would remain unchanged and this part of the algorithm

would terminate. Interestingly, choosing t too small leads to local maxes which can

be considerably less than the global max, even if optimization techniques are used to

check if adding mass back to the tails which have been set to −∞ could increase the

likelihood. For poorly chosen t, such as t = 1, the difference in log likelihood was

observed to be as high as 1.5 and the mass could be significantly different on the tails,

despite the convergence criterion being satisfied. On the other hand, setting very large

t, such as 500, was found to increase the number of iterations required several fold.

Fortunately, there appears to be a large region for choices of t such that neither issues

occurred. The performance across t = 1, 5, 10, 20 and 40 was examined. While it

was found that t = 10 appeared satisfactory, for robustness t = 20 was selected as

it led to a small increase in average iterations (about 15% more). With this fix, it

was found that even with random starting values, the algorithm only led to the same

estimate.

3.7 Algorithm Speeds

To investigate the speed of our algorithm, we computed the log-concave NPMLE

across different scenarios. The complexity of each step of the algorithm is not only a

function of sample size, but also the number of unique times in the data. Each step

is of order O(u2), where u is the number of unique times. While given u, n does not

affect the complexity of each iteration, we see that the number of iteration increases

with n for a fixed u. Empirically, it appears the number of iterations required may

be of order O(
√
n). On Table 3.1, we present average computation time in seconds

across different sample sizes and different numbers of unique times in the data using

simulated current status data in which both the event time and inspection time was
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simulated from gamma(2,2) distribution. Binning was used to create the number of

unique times.

Unique Times

n 10 50 100 500 1000 2000 5000

100 0.07 0.15 0.17 NA NA NA NA

500 0.19 0.27 0.46 0.86 2.44 NA NA

5000 0.42 0.86 1.11 5.07 7.59 31.6 156

Table 3.1: Average computation times in seconds for our algorithm

We compared this to the R package logconcens. We found that the algorithm in

logconcens frequently failed to converge. We simulated datasets in the same manner

as above, except that we only considered sample sizes n = 25, 50 and 100. In addition

to average times, we present the proportion of datasets for which the algorithm failed

to converge after 1,000 iterations.

Unique Times

n 10 25 50

25 9.29 (0.26) 20.4 (0.37) NA

50 14.0 (0.15) 21.7 (0.27) 47.9 (0.67)

100 16.9 (0.20) 37.1 (0.43) 56.1 (0.47)

Table 3.2: Average computation times in seconds for logconcens. Values in parenthe-

ses are proportion of datasets failed to converge after 1,000 iterations

3.8 Illustrative Example

For a illustrative example, we will borrow data from MacMahon and Worcestor (1966).
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Questionnaires were collected from n = 2423 participants regarding age at menopause.

Because several of the subjects had not experienced menopause yet, this data set

contained right censored data. However, MacMahon and Worcestor (1966) found

that there was a marked terminal digit clustering in the response of reported time

of menopause. Because of this, Krailo and Pike (1983) recommended only using the

menopausal status of women at the time of the questionnaire, thus resulting in current

status data. The data also contains two types of menopause; operative menopause

and natural menopause.

Earlier analyses of this data used a competing risks model (Jewell et al. 2003). For

demonstrative purposes, we will only examine the time to menopause, regardless of

the type of menopause. For this example, we will examine the estimated densities and

survival curves, although clearly it would be simple to also examine the estimated

hazard as well. We wanted to compare the log-concave estimate to the unconstrained

NPMLE, the logspline estimator and the kernel density estimator. However, using

the standard settings found in the CRAN logspline package, the logspline estimator

failed to converge with this dataset, a common problem for the logspline estimator

with current status data. When using the kernel smoother, the problem of selecting

bandwidth was non trivial. Braun et al. (2005) suggest using cross validation for

selecting bandwidth. With a dataset of this size and current software options for the

kernel smoother, this is not an option. Instead, midpoint imputation was used to

determine bandwidth, as demonstrated in the CRAN ICE package. Other ad hoc

fixes used were left endpoint and right endpoint imputation. All of these lead to

relatively close bandwidths, which lead to very similar estimates.

Plotted estimates can be seen in figure 3.5 for the menopause data. We see is that

the log-concave NPMLE has a much more jagged density estimator than the kernel

smoother. This can be seen as a disadvantage for the log-concave NPMLE where
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Figure 3.5: Estimated Functions

smoothness of the estimated density is a priority. There is no unconstrained NPMLE

density estimate, as the unconstrained NPMLE does not provide valid density es-

timates. We also note that while the log-concave NPMLE and the unconstrained

NPMLE survival estimates appear consistent with each other, there is a large dis-

agreement with those estimates and the kernel smoother’s. The log-concave NPMLE

places 0 masses beyond t = 58.5, while the kernel smoother places mass as far as t =

100. The NPMLEs appear to agree with what is known about menopause, while the

kernel smoother appears to be a less accurate portrayal of the distribution of time

to menopause. For example, Treloar 1981 presents data from a longitudinal study.

Excluding the cases lost to follow up, all 729 cases had experienced menopause by

age 59 (and only one had experienced menopause after 58). However, the kernel

smoother estimates that S(59) = 0.19. In contrast, both the log-concave NPMLE

and unconstrained NPMLE place 0 mass beyond 58.5, which agree much better with

Treloar’s findings. The current implementation of the LC NPMLE algorithm took

0.57 seconds (221 iterations) to converge, although it is very important to note that

this the best case scenario for a data set of this size (see appendix B on acceleration

from ties). The algorithm in the logconcens package took 942 seconds to converge.
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The kernel smoother took 16.5 seconds and the unconstrained NPMLE algorithm, as

implemented in the CRAN package MLEcens, took 0.139 seconds to converge.

3.9 Simulations

Now that a reasonably fast algorithm has been created for computing the log-concave

NPMLE, the finite sample size operating characteristics can be examined and com-

pared to the competing estimators. In order to examine which estimator performed

best in estimating quantiles, the bias and standard deviation of the estimated 0.1,

0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 0.9 quantiles were compared across the estimators.

Current status data was used, as this simplified the process of censoring. The true

time T was simulated along with the censoring time C. For simplicity, C followed

the same distribution as T . The only information kept was C and whether the event

was right or left censored.

A variety of different distributions were used to examine how the estimators worked

in different scenarios. The distributions tested were gamma(shape = 2, rate = 2),

gamma(shape = 100, rate = 2), weibull(shape = 6, scale = 4), lognormal(µ = 0,

σ = 1) and a gamma mixture with p = (0.5, 0.5), component 1 = gamma(shape

= 2, rate = 2), component 2 = gamma(shape = 5, rate = 1). It should be noted

that the last two simulations violate the assumption of log concavity; the log normal

distribution is mildly non log-concave due to heavy tails, while the gamma mixture

model is heavily non log-concave due to bimodality. In each of the simulations,

datasets were generated with n = 50, 200 and 800. For n = 50 and 200, MC = 400

simulations were generated. For n = 800, MC = 100 simulations were generated.

Tables of the results are given in Appendix C. We refer to the log-concave NPMLE

as the LC NPMLE and the unconstrained NPMLE as the UC NPMLE. Some general
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trends that were noted from the simulations were:

• For log-concave data, the LC NPMLE always outperforms the UC NPMLE in

both bias and standard deviation.

• For log-concave data, the LC NPMLE consistently outperforms the kernel smoother

in terms of bias in quantile estimation. Quite often, the bias from the kernel

smoother was non-trivial.

• The kernel smoother shows extreme bias when the censored intervals cover vast

regions where the density is very close to 0, such as the gamma (100,2) case.

Again, this bias from the kernel smoother appears to increase as n increases.

This bias is thought to be the cause of the discrepancy in estimates for the

illustrative example.

• For log-concave data, the bias approaches 0 fairly quickly for the LC NPMLE.

For samples over 200, the largest bias to standard deviation ratio was 0.4,

although for n = 50, we observe a bias to standard deviation ratio of 0.7.

• For log-concave data, the LC NPMLE has higher standard deviation than the

kernel smoother in small data sets. This trend reversed in larger datasets

• For log normal data, significant bias was seen in the estimation of the upper tail

for the LC NPMLE. While this bias decreased as n increased, it did not appear

to be converging to 0. While the UC NPMLE showed significant bias in small

samples, the bias appeared to be converging to 0. The kernel smoother observed

heavier bias than the LC NPMLE in estimating all cases except estimating the

0.9 quartile with n = 50.

• For mixture gamma data, significant bias was seen for almost all quantiles for

the LC NPMLE, although this was about equal for the kernel smoother. While
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the UC NPMLE suffered from significant bias in n = 50, by n = 200, these

biases were mostly insignificant.

• For density estimation, the trend was very consistent; the log-concave NPMLE

displayed lower bias but significantly higher standard deviation than the kernel

smoother. The bias from the kernel smoother was often substantial. This bias

often did not decrease with an increase in sample size.

• While the log-concave NPMLE did well in terms of bias, the standard deviation

was often so high that it would be unreasonable to use for density estimation

unless the data set was quite large (n ≥ 800).

These simulation results suggest that the log-concave NPMLE would be the estimator

of choice for quantile estimation with current status data that was believed to be log-

concave or only mildly non log-concave. The advantage of the log-concave estimator

increases as n increases. In large data sets or moderately sized data sets with light

case II interval censoring, the log-concave NPMLE may be reasonable for density

estimation, but it is not recommended for smaller data sets (n < 800 for current

status data).

3.10 Future Work

In the case of the log-concave NPMLE for exact data, uniqueness is shown using the

fact that the log likelihood is strictly concave (Rufibach 2007). This cannot be applied

to the interval censored case, as the log likelihood function is not always concave. In

the case of the univariate unconstrained NPMLE, it has been shown that the solution

does not have mixture non-uniqueness (for a solution set of intervals, there is only

one assignment of mass to each interval which maximizes the likelihood function) but
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does suffer from representational non-uniqueness (for a mixed mass and interval, any

assignment of mass within the interval leads to the same likelihood, Gentleman and

Vandal 2001). The proof depends on the fact that the solution only assigns mass

to the Turnbull intervals. In trivial problems, such as a single censored observation,

it is clear that the log concave NPMLE can show representational non-uniqueness.

However, it is not clear whether the estimator suffers from mixture non-uniqueness.

Although the algorithm presented in this chapter is acceptable for small to moderate

sized data sets or larger data sets with large amounts of ties (see appendix), it would

be too slow for larger data sets with large amounts of unique values. For example,

in our simulations we found that if n = 5, 000, all with unique times, the algorithm

look over 2 minutes to converge on average (see table 3.1). In contrast, the CRAN

package “MLEcens” can compute the unconstrained NPMLE for n = 5, 000 in 3.85

seconds on average.

In section 3.6.5, it is noted that the algorithm can find local maxima, returning an

estimate which can differ significantly from the true MLE on the tails. While an ad

hoc fix is presented, it would be preferable to find a transformation of φ(x) such that

the estimate could step away from the local max and toward the global max. Such

a step would likely have to consider both the length of the tails of φ(x) and the log

density of the tails of φ(x) simultaneously. Adding such a step would likely both

accelerate the algorithm and help insure convergence to the global maximum.
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Chapter 4

Inference for the Log-concave

NPMLE

In Chapter 3, we presented a new algorithm for finding the log-concave NPMLE for

interval censored data. We demonstrated that applying this new shape constraint

significantly reduced the variance of the survival estimates in comparison to the un-

constrained NPMLE.

In this chapter, we present methods for inference for the log-concave NPMLE for

current status data. In section 4.1, we present a goodness of fit test for inspect-

ing the validity of the log-concave assumption and investigate the power via Monte

Carlo simulation. In section 4.2, we present two methods for construction of survival

estimates using the log-concave NPMLE and compare their performance with the un-

constrained NPMLE. In section 4.3, we present a Cox PH model with a log-concave

baseline along with methods for confidence intervals, both for regression parameters

and Cox PH survival estimates and compare with the unconstrained Cox PH model.

At this time, we have not implemented any inference methods for density estimation.
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4.1 Goodness of Fit Tests

In comparison with the unconstrained NPMLE, the strength of the log-concave NPMLE

is the reduced variance of survival estimates and properly defined density estimates.

The disadvantage of the log-concave NPMLE is there is an assumption about the

data being made which can lead to bias if the assumption is inappropriate. Because

of this, it is very natural to want to formally test the validity of the assumption. In

particular, we should be concerned with either the true distribution having multiple

distinct modes or heavier tails than allowed by the constraint of log concavity (i.e.

super exponential).

At this time, there is fairly little literature on goodness of fit tests for shape con-

strained estimation, especially for the log-concave assumption. Meister (2009) presents

a test of local monotonicity of a function, although this does not generalize to a test

of log concavity. Carroll et al. (2011) present a generalized test of shape constraints,

which can be applied to the assumption of log concavity. This involves reweighting

the observations and applying a kernel smoother such that a.) the estimate provided

by the kernel smoother meets the shape constraints and b.) some measure of distance

is minimized between the new weights and the uniform n−1 weights. A goodness of fit

test is then based on comparing the minimum distance required to make the kernel

smoothed estimate follow the shape constraint to the distribution of this distance

under the null hypothesis.

Currently, there is no implementation of Carroll’s work for interval censored data.

While further investigation of such a test is warranted, there are reasons to believe

it will not work as well for interval censored data. In particular, the simulations in

chapter 3 show that using current suggested settings (i.e. bandwidth selection), the

kernel smoother for interval censored data can lead to very heavy bias under certain
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situations. Using a potential biased estimator for a goodness of fit test seems untrust-

worthy, especially given that the nature of the bias is currently not well understood.

In this section, we examine two alternative goodness of fit tests for current status data.

Both of these tests are based on likelihood ratio tests of properly nested models. The

first of these tests compares the likelihood of the unconstrained NPMLE to that of the

log-concave NPMLE, as the models are properly nested and can be easily calculated

without any new software (besides that presented in chapter 3). We found this test to

be unsatisfactory in terms of power in certain conditions and so we propose a second

test, in which we compare the log-concave NPMLE to a mixture model which uses

two log-concave components. This new test significantly improves the power in all

cases considered, although it still demonstrated low power in the case of a multimodal

distribution with more than two modes. In application, we suggest both the use of

this test and visual comparison of the unconstrained NPMLE and log-concave survival

curve.

4.1.1 Log-concave vs. Unconstrained NPMLE Likelihood

Ratio Test

The concept of the likelihood ratio test for the log-concave NPMLE vs the uncon-

strained NPMLE is straightforward, following a standard likelihood ratio test in which

the log-concave NPMLE is the nested model within the unconstrained NPMLE. How-

ever, the null distribution of the test statistic does not follow any known distribution

because the null hypothesis is on the boundary (Protassov et. al. 2002). This is

further complicated by the fact that the estimators used are non-parametric, and so

while the null hypothesis is properly nested within the alternative hypothesis, the

difference in the dimension of the parameter space between in the two models is
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undefined.

We use the same approach presented in Protassov et. al. (2002), which is to use

Monte Carlo simulations to estimate the distribution of the test statistic under the null

hypothesis. This is slightly more complicated in our problem, as both the distribution

of the event times and the distribution of the censoring times will affect the likelihood.

For simplicity, we focus on current status data, as it is easier to model the distribution

of the censoring mechanism.

To implement the likelihood ratio test, we first find the log-concave NPMLE and the

unconstrained NPMLE. We calculate

LR = −2`LC + 2`UC

where `LC = likelihood for the log-concave NPMLE and `UC = likelihood for the

unconstrained NPMLE. This gives us our test statistic.

To sample a test statistic under the null hypothesis, we first sample n event times

from a distribution for which the null hypothesis is true. The simplest way to do this

is to draw n samples from the estimated log-concave NPMLE distribution. Then we

censor these n times in a manner similar to the true censoring distribution. For current

status data, this is quite easy. The only information necessary is the distribution of

the inspection times, fC . Because C is observed exactly, modeling of C is an easier

problem than modeling the event times. In fact, we suggest using all n observed

inspection times directly from the dataset itself. Using these inspection times, we

censor our event times according to a current status mechanism. In other words, if

Ti is the ith sampled event time from the null distribution and Ci is the ith inspection
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time in the original dataset, then we set the ith sampled interval to (0, Ci) if Ti < Ci

and (Ci,∞) if Ti ≥ Ci.

We note that the power of the implemented test consists of two mechanisms. One is

the difference in distribution of the log likelihood ratio under the null compared with

under the alternative hypothesis. In particular, setting α = 0.05, the power of the

test is equal to

Pr(lra > q0.95)

where lra is the log likelihood ratio under the alternative hypothesis and q0.95 is the

95th quantile of the likelihood ratio under the null hypothesis. We call this the poten-

tial power of the test. In practice, we don’t know what q0.95 is so we use a bootstrap

estimate of this value for each dataset. This leads to a further complication in that

we may not be able to estimate q0.95 well using bootstrap methods. For example, if

the distribution of the likelihood ratio under the null hypothesis was highly sensitive

to small changes to the true event distribution, the sampled bootstrap distribution

of the test statistic may change significantly based on estimation error of the under-

lying distribution. Because this, we call the power observed by fully implementing

the bootstrap method the observed power. Using Monte Carlo simulation to estimate

the potential power is considerably cheaper than estimating the observed power, even

though the observed power is what we are more interested in. We believe the poten-

tial power should be very close to the observed power, so we used the potential power

to explore the operating characteristics of our tests. We used simulations to confirm

that the potential power is approximately equal to the observed power, although this

will be done on a smaller scale.
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Case II interval censored data is much more difficult to model. In some cases, the

censoring scheme is known in advance due to a planned inspection process. Assuming

the true inspection times followed the distribution dictated by the study design, an

investigator could censor the sampled event times under the null hypothesis following

the distribution given by the study design. In other cases, even if distribution of

the inspection process was not known exactly, the records of the inspection process

many still exist and be helpful in modeling the censoring mechanism. If only the

censoring intervals themselves are known to the investigator, modeling the censoring

mechanism can be very difficult without making strong assumptions. Further work is

required to examine how sensitive this test can be to various necessary assumptions.

For now, we only consider the case of current status data.

While theoretically justified, we found the likelihood ratio test based on the uncon-

strained NPMLE to have unsatisfactory power for current status data, especially in

the case of multimodal data. We came to this conclusion due to the results of Monte

Carlo simulations, which will be discussed in more detail in section 4.1.3. We believe

the poor behavior of this likelihood ratio test is due to the unconstrained NPMLE

being too flexible. In particular, the unconstrained NPMLE allows for “unsmooth”

estimated survival functions. This can have a large impact on the likelihood function,

and yet most researchers are willing to confidently assume that the survival function

is smooth (although accurately defining “smooth” can be quite difficult).

4.1.2 Log-concave vs. Mixture Log-concave

The low power of the previous test motivated us to try a likelihood ratio test based on

an estimator which properly contained the log-concave NPMLE but was still restricted

to be fairly smooth. A model we propose is a mixture model in which the components
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are log-concave. This leads to a fairly smooth estimator which properly contains the

single component log-concave estimator. With standard mixture models, selection

of the number of components is often a difficult question. Because we are merely

trying to test the fit of the single component model rather than properly estimate the

underlying distribution, we will use a two component model to examine how much

an extra component can help the fit, rather than attempting to find a selection rule

for finding the optimal number of components. This removes the need for selection

of a complexity parameter and greatly reduces the computational costs. Because

adding further components tend to lead to a smaller and smaller increase in the

likelihood function, only using two components is likely to have very similar power

when compared to any sort of selection process, while both simplifying the process for

the investigator and reducing the computational costs to a more manageable level.

The log-concave vs. mixture log-concave likelihood ratio test was implemented in the

same manner as the likelihood ratio test with the unconstrained NPMLE, except the

two-component maximum likelihood was used instead of the unconstrained maximum

likelihood. To do this, we first needed to implement an algorithm for finding the two

component log-concave mixture estimator.

Computation of the Two Component Mixture

In the case of the two component mixture model, the log likelihood function can be

written as

n∑
i=1

log

(
p

∫ Ri

Li

f1(t)dt+ (1− p)
∫ Ri

Li

f2(t)dt

)
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such that f1(t), f2(t) are proper log-concave distributions

0 ≤ p ≤ 1

Note that the manner in which we have written the likelihood function does not allow

for uncensored times. This is necessary, as many likelihood functions for a mixture

model with two or more continuous components and at least one exact time will

lead to a degenerate likelihood function, such as the Gaussian mixture model without

constrained variances (Kiefer and Wolfowitz 1956, Day 1969). The likelihood function

for the mixture of log-concave densities will be unbounded with uncensored times as

well. However, if all the data is censored, the log likelihood function will be bounded

from above by 0, so this problem will not occur. Because we are focussed on current

status data, we sidestep the issue of exact times for now. If we wanted to expand

this model to include exact times, we could implement modifications to the mixture

estimator which bound the likelihood function and still properly contain the single

component model. Examples of these methods for the Gaussian mixture model have

been implemented in the Gaussian mixture case in Hathaway (1985) and Fujisawa and

Eguchi (2006), among others. At this time, we know of no such methods implemented

for the log-concave mixture.

We see that f̂1 and f̂2 can be properly described with the same support set as described

by the theorem in chapter 3 by applying the same argument for the single compo-

nent to the two component model. However, the addition inside the log function

makes optimization even more difficult. To deal with this, an Expectation Condi-

tional Maximization Either (ECME) algorithm (Liu and Rubin 1994) algorithm will

be implemented to make the optimization tractable. The ECME algorithm is an ex-

tension of the Expectation Conditional Maximization (ECM) algorithm (Meng and

Rubin 1993). The ECM algorithm is very similar to the EM algorithm, expect that
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rather update all parameters simultaneously in the M step, the algorithm updates

subsets of the parameters conditional on the both the missing data and the other

parameters. The ECME further extends this algorithm by updating some subsets of

the parameters conditional on the other parameters and the missing data, while other

parameters are updated conditional on only the other parameters (i.e. the observed

data likelihood is maximized conditional on the other parameters, rather than the

complete data likelihood).

Much like the classic EM, if we knew which component each observation came from,

the complete likelihood function could be written in the form of

n∑
i=1

[
δi log

(∫ Ri

Li

f1(t)dt

)
+ (1− δi) log

(∫ Ri

Li

f2(t)dt

)]

where δi = 1 if the ith observation came from component 1, and 0 if the ith observation

came from component 2. Based on the current estimates of p, f1 and f2, the E-step

is the standard for mixture models, i.e.

E[δi|f (t)
1 , f

(t)
2 , p(t)] =

p(t)
∫ Ri
Li
f
(t)
1 (x)dx

p(t)
∫ Ri
Li
f
(t)
1 (x)dx+ (1− p(t))

∫ Ri
Li
f
(t)
2 (x)dx

For the M-step, we note that the complete data likelihood can be written as

n∑
i=1

[
δi log

(∫ Ri

Li

f1(t)dt

)
+ (1− δi) log

(∫ Ri

Li

f2(t)dt

)]
=
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n∑
i=1

[
δi log

(∫ Ri

Li

f1(t)dt

)
+ c(f2, δi, Li, Ri)

]

The second half of the summation can be ignored when optimizing over the parameters

of f1.This function can now be optimized using the method described in chapter 3,

with the slight modification that each observation now has a weight δi or 1 − δi,

depending on whether f1 or f2 is to be optimized. For the M step of the algorithm,

we ran one iteration of the algorithm which was insured to increase the complete data

likelihood, rather than running to convergence for the complete data likelihood, as

this was much more efficient.

In addition to updating f
(t)
1 and f

(t)
2 , it is necessary to update p(t) as well. This was

done with Newton’s method (using the incomplete data likelihood), conditioning on

current values of f
(t)
1 and f

(t)
2 and constraining 0 ≤ p ≤ 1. This can also be handled

by the EM algorithm, i.e. p =
∑n

i=1 δi/n, but because this is only a one parameter

problem with simple constraints, we found Newton’s method to be more efficient.

To determine if the algorithm had converged, we set

total error = max(marg err(f1),marg err(f2), |∂`/∂p|)

where “marg err” is the stopping criterion presented in chapter 3. We considered

the algorithm to have converged if total error < ε. We used ε = 10−4. Similar to

our stopping criterion in chapter 3, this insures a local maximum and while it is a

necessary condition for a global maximum, it is not a sufficient condition. A basic
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outline of the algorithm is as follows.

• Set initial values for p, f1 and f2

• while (tol > err & iterations < max iterations)

{

– ECM1 Step

∗ E step: calculate δ conditional on f1, f2 and p

∗ M step: update f1 conditional on δ, f2 and p

– ECM2 Step

∗ E step: calculate δ conditional on f1, f2 and p

∗ M step: update f2 conditional on δ, f1 and p

– CM Step

∗ update p conditional on f1 and f2

– calculate err

}

• return p̂, f̂1 and f̂2

Unlike our results in the single component case, we found that random starting points

often lead to different local maximums, sometimes with very different likelihood val-

ues. This is very typical of mixture models and is quite difficult to deal with even

without the complication of interval censoring. A common method for coping with

this is to start the algorithm from many different random starting points and choos-

ing the estimate with the highest likelihood function. Unfortunately, the algorithm

was too slow to consider doing this most situations, as we must also bootstrap from
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the null hypothesis as well (this algorithm typically took ten times longer to converge

than the algorithm for one component). We considered it a little too ambitious to

find the global maximum at this time and instead merely used the value returned

by this algorithm for the likelihood ratio test, acknowledging that some additional

stochastic error was introduced by not necessarily finding the global maximum. Had

we been able to find the global max, we would likely increase our power, although

it is unclear by how much. However, using the first local max found, we still should

have the correct significance level based on this test, as long as the same procedure

was applied to both the actual data and the data sampled under the null.

While these methods from the single component model worked quite well when ap-

plied to the mixture model, there was some additional numerical complications. In

particular, for certain observations, both δi = 0 and
∫ Ri
Li
f̂1(x)dx = 0 (or δi = 1 and∫ Ri

Li
f̂2(x)dx = 0) in the solution. This complicated the complete data likelihood, as

the term δ
(t)
i × log

(∫ Ri
Li
f
(t)
1 (x)dx

)
is required in calculating the likelihood function.

While it is simple enough to replace this value with the limit 0 if δ
(t)
i is 0, this can

create numerical instability as δ
(t)
i and

∫ Ri
Li
f
(t)
1 (x)dx both approach 0 simultaneously.

To remedy this, we replace δ
(t)
i with 0 if δ

(t)
i < η and 1 if δ

(t)
i > 1 − η. We used

η = 10−3 and found this took care of any issues with numerical stability.

We implemented the log-concave likelihood ratio using the two component log-concave

mixture in the same manner as the likelihood ratio using the unconstrained NPMLE

described in section 4.1.1, replacing the alternative model of the unconstrained NPMLE

with the two component log-concave mixture model.
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4.1.3 Simulations

In our simulations, we investigated both the potential power of the test and the

observed power of the test. In order to examine the potential power of the test, for

each test statistic we first simulated the censored data, computed the likelihood ratio

and created one bootstrap sample of the likelihood ratio under the null hypothesis.

This gave us insight into the difference of the likelihood ratio under the null and

alternative hypothesis. The values we examined in particular were the 95th percentile

of the test statistic under the alternative, the 95th percentile of the bootstrapped

statistics and the proportion of the statistics under the alternative which are greater

than the 95th percentile of bootstrapped statistics (i.e. the estimated potential power).

For the observed power, for each dataset we ran a full bootstrapped likelihood ratio

test and record the estimated observed power over all the datasets we generated.

Because of the high computational cost, we only examined one scenario under the

null hypothesis to check that the significance level is approximately correct and one

scenario under the alternative hypothesis to check that the potential power is approx-

imately the same as the observed power.

Potential Power Simulations

To simplify the censoring process, we restricted the distributions to those with support

on the interval [0,1]. All times were censored by a current status mechanism with

the censoring distribution being uniform(0,1). We considered two scenarios under

the null: a uniform(0,1) distribution and a beta(10, 10). The uniform distribution

is on the boundary of log-concave, while the beta distribution is well within the

boundary of log-concave. We also considered three scenarios under the alternative

hypothesis. We considered a beta(2, 0.5), a two component mixture model with
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probability vector p = (0.5, 0.5) and components beta(4,12) and beta(12,4) and finally

a three component mixture model with probability vector p = (0.25, 0.5, .25) and

components beta(12,6), beta(8,8) and beta(6,12). We considered sample sizes n =

100, 300 and 900. Results can be seen on table 4.1

Several interesting trends appeared in these simulations. First is that the distribution

of the likelihood function does not appear constant under the null hypothesis for

either tests. In particular, for both tests, as sample size increases, the critical value

increases, although this effect is much heavier for the unconstrained NPMLE test.

Also, we observe that when the true distribution is well within the constraints (i.e.

Beta(10,10) ), the likelihood ratio appears to be distributed much tighter than when

the true distribution is on the boundary (i.e. Uniform(0,1) ). It seems that this

also lead to a lower significance level than expected in the Beta(10, 10) case. This

is not necessarily a bad feature. This implies the test is less likely to reject the null

hypothesis when the true distribution is well within the boundary than if it were close

to the boundary.

We note the mixture test always displayed higher power than the unconstrained test

under the alternative hypothesis. However, in the case of the three component beta

mixture, even the mixture test does very poorly in large sample sizes.
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Distribution n Log-concave Mixture Unconstrained NPMLE

Samp 95th BS 95th Power* Samp 95th BS 95th Power*

Uniform 100 8.62 8.56 0.054 22.5 21.3 0.103

300 9.56 9.10 0.070 46.0 45.2 0.066

900 10.4 10.1 0.058 108 107 0.097

Beta 100 4.46 5.13 0.024 15.3 15.4 0.068

(10,10) 300 5.03 5.73 0.027 37.7 36.7 0.050

900 5.73 6.57 0.026 96.4 96.2 0.055

Beta 100 12.0 8.10 0.185 22.9 19.9 0.166

(2, 0.5) 300 16.7 9.12 0.311 50.3 42.9 0.265

900 28.5 10.3 0.722 121 106 0.472

Beta Mixture 100 12.0 7.98 0.201 23.6 20.8 0.147

2 Components 300 16.8 8.97 0.376 51.2 45.9 0.247

900 28.5 9.12 0.807 128 113 0.538

Beta Mixture 100 8.62 7.44 0.074 21.2 20.6 0.071

3 Components 300 11.1 8.51 0.127 46.4 45.7 0.070

900 14.0 9.32 0.191 116 112 0.140

Table 4.1: Simulated Critical Values and Power for log-concave Goodness of Fit

Test. Samp 95th is the sampled 95th percentile of the distribution, BS 95th is the

95th percentile of the bootstrapped null samples, Power* is the proportion of sample

statistics greater than the BS 95th. Power* is the theoretic power, not true power

Observed Power Simulations

The previous simulation samples one likelihood ratio test statistic and then samples

one null bootstrap statistic from the log-concave fit. While the difference in distri-
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butions of test statistic and bootstrap null test statistics should give us an idea of

the power of the bootstrap test, but not necessarily the true power. To find the true

power, we performed Monte Carlo simulations of the bootstrap performance. This

was very computationally expensive, so we considered two scenarios. We checked the

significance level with simulated data in which the true event distribution follows a

beta(10,10) and we checked the power by considering the case where the true distri-

bution is a beta mixture with probability vector p = (0.5, 0.5) and beta components

with shape parameters (12,4) and (4,12). The censoring mechanism used was current

status with Ci Uniform(0,1). We set the sample size to n = 300. Each sample had

BS = 500 bootstrap samples. We simulated MC = 200 simulations for each case.

In our first case, we estimated significance level of 0.04. Under the alternative hy-

pothesis, the observed power was 0.39. Both these values are consistent with the

potential power estimates, so bootstrapped distributions appear reliable.

4.1.4 Illustrative Example
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Figure 4.1: Two Component fit to Menopause Data

For an illustrative example, we revisit the menopause data which was used in chapter
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3. To demonstrate the power of our algorithm for univariate data, we combined both

types of menopause: natural and surgical. This leads to a natural mixture model, in

which one component is natural menopause and the other surgical. Mixture models

allow for multimodal distributions and so we should be concerned that perhaps a

simple log-concave fit may not be appropriate. It is worth noting that there are

plenty of examples of mixture models in which each component has a different mode,

yet the mixture is still unimodal, so a log-concave fit may still be appropriate.
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Figure 4.2: Log-concave NPMLE vs Two Log-concave Component Fit

We fit the two component mixture model to the data and present the estimated

density in figure 4.1. Figure 4.2 compares log-concave NPMLE to the two component

fit. We note that the density estimates disagree somewhat around t = 25. Other

than that the density estimates are very similar. In addition, the estimated survival

curves are fairly similar, implying the log-concave NPMLE is likely a reasonable fit.

The test statistic we compute is 4.17. Based on 1,000 bootstrap simulations under

the null, this resulted in a p-value of 0.367 (the simulated critical value for α = 0.05

was 8.51). Therefore, we conclude that there is not significant evidence that the
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log-concave assumption is a bad fit.

4.1.5 Log Concave Mixture Estimator for Interval Censored

Data

Given the use of the log-concave mixture model for estimation with data containing

no censoring, it seems natural to consider using the mixture estimator for interval

censored data. However, we found the estimator to be overly flexible, leading to poor

estimation. Not surprisingly, the estimator would almost always estimate a bimodal

distribution (or even occasionally trimodal when the two components overlapped),

even when the true distribution was unimodal. This lead to poor density estimation,

along with an estimated survival curve that typically demonstrated one significant

“kink”.

To demonstrate this visually, we simulated three current status datasets. The dis-

tribution of event times in the first data set was beta(5,5), the second was beta(0.7,

5) and the third was a two component mixture with mixing probabilities = 0.5, 0.5,

and two beta components with parameters 12,4 and 4,12 respectively. All datasets

were censored with a current status mechanism in which Ci ∼ Uniform(0,1). The

plots of the fitted densities and survival curves can be seen in figure 4.3. We can

see that while the mixture estimator may be preferred when the true distribution is

a mixture of two log-concave components, the mixture estimator does very poorly

when the data is log-concave (beta(5,5)) or when the data is heavily tailed (beta(0.7,

5)). It is worth noting that in the case of heavy tailed data, even though we find the

mixture log-concave to provide a very poor fit as demonstrated in figure 4.3, we found

the likelihood ratio test using the mixture log-concave alternative still demonstrated

high power in identifying that the data was not log-concave, as we saw in simulation
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results in table 4.1.

Because the overly flexible nature of the log concave mixture estimator leads to poor

estimation in most cases, we recommend the use of the log concave mixture fit as an

alternative, more flexible model which can be used to check validity of the fit of the

single component log-concave estimator via the likelihood ratio test, rather than a

standalone estimator.
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Figure 4.3: Log-concave NPMLE vs Two Log-concave Component Fit for Simulated
Current Status Data with n = 1, 000
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4.2 Confidence Intervals

Confidence intervals are one of the most common tools for inference. In this section,

we present methods for construction of confidence intervals for basic survival estimates

(i.e. S(to) or S−1(po)) based on the log concave NPMLE for interval censored data.

Typically, confidence intervals are constructed from the theoretical distribution of the

estimator. At this time, we have no distribution theory for the log-concave NPMLE

for interval censored data. In addition, Banerjee and Wellner (2005) showed that

confidence intervals for survival estimates based on distribution theory behaved very

poorly in practice for the unconstrained NPMLE while profile likelihood confidence

intervals behaved the best in comparison with other leading methods.

This motivates us to examine the behavior of profile likelihood confidence intervals

for the log-concave NPMLE, as the construction does not require knowledge of the

distribution of the estimator. Another method for construction of the confidence

intervals not requiring distribution theory is bootstrapping. While the validity of

bootstrapping for the unconstrained NPMLE has come into question recently (Abre-

vaya and Huang 2005), we argue that the bootstrap should lead to valid estimation

for the log-concave NPMLE.

We implement both profile likelihood confidence intervals and bootstrap confidence

intervals and compare the performance with confidence intervals constructed using

the unconstrained NPMLE. Using simulations, we find both methods provide much

narrower confidence intervals than the unconstrained method while still giving ap-

proximate coverage. We apply these methods to an illustrative example, comparing

median time to tumor development among RFM mice placed in two different envi-

ronments.
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4.2.1 Confidence Intervals for the Unconstrained NPMLE

Recently, a review of confidence intervals for current status data was presented and

the leading methods for creating confidence intervals were compared in Banerjee and

Wellner (2005). The first method they considered, originally presented in Banerjee

and Wellner (2001), was the profile likelihood confidence interval. Profile likelihood

confidence intervals are an inversion of the likelihood ratio test. For the likelihood

ratio test, the estimated survival curve under the null hypothesis is constrained so

that Ŝ0(t0) = p0. The likelihood was maximized under this constraint, compared with

the unconstrained maximum likelihood. It has been shown that

2(ˆ̀− ˆ̀
0) ∼ χ2

1 under H0

where ˆ̀ is the maximum unconstrained log likelihood and ˆ̀
0 is the constrained log

likelihood. Inversion of this test leads to the profile likelihood interval. It is worth

noting that this is a fully automated procedure, in contrast with the other confidence

interval procedures they examined.

The next method they considered was based on the asymptotic distribution of F̂ , the

NPMLE for the cdf of the event time. Using the results of Groeneboom and Wellner

1992, they create an approximate 95% CI for F (t0) using

F̂ (t0)− n−1/3Ĉn × 0.99818, F̂ (t0) + n−1/3Ĉn × 0.99818
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where Ĉn =

(
4f̂(t0)F̂ (t0)(1− F̂ (t0))

ĝ(t0)

)1/3

The constant 0.99818 is from the 97.5th percentile of Chernoff’s distribution (Groene-

boom and Wellner 2001). Note that this is not a fully automated procedure. In

particular, one must select a way to estimate f(t0) and g(t0), the density of the event

time and the density of the inspection time for the current status censoring process.

Because the censoring process itself is observed exactly, it is generally considered not

very difficult to estimate g(t0), typically using either fully parametric methods or ker-

nel smoothing. Estimating f(t0) is much more difficult due to censoring and the fact

that the unconstrained NPMLE does not dictate what the density is at any point. It

is worth noting that the log-concave NPMLE does dictate the density and could be a

plug-in value in such a case, making for a fully automated non-parametric confidence

interval. However, we did not try this, as it would still be making inference using the

unconstrained NPMLE, thus gaining no power while still requiring the assumption of

log concavity of the distribution of event times.

Finally, the third method considered is that of subsampling based on the work of

Politis et al. (1999). Similar in motivation to the bootstrap method, the examines

how the estimator performs in smaller subsets of the data. Then, knowing that the

estimator has a convergence rate of n−1/3, it uses this to extrapolate the performance

of the estimator with the full data set. This method itself is not fully automated. In

particular, there is the necessity to select the size of the subsamples, which can have

a large effect on the estimator, and the optimal choice is not readily obvious. Thus,

it is often recommended that a calibration algorithm, very similar to cross validation,

be used to select the subsample size.

In their simulation studies, the investigators found that overall, the profile likelihood

confidence intervals performed the most satisfactory. In particular, while the methods
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based on the asymptotic behavior of the NPMLE produced similar average interval

lengths to the profile likelihood methods, they displayed very low coverage probabil-

ities; often 80-85%, while the likelihood ratio test typically had coverage probability

approximately equal to 95%. The subsampling methods did appear to have correct

coverage probability, but at the cost of considerably wider average confidence intervals

than the likelihood ratio test.

Issues with Bootstrapping for the Unconstrained NPMLE

Recently, the use of bootstrap for cube root estimators has drawn concern in the

literature (Abrevaya and Huang 2005, Leger and MacGibbon 2006, Sen et al. 2010).

In particular, using the bootstrap for the Grenander (Grenander 1956) density es-

timator (i.e strictly decreasing density NPMLE) was shown to be inconsistent (Sen

et al. 2010) and in Leger and MacGibbon (2006), it was shown that for Chernoff’s

estimator of the mode, basic bootstrap confidence intervals suffer from under cover-

age while the percentile bootstrap confidence estimator suffers from over coverage. In

these cases, it has been shown that the issues because the rate of convergence is cube

root and limiting distribution is Chernoff’s distribution, i.e.

Z ≡ argmaxt(B(t)− t2)

where B(t) is a two sided Brownian motion with B(0) = 0,−∞ < t < ∞. The

unconstrained NPMLE for interval censored data fits this description. The limit-

ing distribution of F̂ (t) involves Chernoff’s distribution, as well as other nuisance

parameters. In particular, for current status data,
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n1/3(F̂ (t0)− F (t0))→d 2Z

(
1

2
F (t0)(1− F (t0))

f(t0)

g(t0)

)1/3

where g(t0) is the density of the censoring distribution at time t0 and Z is Chernoff’s

distribution as described above. To our knowledge, there has been no study of the

bootstrap estimator for the unconstrained interval censored NPMLE, but being in

the class of estimators with cube rate convergence with the Chernoff’s distribution as

the limiting distribution, many authors are concerned about whether the bootstrap

estimator will be consistent (see Delgado et al. 2001, Banerjee 2013 page 49). Several

authors still have used the bootstrap for quantile estimation in several cases (see Pan

and Chappell 2002, Frydman 1995, Rosenberg 1995), although it should be noted

that all these papers were written before questions of the validity of bootstrapping

cube root estimators were being asked.

Because of the cube root convergence, standard bootstrap methods are not considered

valid for the unconstrained NPMLE. While we have not yet derived the theoretical

distribution of the log-concave NPMLE, we used simulation to investigate the empir-

ical convergence rate of the estimator.

To show that the estimator has faster than cube-root convergence, we assume that

(F̂ (t0)− F (t0))n
β →d U

where U is some unknown fixed distribution and β is the rate of convergence. Under

this assumption, we note that
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σ(n) ≈ c× n−β and

log(σ(n)) ≈ log(c)− β log(n)

where σ(n) is the standard deviation of the estimate of interest at sample size n and

c is some unknown constant. In order to estimate β, we first estimate σ(n) via Monte

Carlo simulation across a variety of sample sizes. Applying the log transformation to

both the sample size and the estimated standard deviation, we use linear regression

to estimate β and create confidence intervals of the rate of convergence.

In our simulations, we considered two scenarios. First, we considered when the event

time was T ∼ beta(3, 3). It is important to note that this is a distribution which

is well within the boundary of log-concave, as shape constrained estimators display

lower variance if the distribution is on or outside the boundary. To examine how the

estimator behaves on the boundary, we also simulated with T ∼ uniform(0,1). In

both cases, we used a current status censoring mechanism in which the inspection

times follow a uniform(0,1) distribution. The values of interest we inspected were

the estimated median, 75th and 90th percentile. In addition, we also examined the

performance of estimated survival at the true median, 75th and 90th percentile. We

simulated data at n = 200, 400, 800, 1200, 1600, 2000 and 2400 with 400 Monte

Carlo simulations at each sample size to estimate σ(n). We also examined the rates

of convergence of the unconstrained NPMLE, where we expected to see rates n−1/3.

Estimated convergence rates, along with confidence intervals for the convergence

rates, are presented in table 4.1. We note that in all cases for the log-concave NPMLE,

the confidence interval for the convergence rates was strictly less than -1/3, imply-

ing faster than cube root convergence. In particular, when we were well within the
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boundary (e.g. T ∼ beta(3,3)), the estimated rate of convergence appeared to be

somewhere between -0.4 and -0.45. When we were on the boundary (e.g. T ∼

uniform(0,1) ), we appeared to have about a -0.5 convergence rate, typical of fully

parametric models. Finally, we note that the confidence intervals for the convergence

rates of the unconstrained NPMLE all contained the theoretic rate of -1/3. Although

further investigation is necessary to conclusively determine the rate of convergence

for the log-concave NPMLE, we believe this is enough evidence to warrant an inves-

tigation of the performance of the bootstrap estimator for the log-concave NPMLE.

The bootstrap procedure will be described in section 4.2.2 and the simulations and

in section 4.2.3.
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Log-concave NPMLE Unconstrained NPMLE

Quantile Estimation for Beta(3,3) with Unif(0,1) Inspection

Estimate 95% CI Estimate 95% CI

Median -0.41 (-0.46, -0.36) -0.34 (-0.38, -0.30)

75% Percentile -0.42 (-0.43, -0.40) -0.35 (-0.42, -0.29)

90% Percentile -0.41 (-0.45, -0.37) -0.30 (-0.36, -0.24)

Probability Estimation for Beta(3,3) with Unif(0,1) Inspection

Median -0.40 (-0.45, -0.34) -0.33 (-0.36, -0.29)

75% Percentile -0.43 (-0.45, -0.42) -0.33 (-0.37, -0.29)

90% Percentile -0.47 (-0.51, -0.42) -0.33 (-0.37, -0.29)

Quantile Estimation for Uniform(0,1)

Median -0.48 (-0.53, -0.42) -0.33 (-0.35, -0.31)

75% Percentile -0.51 (-0.57, -0.45) -0.33 (-0.39, -0.27)

90% Percentile -0.52 (-0.60, -0.45) -0.33 (-0.36, -0.30)

Probability Estimation for Uniform(0,1)

Median -0.52 (-0.58, -0.45) -0.34 (-0.37, -0.21)

75% Percentile -0.51 (-0.58, -0.44) -0.32 (-0.36, -0.29)

90% Percentile -0.51 (-0.56, -0.46) -0.29 (-0.33, -0.26)

Table 4.2: Empirical Convergence Rates

4.2.2 Confidence Intervals for the Log-concave NPMLE

In this section, we present two novel methods for construction of confidence intervals

using the log-concave estimator.
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Profile Likelihood Confidence Interval

Construction of the profile likelihood confidence interval for the log-concave NPMLE

follows the typical format for such confidence intervals. We start with a likelihood

ratio test of our value of interest (either a survival probability or a quantile). The

(1− α)× 100% confidence interval is equal to the set of all null hypotheses that fail

to reject at the α significance level.

To conduct the likelihood ratio test, we first find the maximum likelihood of our

standard estimator (in this case, the log-concave NPMLE), which we will call ˆ̀.

Then we calculate the maximum likelihood of our estimator under the constraint

that Ŝ0(t0) = p0, where S0(t0) = p0 is the null hypothesis. We will call this value ˆ̀
0.

Under the null hypothesis,

2(ˆ̀− ˆ̀
0)∼̇χ2

1

In order to perform the likelihood ratio test for the log-concave NPMLE we need to

be able to maximize the log-concave NPMLE under the constraint that Ŝ(t0) = p0.

We use a Lagrangian penalty to enforce this constraint. That is to say, we replace

our likelihood function with

`0(S(t)) = `(S(t))− λ× (p0 − S(t0))
2

We maximize this likelihood and keep increasing λ until Ŝ(t0) is sufficiently close
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to p0. We found this could be done quite easily by simply replacing the likelihood

function ` used in the algorithm from chapter 3 with the likelihood function `0 given

above. In addition, every time the KKT error became less than (p0 − S(t0))
2 × 100,

we would double λ (starting the algorithm with λ = 1). This insured that our final

estimate had |p0−S(t0)| < 10−3 when the tolerance of the algorithm was set to 10−4.

Once we have this estimate, we can conduct a likelihood ratio test in the same manner

stated above. We invert this likelihood ratio test to provide confidence intervals.

Bootstrap Confidence Intervals

Given the lack of distribution theory about the log-concave NPMLE, the bootstrap

(Efron 1979) is a natural tool for construction of confidence intervals. The bootstrap

method consists of three steps.

• Simulate B datasets

• Compute the estimate of interest for each dataset

• Use the B estimates to describe the distribution of the estimator and create a

confidence interval

While step two is well defined, there is a lot of freedom in steps one and three. We have

not attempted a review of different bootstrap methods for this problem, but rather

implemented what we believe is the easiest method for use with interval censored

data and confirmed via simulation that this method performs well.

For step 1, “case resampling” tends to be the simplest method. In this method, n

subjects are sampled with replacement from the original dataset to make up each

of the B bootstrap sample datasets. Other common methods for simulating each of
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the datasets include simulating draws from the estimated distribution. In the case of

interval censored data, drawing from estimated distribution is slightly more compli-

cated because both the event time and the censoring method must be simulated. This

was done in section 4.1.1 for current status data, but is very difficult for case II inter-

val censored data, as it requires estimation of a complex and incompletely observed

censoring mechanism. By using case resampling, we sidestep the issue of modeling

the censoring mechanism and so our approach can be easily applied to either current

status or case II interval censored data.

For step 3, two of the most common methods for creating confidence intervals are

the percentile and the boot-t methods (Efron 1981). For the percentile bootstrap

confidence interval, the α/2 and 1−α/2 quantile of the B estimates are used to create

a (1 − α) × 100% confidence interval. For the boot-t, we calculate sB = standard

deviation of the B estimates and compute θ̂±tB−1,α2×sB. We chose to use the boot-t

because it requires fewer bootstrap simulations to get an accurate sB compared to an

accurate 0.025 and 0.975 quantile. In the simulations section below, we set B = 250,

which would have led to poor estimation of quantiles but were sufficient for estimating

the standard error. In our illustrative examples, we set B = 1,000.

4.2.3 Simulations

We used simulations to examine the finite sample performance of the profile and

bootstrap confidence intervals for the log-concave NPMLE. In particular, we exam-

ined their average length and coverage probability. In addition, we compared the

performance with the unconstrained NPMLE. Unfortunately, we did not have any

software available to implement the confidence intervals procedures found in Baner-

jee and Wellner (2005). In order to compare the performance to the unconstrained
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confidence intervals, we recreated the simulations presented in Banerjee and Wellner

(2005) and compared to the results they presented for the profile confidence intervals

for the unconstrained NPMLE.

We copied two of their simulation scenarios. In the first scenario, we created confi-

dence intervals for the median in which the event time is distributed according to a

exponential(1) and censored with a current status mechanism in which the inspection

process is also an exponential(1). We note that this is a distribution on the bound-

ary of log-concave, as exponential distributions are log linear. In scenario two, we

simulated event times under the gamma(3, 1), in which the inspection process is a

uniform(0,5) distribution. This scenario is well within the log-concave assumption.

Scenarios 1 and 2 correspond with the simulated results presented on tables 4 and 2

respectively in Banerjee and Wellner (2005). Results are presented on table 4.3.

Log-Concave Log-Concave Unconstrained

Profile CI Bootstrap CI Profile CI

Scenario n Average Coverage Average Coverage Average Coverage

Length Probability Length Probability Length Probability

1 50 0.653 0.950 0.649 0.960 0.962 0.938

100 0.472 0.958 0.462 0.970 0.788 0.935

200 0.338 0.954 0.328 0.948 0.626 0.941

2 50 0.393 0.966 0.427 0.962 0.501 0.938

100 0.288 0.970 0.284 0.956 0.416 0.952

200 0.210 0.970 0.199 0.950 0.333 0.949

Table 4.3: 95% Confidence Interval Performance

In our simulations, we find that for both methods of confidence interval construction,

the log-concave intervals behave much better than the unconstrained NPMLE. In
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particular, the average length is much shorter, while still maintaining approximately

correct coverage probability. In addition, we notice that the relative advantage of the

log-concave intervals increases as the sample sizes increases. For example, in scenario

1 the ratio of average length between the unconstrained NPMLE and the log-concave

profile confidence intervals are 1.47, 1.67 and 1.85 for sample size n = 50, 100 and

200 respectively.

Comparing the two log-concave methods, we see that in 5 out of 6 of the scenarios, the

average length of the bootstrap confidence intervals was less than the average length

of the profile likelihood confidence intervals, although the differences were marginal.

The profile likelihood confidence intervals displayed slight over coverage. In general,

these methods seem approximately equivalent.

4.2.4 Illustrative Example

We consider the lung tumor study found in Hoel and Walberg (1972). In the study,

144 RFM mice (a line bred to have high rates of lung tumors) were placed in two

environments: conventional environment (CE) and germ free environment (GE). The

mice were sacrificed and examined for presence of lung tumors, leading to current

status data. Of interest is comparing the rates of tumor between conventional en-

vironment and germ free environment. We did this by comparing medians and two

year survival probabilities between the two groups. Medians were chosen because

this is a standard measure. Two year survival probabilities were examined because

most of the mice were sacrificed between 600 and 900 days, meaning we had the most

information about this time (see figure 4.4).

Before fitting the log-concave confidence interval, we wished to check whether the

log-concave was an appropriate fit. We did this first by examining the unconstrained
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Figure 4.4: Sacrifice Times

NPMLE vs the log-concave NPMLE for each group and then by computing the like-

lihood ratio test presented in section 4.1. The plots can be seen on figure 4.5. The

deviation of the unconstrained fits from the log-concave fits appears to be merely

noise, without any systematic trends. In addition, the likelihood ratio statistics for

the CE and GE group were 1.60 (p = 0.80) and 0.46 (p = 0.96), implying there were

no statistically significant non log-concave trends.

Confident that the log-concave models are a reasonable fit for this dataset, we first

constructed simple confidence intervals for the median and two year survival proba-

bilities in each group, using both profile likelihood confidence intervals and bootstrap

confidence intervals. In addition, we created confidence intervals for the difference in

medians and two year survival probabilities. While we could create profile likelihood

confidence intervals for this, it would require a significant amount of new coding to

the algorithm we have, as we would have to hard-code the Lagrangian penalty for

(m1 −m2 = d0) into the likelihood. Bootstrap confidence intervals require very little
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Figure 4.5: Logconcave and Unconstrained Survival Estimates

new code and have shown to be approximately equivalent to the profile likelihood

confidence intervals. Because of this, we only looked at bootstrap confidence inter-

vals for the differences between the two groups. For all bootstrap intervals in the

illustrative example, we used 1,000 bootstrap samples. Confidence intervals for the

median time and and two year survival probability can be see on tables 4.4 and 4.5.

CE median GE median Difference

Point Estimate (in days) 906 612 294

Profile Likelihood CI (701, 1584) (412, 747) NA

Bootstrap CI (702, 1421) (325, 741) (21, 812)

Table 4.4: Confidence intervals for Median Time until Lung Tumor
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CE 2 Year Survival GE 2 Year Survival Difference

Point Estimate 0.62 0.34 0.28

Profile Likelihood CI (0.44, 0.84) (0.18, 0.53) NA

Bootstrap CI (0.47, 0.77) (0.16, 0.51) (0.06, 0.51)

Table 4.5: Confidence intervals for 2 year survival probability

Examining the point estimates and confidence intervals, we see the median time to

tumor development and two year survival probability is considerably less for the

germ free environment than for the conventional environment. We note that for both

the profile likelihood and bootstrap confidence intervals, the intervals overlap, but

just barely. Because of this, these confidence intervals alone are inconclusive about

whether the difference is statistically significant, so we will have to look at a confi-

dence interval for the difference in medians for a conclusive answer. In comparing

the two types of confidence intervals, for the conventional environment, the bootstrap

confidence interval is considerably shorter, particularly on the upper end. However,

because most mice do not live beyond 1,000 days (only one lived past 1,000 in our data

set, 14 lived beyond 900 days), we have very little information about survival prob-

abilities beyond this time. Thus, the fact that the profile confidence interval claims

less information about survival probabilities beyond this time may be considered a

good thing. In the germ free environment, the profile likelihood confidence interval

is considerably shorter than the bootstrap confidence interval. Finally, viewing the

bootstrap confidence interval for the difference of medians confirms that there is a

statistically significant difference in medians between the two groups.
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4.3 Regression

In this section, we present methods for using the log-concave NPMLE as the baseline

distribution in a Cox PH model. We begin by reviewing the Cox PH model, present

methods of computation with the log-concave NPMLE baseline and use simulations

to compare estimating efficiency with the unconstrained Cox PH model. We find

that while using the log-concave baseline does reduce the bias and variance of the

regression estimates, the effect is marginal. However, estimates which involve the

baseline distribution, such as estimated survival probability for subjects with a given

set of covariates, are greatly improved by using the log-concave baseline in comparison

to the unconstrained baseline. Finally, we apply this to the lung tumor study.

4.3.1 Review of Regression Models for Survival Data

In survival analysis, it is natural to be interested in regression analysis to compare

treatment and other covariate effects. In fact, in many studies the baseline survival

function is considered a nuisance parameter and the question of interest is in regards

to the regression parameters. Several regression models for continuous data exist in

the literature, including the Cox Proportional Hazard model (Cox PH, Cox 1972),

which models the data according to

h(t|X, β) = h0(t)e
XT β

where h(t|X, β) is the hazard function for a subject with covariates X and h0(t) is

the baseline hazard function, or the hazard function for a subject with all covariates
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= 0. Interpretation of the coefficients in this model is that a one unit increase in

covariate X1, with all other covariates remaining the same, is associated with a eβ1

fold increase in the hazard. An important relation which will be used later on to

estimate the regression parameters is that because

S(t) = exp

(
−
∫ t

0

h(x)dx

)

the proportional hazards relation is equivalent to

S(t|X, β) = S0(t)
eX

T β

Other popular models include the Accelerated Failure Time model (AFT), which

models the data according to

S(t|X, β) = S0(te
XT β)

where S0(t) is the baseline survival function. Interpretation of the coefficients in this

model is that one unit increase in covariate X1, with all other covariates remaining

the same, is associated with a eβ1 fold decrease in average event time.

The last popular regression model we present is the Proportional Odds Model. Ac-

cording to the Proportional Odds model,
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S(t|X, β)

1− S(t|X, β)
= (eX

T β)× S0(t)

1− S0(t)

In other words, we can interpret the coefficients as saying that for a one unit increase

in covariate X1, there is an eβ1 increase in the odds of an event occurring by time t.

A more through description of the Cox PH, AFT and proportional odds model in

application to interval censored data can be found in Sun, J. (2006).

By far, the most popular model is the Cox PH model and we will focus on this

for the remainder of this chapter. This attention is due in part to the fact that

Cox (1972) showed that by replacing the event times by their rankings, one can

factor the likelihood function so as to separate the regression coefficients from the

baseline distribution in the likelihood function for right censored data. This is done

by replacing the the exact event times with the only slightly less informative ordinal

rankings. This allows an investigator to make inference on the regression coefficients

without having to specify a baseline hazard function. Some information is lost by

replacing the event times with ranks, although it is generally considered a reasonable

cost in exchange for robustness.

Being a semi-parametric model, there still are assumptions of the functional form

which must be inspected in order to conclude that a Cox PH is sufficiently modeling

the trends in the data. In particular, the hazard functions of individuals with different

covariates must be a constant proportion of each other across the entire support

considered. An example of this assumption failing dramatically is when survival

curves cross for two groups being compared. This can be expected in cancer patients

receiving chemotherapy treatment compared to control. Chemotherapy is a very
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damaging treatment, killing vast amounts healthy cells along with cancerous cells.

Immediately after receiving treatment the chemotherapy group will be at much higher

risk for various health problems related to the treatment and we would expect a

lower survival probability for these adverse events in the treatment group shortly

after administration of treatment. However, once they recover from chemotherapy,

the reduction (or elimination) of cancerous cells will lead to lower risk for adverse

events and it would be expected that the survival probability for the control group

would be lower than the treatment group later in the study. Thus, over the time

span considered, the hazards of the two groups is not proportional and attempting

to describe the relation with a proportional hazards model misses important aspects

of the treatment effect.

This does not imply that a Cox PH model must be abandoned when hazard rates are

non-proportional. When data contains non-proportional hazards, a Cox PH model

still provides an estimate of the average hazard ratio over the entire time considered,

similar to how a simple linear effect can estimate a first order trend when the true

effect is non-linear in a least squares model. In addition, non-proportional hazards

can be modeled with a Cox PH model by including an interaction effect with time.

This is similar to fitting a smoothing spline in a least squares model.

In the context of interval censored data, the Cox PH model is still the most popular

model, although this mostly is due to the popularity of the Cox PH model for right

censored data rather than its practicality for interval censored data. Because the

rank order in interval censored data is not known (assuming there are overlapping

observation intervals), the partial likelihood of the regression coefficients cannot be

separated from the baseline survival function as in the right censored case. However,

the Cox PH estimates can still be found by maximizing the log likelihood function
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`(S0, β|X,L,R, δ) =
n∑
i=1

log
[
δif0(ti)e

XT βS0(ti)
eX

β−1 + (1− δi)
(
S0(Li)

eX
T β − S0(Ri)

eX
T β
)]

where δi is an indicator function for whether the ith observation was observed exactly.

In addition, one can avoid specifying the baseline survival function by using the

unconstrained NPMLE. While this allows for semi-parametric modeling similar to

the right censored case, the inability to factor the partial likelihood leads to a variety

of complications, both in computation and inference. Computationally, one difficulty

is that the classic EM algorithm for the NPMLE cannot be applied to the baseline

survival function in a Cox PH model. Wei Pan (1999) presented an algorithm for

fitting the Cox PH model with the unconstrained baseline. This is done via an ICM

algorithm, similar to the algorithm used for univariate NPMLE, adding the regression

parameters to the baseline parameters to be optimized by quadratic programming.

Although there is a publicly available CRAN package “intcox” which implements

Wei Pan’s algorithm (not written by Wei Pan), we found several problems with this

package. This is discussed in the appendix.

In addition to computational problems with the Cox PH model for interval censored

data, there are also difficulties with inference. In particular, in a semi-parametric

model, there are theoretically an infinite number of parameters to consider. Thus, it

is impossible to invert the true Hessian (note: in the right censored case, because the

partial likelihood function can be factored out, one can ignore the baseline parameters

in the inverse of the Hessian, eliminating this issue). One solution which has been

proposed instead is the use of sieve estimation. The basic concept is to model the

infinite dimensional nuisance parameters (in this case the baseline survival function)

with a finite dimensional parameter space which then allows us to use standard MLE
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procedures for inference. In this problem, a very natural finite subset to use is all

the maximal intersections with positive mass at the MLE as the finite subset of

parameters to be considered. Although the likelihood function will be concave, and

thus the Hessian is insured to be invertible, there are still problems as the Hessian

matrix can be quite large, especially if a continuous censoring mechanism is used.

As a result, inverting the Hessian may be subject to numerical instability. Other

authors have used bootstrap estimates to achieve inference. While there are concerns

of using the bootstrap estimator for the baseline survival function due to cube root

convergence, as mentioned in section 4.2.1, the regression estimates are shown to have

square root convergence to a Gaussian distribution (Huang 1996), so the bootstrap

estimator is considered valid.

Wei Pan (1999) noted that the Cox PH regression model with the unconstrained

NPMLE baseline was biased, in that it tended to overestimate effects.

4.3.2 Log-concave Cox PH

We chose to implement a Cox PH model, in which the baseline survival was estimated

with the log-concave NPMLE. In this section, we define the estimator, briefly outline

the algorithm used to find it and discuss methods for inference.

Definition of the Log Concave Cox PH Estimator

Our estimated distribution is defined as the maximum likelihood estimator of a Cox

PH model with a log-concave baseline distribution. It can be characterized by the

values of SLC0 , β which maximize the likelihood function
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`(SLC0 , β|X,L,R, δ) =

n∑
i=1

log
[
δif

LC
0 (ti)e

XT βSLC0 (ti)
eX

β−1 + (1− δi)
(
SLC0 (Li)

eX
T β − SLC0 (Ri)

eX
T β
)]

such that SLC0 is the baseline survival function, constrained to having a log-concave

density function (fLC0 is the log-concave density function defined by SLC0 ). Note that

this is the exact same likelihood as defined in general case above, except that we are

constraining the baseline distribution. We can see that the parameterization for the

log-concave baseline density function for the Cox PH model will be the same as we

presented in section 3.3, i.e support points at the beginning and end of each interval,

with one support point between each of these support points by applying the same

reasoning as presented in the case without covariates.

Algorithm

To find the log-concave Cox PH estimator, we implemented a conditional maximiza-

tion (CM) algorithm. This iterated between updating the regression coefficients and

updating the baseline parameters. To update the regression coefficients, a modified

Newton’s method step was included, which included half-stepping if the proposed

step did not increase the likelihood. To update the baseline parameters, the same

algorithm as was implemented in chapter 3 was used. The stopping criterion err was

the maximum of the stopping criterion of the baseline distribution, as described in

section 3.5, and the maximum absolute derivative of the regression coefficients. In

all applications of this algorithm, we set the tolerance to ε = 10−4 and terminated

the algorithm when err < ε. We outline the algorithm below, defining β to be the
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regression parameters and ϕ to be the baseline distribution parameters.

• Set initial values of β, ϕ

• Set err = ε+ 1, iter = 0

• while( err > ε AND iter < max iterations ) {

– err = 0, iter = iter + 1

– Update β via Newton’s Method

– Update ϕ using methods from chapter 3

– err = max(KKT error (ϕ), maximum | ∂`
∂β
| )

}

In practice, we found the regression coefficients converged much faster than the base-

line parameters. However, the addition of regression coefficients implies that the

algorithm will be unlikely to take advantage of ties in the data in same manner as

the algorithm without covariates (see appendix B). Because of this, each step of the

algorithm is of complexity O(nu) (u = number of unique times in data set), rather

than O(u2). Because in practice, it is often the case that u << n, this can have a

significant effect on speed. We found the algorithm to be satisfactory for samples

with n < 500, but may be insufficient for larger samples.

We found an interesting problem which can occur when using the log-concave Cox PH

model with exact observation, although it is a problem easily remedied. Discussion

of the issue and solution can be found in appendix D.
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Inference Methods for the Log-concave Cox PH Model

For inference in the log-concave Cox PH model, we considered two methods for cre-

ating confidence intervals for regression parameters. First is the profile likelihood.

Computation in this case requires very little modification of the general algorithm for

the log-concave Cox PH model, as the likelihood under the null can be found by fixing

the regression parameter to the null value and maximizing the remaining regression

and baseline parameters. Secondly, we considered bootstrap confidence intervals. We

will use case resampling methods and boot-t confidence intervals in the same manner

as presented in section 4.2.2.

4.3.3 Simulations

We used simulations to examine the behavior of the log-concave Cox PH model and

compare to the unconstrained Cox PH model. In our investigation, we found that

using the log-concave baseline distribution reduced both the bias and the standard

deviation of the estimated regression coefficients, but only mildly. The advantage

of using the log-concave baseline distribution was much more pronounced when the

estimate of interest involved a transformation of the baseline distribution, such as

estimating the median survival time for an individual with a given set of covariates.

To examine the performance of the Cox PH models, we replicated the simulations

found in Wei Pan (1999) and apply the Cox PH model with both the log-concave base-

line and unconstrained baseline. We first examined the performance of the regression

coefficients and then the estimated medians for subjects with given coefficients.

The sampling scheme is meant to replicate a standard treatment/control study with

case II interval censoring. Under this scenario, the baseline survival function is a
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Weibull with shape parameter equal to 2 and scale parameter equal to 1. Regression

covariants are all binary, with equal probability to be 0 or 1. The regression param-

eters were β = (1, 0, 0). Wei Pan (1999) used case II interval censoring, in which the

first inspection time was given by Ti ∼ uniform(0, θ), where θ will be determined later.

After the first inspection time, follow up times were given by Ti + lens ∗ j, where lens

= 0.5 and j = 1, ..., k, where k will be determined later. If Ti + lens ∗ k < Ei, where

Ei is the event time, the observation was right censored. The following scenarios were

considered.

• Case 1: n = 100, k = 1, θ = 2

• Case 2: n = 100, k = 2, θ = 1

• Case 3: n = 200, k = 2, θ = 1

• Case 4: n = 400, k = 2, θ = 1

In each scenario, MC = 1000 samples were taken. The regression parameter of interest

is β̂1, where β1 = 1. Results can be found on table 4.6.

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

n = 100 n = 100 n = 200 n = 400

Heavy Censored Light Censored Light Censored Light Censored

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Logconcave 1.12 0.39 1.07 0.27 1.03 0.18 1.02 0.12

intcox 1.21 0.47 1.19 0.29 1.06 0.19 1.05 0.13

Table 4.6: Estimated Mean and Standard Deviations for β̂1

The results from these simulations appear to show that when there is very little

information (i.e. case 1), using the log-concave Cox PH model can sufficiently reduce
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the standard deviation and the bias of the regression parameter. However, as the

information increases (more informative censoring and larger sample size), the relative

advantage of using the log-concave baseline reduces. This seems reasonable; small

errors in the baseline survival function are unlikely to cause much of an effect to the

regression parameters. This is evident in the fact that the unconstrained NPMLE has

cube root convergence, while the regression parameters have square root convergence

for the unconstrained Cox PH model (Huang 1996). Because of this, if the data

set is weakly informative and the regression parameters are values of interest, the

log-concave Cox PH model may be the estimator of choice. However, if the data

set is moderately or strongly informative, the unconstrained Cox PH model may be

preferred due to robustness.

As mentioned earlier, we found that the advantage of using the log-concave baseline

was most significant when estimating values which required the baseline distribution.

In order to investigate this, we again simulate cases 1, 2, 3 and 4 above. However,

this time the estimate of interest was F̂−10 (0.5)− F̂−11 (0.5) or the estimated difference

in medians between the treatment and control groups. We compared the estimated

difference between individuals with covariates X = (1, 0, 0) (treatment) and X =

(0, 0, 0) (control). The true value of F−10 (0.5)− F−11 (0.5) = 0.83 - 0.51 = 0.32. Once

again, we simulated MC = 1,000 samples and compared the differences. Results can

be found on table 4.7.

In this case, we found that using the log-concave baseline cut the standard deviation

approximately in half compared to the unconstrained case. In addition, the uncon-

strained case appears to display an upward bias in the difference in medians in the

less informative cases, while the log-concave estimator appears to be approximately

unbiased.
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Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

n = 100 n = 100 n = 200 n = 400

Heavy Censored Light Censored Light Censored Light Censored

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Logconcave 0.34 0.12 0.34 0.10 0.34 0.07 0.33 0.05

intcox 0.39 0.25 0.36 0.20 0.35 0.14 0.35 0.11

Table 4.7: Estimated Mean and Standard Deviations for F̂−10 (0.5) − F̂−11 (0.5) with

F−10 (0.5)− F−11 (0.5) = 0.32

4.3.4 Illustrative Example

For an illustrative example, we revisit the tumor study we analyzed in section 4.2.

This time, we wanted to use a semi-parametric regression model to compare the two

survival curves. Now we can compare the two curves using the proportional hazards

parameter estimates. Because of this, we examined point estimates and confidence in-

tervals for the regression parameter, using both profile likelihood confidence intervals

and bootstrap confidence intervals for the log-concave Cox PH regression parameter.

We compared this to the unconstrained baseline Cox PH model point estimate and

bootstrap confidence interval. In addition, we created bootstrap confidence intervals

for the difference in medians and two year survival probabilities between the groups

using the log-concave Cox PH. However, we could not use the bootstrap procedure to

create a confidence interval for the unconstrained Cox PH model because the boot-

strap is not valid in such a case.

In the section 4.2, we decided that the log-concave fit was appropriate for fitting each

survival curve. In this analysis, the assumption we must check is that of proportional
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Figure 4.6: Cox PH Fits vs. Marginal Fits

hazards (given that we already concluded a log-concave baseline was a reasonable fit).

To inspect the validity of the proportional hazards assumption, we visually compare

the marginal fits of each group to of a proportional hazards fit. The estimated survival

curves can be viewed on figure 4.8. We note that the estimates seem very similar,

with the exception of early in the germ free environment. The proportional hazards

model actually seems more reasonable than the marginal fit in this case, as it seems

unreasonable that the true hazard is 0 until t = 500. Therefore, there is no strong

evidence that the Cox PH model is a bad fit.

We present the point estimates and confidence intervals for the regression parameters

on table 4.8. Using the log-concave Cox PH model, the hazard rate in the germ free

environment is estimated to be 2.29 times higher than in the conventional environ-

ment, with a 95% CI for the this ratio being 1.10, 4.22 (using the profile confidence

interval). From the log-concave Cox PH model, we conclude that the difference in

rates of lung cancer between conventional environment and germ free environment
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is statistically significant. We see that the log-concave Cox PH model estimates a

slightly higher hazard ratio than the unconstrained Cox PH model. The confidence

intervals for the log-concave Cox PH model are very similar for the profile likelihood

and the bootstrap estimator. The confidence interval for the unconstrained Cox PH

model is approximately the same length as well. However, the small difference in

estimated values turns out to be the difference between statistical significance and

and insignificance, as the log-concave Cox PH interval does not contain 0, while the

unconstrained Cox PH does. The simulations presented 5.3.3 suggest that while the

log-concave Cox PH model should have more power than the unconstrained Cox

PH model, this difference is marginal, so we shouldn’t expect that the use of the

log-concave baseline will often be the difference between statistically significant and

insignificant.

Log-concave Unconstrained

Cox PH β Cox PH β

Point Estimate 0.83 0.69

Profile Likelihood CI (0.10, 1.44) NA

Bootstrap CI (0.06, 1.41) (-0.17, 1.28)

Table 4.8: Confidence Intervals for Log Hazard Ratio

On tables 4.9 and 4.10, we present confidence intervals for the difference in median

times and two year survival probabilities between the two groups. In both cases, we

see that there is a statistically significant difference between the two groups (although

we already knew this would be true, because the regression coefficient was statistically

significant). We see that the Cox PH model confidence interval is actually marginally

wider (about 5%) than the simple model where we fit each survival curve indepen-

dently. This came as a bit of a surprise to us, as we expected the Cox PH model to
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have a lower variance than the marginal model. To test which estimator has lower

variance in these general settings, we simulated data is a fairly similar environment.

To do this, we used the marginal log-concave fits for each group to generate random

draws from each distribution and then censored these event times with the observed

censoring times in the data set. We took 1000 Monte Carlo samples to assess the dif-

ference in standard deviation of estimated median time between the Cox PH model

and the two marginal models. As we expected, the Cox PH model had a lower stan-

dard deviation, although the reduction was very minimal (standard deviation for Cox

PH model: 208, standard deviation for marginal model: 215).

Cox PH Model Marginal Model

Point Estimate (in days) 312 294

Bootstrap CI (6, 840) (21, 812)

Table 4.9: Confidence Intervals for Median Time to Lung Tumor

Cox PH Model Marginal Model

Point Estimate 0.28 0.28

Bootstrap CI (0.01, 0.56) (0.06, 0.51)

Table 4.10: Confidence Intervals for Two Year Survival Probability

4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have presented novel methods for inference for the log-concave

estimator for interval censored data. We presented a goodness of fit test based on

a likelihood ratio test, two methods of confidence interval construction for survival

estimates of the simple log-concave estimator and a Cox PH model which uses a base-
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line log-concave distribution. We have shown that these methods can lead to efficient

estimation of survival curves when compared with the unconstrained equivalent esti-

mator, both for the Cox PH model and simple model. We found that there was some

advantage to using the log-concave baseline when estimating regression coefficients

in a Cox PH model, but it was much less pronounced than when estimating survival

probabilities and quantiles.
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Chapter 5

Inverse Convex Constraint

5.1 A New Shape Constraint: Inverse Convex

In chapters 3 and 4, we showed that applying the popular log-concave shape constraint

to the non-parametric estimator for interval censored data can greatly improve the

performance of survival estimates and allow for more efficient inference methods with-

out having to specify a much more restrictive parametric model. However, the use

of the log-concave estimator may not be as robust as we wish for survival analysis.

The log-concave family allows for up to exponential tails. Given that the exponential

distribution is often considered a standard model in survival analysis, we should not

consider the log-concave constraint robust to heavy tailed survival data. In particular,

we know that the log-concave NPMLE will perform inadequately if the true hazard

is decreasing, as the log-concave constraint forces an increasing hazard function.

To address these concerns in survival analysis and other types of heavy tailed data, we

introduce a new, more flexible shape constraint. We will call this constraint “inverse

convex”. In section 6.2, we examine some interesting characteristics of the family
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of inverse convex distributions, including proving that the log-concave family is a

proper subset of the inverse convex family, with inverse convex allowing for heavier

tails. In section 6.3, we discuss characteristics of the likelihood function. Of particular

interest is the fact that the likelihood function is unbounded, but local modes provide

satisfactory estimates, similar to a Gaussian mixture problem without fixed variance

components. In section 6.4, we briefly introduce the algorithm used to find the

inverse convex estimator, although we skip the details as it is a simplified version

of the algorithm presented in Chapter 3. We also demonstrate that our algorithm

can reliably find the local mode of interest for reasonable sample sizes (n > 25). In

section 6.5, we present simulation results to examine the performance of the inverse

convex estimator as compared to the log concave estimator. In section 6.6, we apply

the inverse convex to real data. In section 6.7, we discuss the findings of this study.

While we believe this estimator is very attractive for survival analysis for censored

data, the algorithm we have implemented does not allow for censoring yet. Based

on our work with the log-concave estimator, we believe such an algorithm should not

require novel optimization methods beyond what we have already done. However, it

will take some time to implement these tools.

5.2 Characteristics of the Inverse Convex Family

We start by defining the inverse convex family. We say that f(x) is inverse convex

if f(x) = 1/g(x) such that g(x) is a convex function. We will call g(x) the inverse

kernel. Much like the log-concave constraint, the inverse convex constraint implies a

distribution to have no more than one peak (although both can be flat like a uniform

distribution), as g(x) can only have one locally minimum region. An attractive feature

of the inverse convex family is that the log-concave family is a subset. To show this,
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consider that f(x) is log-concave if f(x) = eφ(x) such that φ(x) is concave. If we

can show that e−φ(x) is convex, we have shown log-concave implies inverse convex.

Because φ(x) is concave, −φ(x) is convex, making e−φ(x) log convex. Log convex

implies convex, therefore e−φ(x) is a convex function. Thus, log-concave implies inverse

convex.

In addition, several classic parametric distributions which are not log-concave are still

inverse convex. For example, any t-distribution, the F-distribution with ν1 (or df1)

≥ 2 and log logistic distribution with β ≥ 1 are inverse convex distributions but are

not log-concave.

Several classic distributions are excluded from the family of inverse convex distri-

butions. Any multimodal distribution cannot be inverse convex. In addition, any

non-degenerate distribution with unbounded density, such as the F-distribution with

ν1 < 2 or the log logistic with β < 1, cannot be an inverse convex distribution. We

will use a proof by contradiction to show this.

Suppose f(x) is a non-degenerate inverse convex distribution, such that lim
x→x0

f(x) =

∞ (or lim
x→x0

g(x) = 0) from at least one side . Because f(x) is non degenerate, there

must exist δ with |δ| > 0 such that f(x0 + δ) = a > 0. For notational simplicity, we

will assume δ > 0, although this proof trivially generalizes to δ < 0 as well. We can

bound

∫ x0+δ

x0

f(x)dx from below with a function which is inverse linear between x0

and x0 + δ, as this is the boundary of an inverse convex distribution. Applying this

bound,

f(x) ≥
(
g(x0) + (x− x0)

g(x0 + δ)− g(x0)

x0 + δ − x0

)−1
, x ∈ (x0, x0 + δ)
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Plugging in g(x0) = 0, g(x0 + δ) = a−1 and simplifying, we get

f(x) ≥ aδ

x− x0
, x ∈ (x0, x0 + δ)

Integration leads to

∫ x0+δ

x0

f(x)dx ≥
∫ x0+δ

x0

aδ

x− x0
dx = aδ

∫ δ

0

1

x
dx =∞

This leads to an improper distribution. Therefore, there are no proper inverse convex

probability functions with unbounded density. This may be seen as a limitation of

the inverse convex family. However, it also makes estimation tractable. In contrast,

the unimodal shape constraint allows for unbounded density and as a result the

likelihood function is unbounded, making estimation intractable (Wegman 1969).

Interestingly, the lognormal distribution with σ > 2 is not inverse convex, despite

having bounded density. Particularly, the distribution is non-inverse convex on the

interval (eµ−σ
2/2−

√
σ4−4σ2

, eµ−σ
2/2+

√
σ4−4σ2

), where the density becomes extraordinarily

peaked. The log normal is not log-concave for all values of σ > 0.

We emphasize that the key difference between the log-concave constraint and the

inverse convex constraint concerns the heavy tails. The boundary of the log-concave

constraint is an exponential tail, which may be insufficient in some cases. The bound-

ary of the tails of an inverse convex distribution, as defined by the shape constraint

alone, is an inverse linear function. However, because a positive inverse linear function

will integrate to ∞ over [a,∞) for any a, in order for an inverse convex distribution

to be a proper distribution function, the tails must not be on the boundary of the

inverse convex constraint. Thus, the inverse convex restraint allows for as heavy tails
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as possible for a distribution function.

This feature of heavy tails can be especially attractive for survival analysis with heavy

censoring. For example, consider if investigators are conducting a study in which the

study began at time t = 0 and ends at t = 1, so any events occurring after t = 1

are right censored. Suppose we found that the fit f̂X(x) = 0.5e−x describes the data

quite well over t = [0, 1]. Although this function is log-concave over [0,1], we cannot

fit a log-concave estimator to have this fit over [0,1], as it is not possible to assign

enough probability mass over [1,∞) so that our estimate would be log-concave and a

proper distribution function. This is because the mass assigned would be maximized

by extending the function over [1,∞), leading to f̂X(x) = 0.5e−x, 0 < x <∞, which

integrates to 0.5. This has the unpleasant result that we cannot fit the data well

because of the behavior over the area we have not observed, despite being a good

fit over the area we have observed. On the other hand, if we used an inverse convex

estimator and the fit appeared good over t = [0, 1], then we will always be able to

assign enough mass over [1,∞) to form a proper distribution function, as the amount

of mass we can assign is unbounded. Thus, we only need to worry about the fit over

the observed area rather than the fit over both the observed and censored data.

5.3 Characterization of the Inverse Convex Esti-

mator

A displeasing characteristic of the inverse convex estimator is that the log likelihood

function is unbounded, as we will show in this section. In particular, as the estimate

approaches a degenerate distribution about a single observed value, the likelihood

approaches infinity. However, in practice, we find that the algorithm we present in

section 6.4 typically convergences to a non-degenerative, informative estimate. This
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is very similar to the case of the Gaussian mixture model, in which the likelihood

function is unbounded, but estimates which are local modes with finite likelihood

lead to valid estimation. Empirically, we find our algorithm converges to a unique

finite mode with very high probability for all but the smallest of samples, as will be

demonstrated in section 6.4.

5.3.1 Parameterization of the Likelihood Function

The likelihood function can be written in the form

`(g|x) =
n∑
i=1

− log(g(xi))

with constraints
g(x2)− g(x1)

x2 − x1
≤ g(x3)− g(x2)

x3 − x2
∀x1 < x2 < x3

and

∫ ∞
−∞

g(x)−1dx = 1

To ease the last constraint, we will replace g(xi)
−1 with g(xi)

−1/

∫ ∞
−∞

g(x)−1dx. This

means that g(xi)
−1 is proportional to the estimated density at xi up to a multiplicative

constant. Now we can rewrite the likelihood function as
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`(g|x) =
n∑
i=1

− log(g(xi))− n log

(∫ ∞
−∞

g(x)−1dx

)

with constraints
g(x2)− g(x1)

x2 − x1
≤ g(x3)− g(x2)

x3 − x2
∀x1 < x2 < x3

Similar to the log-concave estimator, the inverse convex estimator can will be de-

scribed by an inverse linear function with knots at the observed times, as this is a

necessary condition for our estimate ĝ(x) to be a local max. We will use an identical

argument to the argument presented in Rufibach (2007) for the log-concave estimator.

Let us assume the xi’s are ordered, so that x1 ≤ x2 ≤ ... ≤ xn. For any set of values

g(x1), ..., g(xn), the likelihood function is maximized by minimizing

∫ ∞
−∞

g(x)−1dx.

That means zero mass will be placed below x1 and above xn. In addition, for a given

g(xi), g(xi+1), we maximize the likelihood function by minimizing

∫ xi+1

xi

g(x)−1dx.

Because of the constraint of convexity of g(x), this is minimized by making g(x)

linear between xi and xi+1. Therefore ĝ will be a piecewise linear spline with knots

at the observed values xi. We can completely characterize the solution by β1, ..., βn,

where βi = g(xi). Under this parameterization, the likelihood function can be written

as

`(β|x) =
n∑
i=1

− log(βi)− n log

n−1∑
j=1

log(βj+1)− log(βj)(
βj+1−βj
xj+1−xj

)


which satisfy
βi+1 − βi
xi+1 − xi

≤ βi+2 − βi+1

xi+2 − xi+1

; 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 2
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βi > 0; 1 ≤ i ≤ n

Note that if βi+1 = βi, the ith term in the summation is undefined. In this case, the

integral over (xi, xi+1) is equal to β−1i (xi+1 − xi). In addition, the term is undefined

if there are ties in the data. To account for this, we will redefine xi = the ith unique

time, πi = number of observations at time xi and n∗ is the number of unique times

in the dataset. Note that
∑n∗

i=1 πi = n. Then we can rewrite the inverse convex

likelihood as

`(β|x) =
n∗∑
i=1

− log(βi)πi − n log

n∗−1∑
j=1

log(βj+1)− log(βj)(
βj+1−βj
xj+1−xj

)


Not only does this allow the likelihood function to handle ties in the data, but it

also allows for easy implementation into a mixture model, as πi could just as well

represent probability weights.

5.3.2 Unbounded Nature of the Likelihood Function

Theorem 3. The likelihood function for the inverse convex estimator is unbounded.

Proof. In the case that the of only one unique observed value (or π1 = 1), the proof

is trivial. Let us consider at least two unique points. Recall that by representing

the inverse kernel as a linear spline as we did above, the likelihood function can be
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written as

`(β) =
n∗∑
i=1

−πi log(βi)− n log

n∗−1∑
j=1

log(βj+1)− log(βj)(
βj+1−βj
xj+1−xj

)


Now suppose we consider g(x) to be strictly linear on [x1, xn] with g(xn) = 1. This

leads to

βi = β1 +
1− β1
xn − x1

× (xi − x1)

n∗−1∑
j=1

log(βj+1)− log(βj)(
βj+1−βj
xj+1−xj

) =
− log(β1)(

1−β1
xn∗−x1

)

Plugging these values in, we can rewrite the likelihood function as

`(β1) = −π1 log(β1)−
n∗∑
i=2

πi log

(
β1 +

1− β1
xn∗ − x1

× (xi − x1)
)
−n log

(
− log(β1)

1−β1
xn∗−x1

)

Assuming β1 < 1,

= −π1 log(β1)−
n∗∑
i=2

πi log

(
β1 +

1− β1
xn∗ − x1

× (xi − x1)
)
−n log (− log(β1))−n log

(
1− β1
xn∗ − x1

)
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When taking the limit as β1 → 0, we note that
n∗∑
i=2

πi log

(
β1 +

1− β1
xn∗ − x1

× (xi − x1)
)

and n log
(

1−β1
xn∗−x1

)
both approach a constant. This leaves us with

lim
β1→0

`(β1) = −π1 log(β1)− n log(log(β1)) + c

= −n log(β
(π1/n)
1 log(β1)) + c

By L’Hôpital’s rule, this approaches ∞ as β1 → 0. As β1 → 0, the estimated

probability density approaches a degenerate distribution centered around x1.

Because of this, the maximum likelihood estimate is undefined. However, we have

found that using a local maximum of the likelihood function leads to a very useful

estimation tool, similar to the Gaussian mixture problem. In addition, we found that

in practice, avoiding the domain of attraction to the degenerate estimate was quite

easy, especially as n becomes larger.

To present heuristic evidence of the shrinking domain of attraction, we present some

toy datasets. We parameterize the estimator as was done in the theorem above, and

plot the log likelihood as a function of the single parameter β1. In these datasets,

the observed values are set to the 1
n+1

, ..., n
n+1

quantiles of either a uniform(0,1) dis-

tribution or an F1,1 distribution. We chose a uniform(0,1) for simplicity, as we the

mode we are interested in will be known to be β1 = 1. We chose an F1,1 because this

is a distribution which has unbounded density as x → 0, so we expect the domain

of attraction to the degenerate mode to be close to the local mode of interest and

we were concerned the domain of attraction to the local mode may blend into the
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domain for the degenerate mode. The plots for n = 2, 5, and 25 can been seen on

figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Likelihood as a function of β1

We note a few things from these plots. First is that for both the uniform and F1,1

distribution, the domain of attraction to the degenerate mode appears to be (0,∞)

for the case of n = 2. However, for the uniform data points, by n = 5, the domain

of attraction becomes quite small, approximately (0, 0.01). For the F1,1 distribution,

the domain of attraction appears to still be (0,∞) for n = 5. For n = 25, the domain

of attraction became incredibly small: approximately (0, 10−11) for the Uniform(0,1)

and the F1,1 datasets, although the local mode of interest for the F1,1 is much closer

than the Uniform (approximately 10−4 compared to 1).
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We found that the algorithm we present in section 5.4 avoids the domain of attraction

to the degenerate estimate with very high probability for all but the smallest of

datasets. We present simulations to show this in the end of section 5.4. In addition,

the algorithm avoided the domain of attraction to the degenerate mode in all 15,000

simulated datasets which were used for Monte Carlo evaluation of the inverse-convex

estimator presented in section 5.5 and in the illustrative examples presented in section

5.6. Because of this, the issue of the unbounded likelihood is more of a theoretic

problem than a practical problem.

5.3.3 Defining the Inverse Convex Estimator

Because the likelihood function is unbounded as it approaches a degenerate solution,

we cannot simply classify the estimator as a maximum likelihood estimate. Instead,

we will define the estimator as a local maximum of the likelihood function, much like

the Gaussian mixture model. Defining a local maximum for the inverse convex is a

little more tricky than the Gaussian mixture problem due to the shape constraints.

Doing so will require the active set parameterization similar to those presented in

section 3.4.

Let us define ∆i = βi+1−βi
xi+1−xi . The inverse convex constraint implies ∆i−1 ≤ ∆i In

theory, we define the ith point as active if ∆i−1 < ∆i and inactive if ∆i−1 = ∆i. In

practice, numeric error prevents exact evaluation of ∆i−1 = ∆i, so we slacken this

constraint by defining a point to inactive if ∆i−1 ≥ ∆i+ ξ and active if ∆i−1 < ∆i+ ξ

for a specified ξ. In our implementation, we define ξ = 10−13.

Under the active set parameterization we treat g(x) as a linear spline with knots only

at the active points and will adjust the βi’s as such. We will use the notation β∗i to

denote when we are using the active set parameterization. When using the active
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set parameterization, if we increase the active parameter β∗i , we also increase the

neighboring inactive βj’s as though the active points were the only knots of the linear

spline i.e. the inactive βj are determined by linear interpolation from the nearest

active points. To demonstrate this, figure 5.2 demonstrates subtracting 1 from β∗4 .

This starts with β4 as an inactive point and makes it active as g is now kinked at x4 .

It also decreases the values of β3 and β5, as they are the surrounding inactive points.

To formally characterize addition under the active set parameterization, define a(m)

to be the index of the mth active point. If i = a(m) then β
∗(t+1)
i = β

∗(t)
i + h is

equivalent to

β
(t+1)
j =


β
(t)
j + h× xj−xa(m−1)

xi−xa(m−1)
, if xa(m−1) < xj ≤ xi

β
(t)
j + h× xa(m+1)−xj

xa(m+1)−xi
, if xi < xj < xa(m+1)

β
(t)
j , otherwise

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1.
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2.
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x

β

β(t)
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Figure 5.2: β
∗(t+1)
4 = β

∗(t)
4 − 1

Because of the inverse convex constraints, it is natural to consider the KKT conditions
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(Kuhn and Tucker 1951) which are necessary for an estimate to be a local maximum.

Let us define

KKT error = max


| ∂`
∂β∗
i
|, if ∆i−1 < ∆i + ξ

maxi(
∂`
∂β∗
i
, 0), if ∆i−1 ≥ ∆i + ξ

We define the inverse convex estimator as having KKT error of 0 for all points. In

addition, if i is an active point, then we further require that ∂`2

∂(β∗
i )

2 ≤ 0. In our

implementation, we consider the solution to have been achieved if the KKT error was

less than 10−4.

It is not clear that the inverse convex estimator is unique. In the case of the Gaus-

sian mixture, it is well known that there can be multiple distinct modes with finite

likelihood and that different initial values often lead to different solutions. To test

if the inverse convex estimator is unique, we simulated 50 sampled data points from

a standard normal distribution and ran the algorithm presented in the next section

from a uniform initial estimate, a initial estimate which concentrated mass toward the

left side and finally a initial estimate which concentrated mass toward the right side.

We recorded the maximum difference of estimated density at each of the data points

in the data set. This was repeated 1,000 times. Over all 1,000 simulated datasets,

the maximum difference in estimated density was 4.4×10−5, suggesting that multiple

modes is not likely to be an issue for this estimator.
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5.4 Algorithm

In this chapter, we will only briefly describe the algorithm, as it is a simplified version

of the algorithm found in chapter 3.

The nature of the problem is very similar to finding the log-concave estimator. The

has been done efficiently with the Active Set Algorithm (ASA), presented in Dümbgen

et al. (2011). The ASA procedure starts with a minimal set of active points and max-

imizes over this set, adding new active points and optimizing until the algorithm has

converged. Constrained optimization over these sets is done via Sequential Quadratic

Programming (SQP). This is a very efficient algorithm, as the number of active points

in the solution tends to be considerably smaller than the total number of knots con-

sidered (n).

A further complication of the inverse convex estimator compared with the log-concave

NPMLE without censoring is that the inverse convex likelihood function is not guar-

anteed to be concave. SQP will fail if the function is not locally concave at any step

of the algorithm. A similar problem was faced when finding the log-concave NPMLE

for interval censored data in chapter 3. We will use the same technique to address

this problem. To insure convergence of the algorithm, we included a univariate opti-

mization step. This step would optimize the active set parameters one at a time and

could increase the likelihood function even when not locally concave via the bisection

method. While this insured convergence, it was too slow to be used by itself, so our

algorithm contained both an SQP step and a univariate optimization step. Typically,

the likelihood function was not locally concave in only the first step or two of the

algorithm, so rather than modifying the SQP step as we did in chapter 3, we merely

skipped the SQP step if the likelihood function was found to be locally non-concave.

Two further modifications were required to deal with the inverse convex problem.
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The first issue was that while that while the likelihood function was defined for all

real values of the parameters in the log-concave case, the likelihood function for the

inverse convex estimator is undefined if βi ≤ 0. This was dealt with by half-stepping

if the proposed steps were beyond the boundary. The second issue is that we would

like the algorithm to terminate if we are convinced that it has entered a domain

of attraction to a degenerate distribution. To do this, we terminated the algorithm

and returned an error report if the estimated density, normalized by the empirical

standard deviation of the dataset, was ever greater than a pre-specified dmax. In our

implementation, we set dmax = 107.

To test how often the algorithm would terminate early due to approaching a degen-

erate mode, we sampled data from an F1,1 and an F1,2 distribution. The F1,1 was

chosen because the unbounded density suggests it would behave worse than the F1,2,

which has bounded density but very heavy tails. The F1,1 distribution is not inverse

convex while the F1,2 is on the boundary of inverse convex as mentioned in section

5.2. We tested data with samples sizes n = 10, 15, 20 and 25. For each n, we creating

MC = 1, 000 samples. We found that the estimated probability of terminating due

to approaching a degenerate mode for each sample size was 0.353, 0.107, 0.003 and

0 respectively for the F1,1 distribution and 0.302, 0.014, 0 and 0 for the F1,2. In ad-

dition, the algorithm never terminated due to approaching a degenerate mode in our

simulations in the next section. This suggests that while the unbounded likelihood

is a theoretic issue with the inverse convex estimator, in practice our algorithm finds

the local mode of interest reliably for datasets with n ≥ 25.

We found this algorithm to be sufficiently fast for investigating the properties of

the estimator for moderate sized data sets. For n = 1,000, the algorithm typically

converged in under 2 seconds (2007 Macbook with 2 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor,

4 GB of RAM). However, we ran into problems with larger datasets. In sample sizes of
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n = 10,000, we occasionally ran into numeric problems regarding the constraints in the

quadratic programming routine. When the algorithm did converge, it typically took

around 1 minute. We do note that our algorithm converged on all of the datasets we

used in our real data applications in section 5.6, including 4 datasets of approximately

n = 7, 000 and one data set of n = 28, 155. For the largest dataset, the algorithm

converged in just under 5 minutes. We still caution that simulated data suggests

that the algorithm will not generally be reliable for datasets of that size in its current

implementation. Further work is necessary to develop a reliable algorithm for large

datasets.

5.5 Simulations

One of the motivations for shape constrained inference is density estimation. Our

motivation for investigating the inverse convex estimator began with estimating sur-

vival curves for interval censored data. Because of this, we will use simulations to

compare both density estimation and survival estimation for the log-concave NPMLE

and the inverse NPMLE.

We compared five different distributions. These were a standard normal, a gamma(2,2),

a t-distribution with 3 degrees of freedom, an F-distribution with ν1 = 3, ν2 = 3 and

a gamma(0.5, 0.5). Note that the normal and gamma(2,2) distribution are both log-

concave but the remaining distributions are not. All of the distributions are inverse

convex with the exception of the gamma(0.5, 0.5) which has unbounded density at

0. For each of these distributions, we will examine the estimated density at the true

median, the estimated median and the estimated 90th percentile. We consider sample

sizes of n = 50, 100 and 500. For each sample size, we will generate MC = 1, 000

simulated datasets and fit each estimator to each dataset. The means and standard

deviations for the various estimates can be seen on tables 5.1 - 5.3. We also provide
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sample plots of the estimated density and cumulative distributions function for the t

and F distributions with n = 1, 000 in figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.3: Inverse convex and log-concave estimators based on random sample of

n = 500 from a t3 and F3,3 distribution

In our simulations, we saw a few trends. For log-concave distributions, the log-concave

estimator had lower standard deviations for all estimators, although the magnitude

of this advantage varied. For density estimation, the reduction was significant, but

for survival estimation the reduction was marginal. In addition, as n increased,

the relative advantage decreased. At n = 500 for log-concave simulated data, the

estimators were nearly equivalent. We noticed that the log-concave estimator does a

surprisingly good job of estimating the non log-concave t-distribution. We speculate

that there are two reasons for this. First is that the t-distribution is only mildly non

log-concave. In fact, the t-distribution is log-concave on the interval [−
√
ν,
√
ν], where
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n = 50 True Values Inverse Convex log-concave
N(0,1) Density 0.40 0.42 (.090) 0.40 (.065)

Median 0 0.00 (.166) 0.00 (.158)
90th Perc 1.28 1.22 (.222) 1.27 (.214)

Gamma Density 0.63 0.65 (.132) 0.62 (.084)
(2,2) Median 0.84 0.83 (.104) 0.86 (.097)

90th Perc 1.94 1.89 (.234) 1.94 (.221)
t3 Density 0.37 0.38 (.098) 0.34 (.061)

Median 0 0.00 (.186) 0.00 (.182)
90th Perc 1.64 1.55 (.366) 1.76 (.411)

F3,3 Density 0.32 0.33 (.073) 0.27 (.063)
Median 1 0.97 (.202) 2.00 (1.33)

90th Perc 5.39 5.21(1.68) 6.50 (4.42)
Gamma Density 0.47 0.45 (.082) 0.64 (.066)
(0.5,0.5) Median 0.45 0.35 (.122) 0.70 (.138)

90th Perc 2.71 2.53 (.542) 2.29 (.449)

Table 5.1: Simulated Comparisons with n = 50 based MC = 1000 simulations. Values
in parentheses are standard deviations. “Density” refers to estimated density at the
true median. 90th Perc refers to the 90th percentile.

ν = degrees of freedom. Secondly, the t-distribution is symmetric. This means the

log-concave constraint “pulls” evenly from both sides of the mode. In contrast, we see

the log-concave estimator suffers extreme bias when estimating the F and gamma(0.5,

0.5) distributions. The inverse convex estimator handles these distributions very

well. Finally, we found that the inverse convex estimator did suffer from bias when

estimating the gamma(0.5,0.5) distribution. However, these biases were very minor

compared with biases the those that the log-concave estimator displayed. These

simulations suggest that the inverse convex estimator would be preferred if the there

were concerns of heavy tails, especially if the data were skewed.

5.6 Real Data Application

The characteristics of the inverse convex estimator can be summarized as unimodal,

allowing for skew and very heavy tails. There are many areas of research for which
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n = 100 True Values Inverse Convex log-concave
N(0,1) Density 0.40 0.41 (.066) 0.40 (.053)

Median 0 0.00 (.115) 0.00 (.112)
90th Perc 1.28 1.24 (.150) 1.28 (.145)

Gamma Density 0.63 0.65 (.096) 0.62 (.065)
(2,2) Median 0.84 0.84 (.076) 0.85 (.072)

90th Perc 1.94 1.90 (.170) 1.95 (.160)
t3 Density 0.37 0.37 (.062) 0.35 (.046)

Median 0 0.00 (.124) 0.00 (.124)
90th Perc 1.64 1.59 (.256) 1.77 (.309)

F3,3 Density 0.32 0.33 (.052) 0.26 (.052)
Median 1 0.99 (.144) 0.70 (1.01)

90th Perc 5.39 5.31 (1.24) 6.67 (3.34)
Gamma Density 0.47 0.44 (.054) 0.63 (.048)
(0.5,0.5) Median 0.45 0.36 (.090) 0.70 (.099)

90th Perc 2.71 2.63 (.438) 2.31 (.326)

Table 5.2: Simulated Comparisons with n = 100 based MC = 1000 simulations.
Values in parentheses are standard deviations. “Density” refers to estimated density
at the true median. 90th Perc refers to the 90th percentile.

n = 500 True Values Inverse Convex Log-concave
N(0,1) Density 0.40 0.40 (.032) 0.40 (.030)

Median 0 0.00 (.055) 0.00 (.054)
90th Perc 1.28 1.27 (.070) 1.28 (.069)

Gamma Density 0.63 0.63 (.049) 0.63 (.039)
(2,2) Median 0.84 0.84 (.036) 0.84 (.035)

90th Perc 1.94 1.93 (.077) 1.95 (.071)
t3 Density 0.37 0.37 (.034) 0.37 (.030)

Median 0 0.00 (.057) 0.00 (.057)
90th Perc 1.64 1.62 (.122) 1.75 (.151)

F3,3 Density 0.32 0.33 (.052) 0.26 (.052)
Median 1 0.99 (.144) 0.70 (1.01)

90th Perc 5.39 5.31 (1.24) 6.67 (3.34)
Gamma Density 0.47 0.43 (.036) 0.64 (.022)
(0.5,0.5) Median 0.45 0.36 (.051) 0.69 (.044)

90th Perc 2.71 2.75 (.494) 2.30 (.146)

Table 5.3: Simulated Comparisons with n = 500 based MC = 1000 simulations.
Values in parentheses are standard deviations. “Density” refers to estimated density
at the true median. 90th Perc refers to the 90th percentile.
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this describes the type of data to be expected. At this time, we will examine wages

and incomes. Moscarini (2005) describes an ideal wages model to have a unique

interior mode, skewness and a long and fat right tail. Income may be further right

skewed than wages, as it includes investments as well. This is the type of data we

expect the inverse convex estimator to do quite well with.

We first considered a dataset collected by the Philippines’ National Statistics Office.

This dataset can be found in the publicly available CRAN package “ineq”, titled

“Ilocos”. The dataset contains 632 subjects and their reported income, along with

other covariates. One individual reported 0 income. We dropped this individual from

our dataset for two reasons. First, typical parametric models for income, such as

log normal, do not allow for 0 income. It should be noted that the log-concave and

inverse convex models would not have such problems. However, it is more reasonable

to model income as a mixture of those with no reported income and those with

positive reported income. Therefore we will only model the income of individuals

with positive reported income. Of these individuals, 116 came from the province La

Union and 381 were from Pangasinan.

We would like to examine the fits of various models to the distribution of wealth

in the two provinces. We will do this by comparing estimated probability densities

and cumulative distribution functions with histograms and the empirical distribution

functions. In addition, we will examine the Lorenz Curve and Gini coefficient, classic

econometrics measures of disparity within a society. The Lorenz Curve states x

proportion of the poorest subjects in a society own y proportion of the wealth (or in

this case, income). The Gini coefficient is equal to 1−2

∫ 1

0

L(x)dx, where L(x) is the

Lorenz curve, or a one number summary of the Lorenz curve. The Gini coefficient

ranges from 0 to 1 (assuming only non negative measures of wealth), with 0 being

perfectly evenly distributed wealth in the society and N−1
N

if 100% of the wealth
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Figure 5.4: Fits of the Distribution of Income in the Pangasinan and La Union
Provinces

belongs to only one individual. Larger values of the Gini coefficient corresponds with

more disparity within a society. The estimated Lorenz curve and Gini coefficient can

be calculated from an estimated cumulative distribution function.

We fit three models and compared the fits of each model. For shape constrained

models, we fit the inverse convex and log-concave models. We also fit a log normal

model, as this is a classic parametric model used for income. We used the Empirical

Distribution Function to check the fits of our model. The fits can be seen on figure

5.2. We only plotted the fits up until 300,000 pesos/year to make the plots easier to
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Figure 5.5: Lorenz Curves for the Pangasinan and La Union Provinces

examine.

Examining the fits, the inverse convex estimator matches the empirical distribution

function much better than the log-concave estimator, while still providing a smooth

estimated cdf and valid density estimates (the EDF does not). The log normal es-

timator fits the EDF considerable better than the log-concave estimator, but still

not as well as the inverse convex estimator. The log-concave estimator is unable to

properly model the heavy tails of the distribution. Although the overall fit of the

inverse convex estimator is very good, we do note that there is some disagreement

around 20,000 pesos/year in the La Union cdf between the inverse convex and EDF

estimates. Given the smaller sample size of the La Union (n = 116), we believe the

observed difference between the EDF and inverse convex fit is just noise rather than

systematic mis-modeling. Despite this, the inverse convex still looks to be a much

better fit than the other models for the La Union data. In the Pangasinan data, the
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Model La Union Pangasinan
Empirical 0.514 (0.459, 0.569) 0.502 (0.436, 0.568)

Inverse Convex 0.500 (0.440, 0.560) 0.488 (0.427, 0.549)
log-concave 0.422 (0.426, 0.490) 0.433 (0.410, 0.456)
Log Normal 0.474 (0.420, 0.528) 0.458 (0.420, 0.496)

Table 5.4: Estimated Gini coefficients for each model. Values in parentheses are
bootstrapped 95% CIs

inverse convex estimates look to be an unquestionably good fit.

We see a similar trend in the Lorenz curves. The inverse convex estimator appears to

be a smoothed version of the EDF. We can see a strong systemic difference between

the log normal and the EDF curves. The bias appears even higher for the log-concave

curve. Finally, for each model we computed the Gini coefficient for both populations

and created a 95% bootstrap CI using B = 1, 000 bootstrap samples. These are

presented on table 5.4. We note that the inverse convex estimates agree the most

with the empirical estimate and we suspect that the greater observed differences for

the log-concave and log normal models is due in part with these models not allowing

for heavy enough tails. While the difference in Gini coefficients was not statistically

significant in any of the groups, we note that the log-concave estimate reversed the

ranking of the estimates compared to the other estimators. We were surprised that

the empirical bootstrap confidence intervals for the La Union group (n = 116) were

narrower than the inverse convex confidence intervals. A literature review on the topic

revealed that bootstrap confidence intervals for the Gini coefficient typically are too

narrow for smaller samples (Dixon et al. 1987), so we believe this is responsible for

the narrower confidence interval based on the empirical estimator.

In this example, the inverse convex estimator appeared to fit the data very well, with

the log normal providing a slightly worse fit but still much better than the log-concave

fit. This was not always the case. We examined several income and wage data sets and
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while the inverse convex fit always appeared to be the best fit, in some datasets the

log-concave fit appeared a superior fit compared to the log normal. The general trend

we found was that datasets with more disparity (i.e. higher Gini coefficients) tended

to be better fit by the log normal distribution, while datasets with less disparity

tended to be better fit by the log-concave fit. This trend would be expected, as the

log-concave fit should be more flexible than log normal in general, but will break

down for heavy tailed data. We emphasize again that in both situations, the inverse

convex estimator appeared to be the best fit of the three considered.

To demonstrate this general trend we found, we present the data set “CPS1988”,

found in the CRAN package “AER”. This dataset contains wage data collected from

the March 1988 Current Population Survey conducted by the US Census Bureau. A

total of 28,155 subjects are included in the dataset. They are divided into 4 different

regions, Northeast (n = 6, 441), Midwest (n = 6, 863), South (n = 8, 760) and West

(n = 6, 091). Wages are given in weekly salaries. We plotted the fitted cdf’s for

each region individually and also all regions aggregated using the same models as

before. Again, we zoom into the interval (500, 2,000) to allow easier comparison

of fits (maximum observed value was 18,777). We also list the Gini coefficient, as

calculated by the empirical distribution model. Fits are presented on figure 5.6 and

figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.6: Estimated wage cdf from CPS1988 dataset
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Figure 5.7: Estimated wage cdf’s by region from CPS1988 dataset

We note that in this case, the inverse convex again appears to be the best fit in all

scenarios. However, this time the log-concave does fairly well and the log normal

does poorly. The fact that the inverse convex estimator always appears to fit best

and both of the other estimators can suffer heavy bias under different scenarios makes

the inverse convex estimator a very attractive choice.

5.7 Conclusion

The inverse convex constraint leads to a very flexible unimodal shape constraint,

allowing for very heavy tails but not allowing for unbounded density. Theory dictates
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that the family of inverse convex functions is more flexible than the log-concave family,

as the log-concave family is properly contained within the inverse convex family. The

inverse convex estimator does have the theoretic problem of an unbounded likelihood

function leading to a degenerate maximum likelihood estimate. However, in practice

it is quite easy to avoid these degenerate estimates and find a more useful local

maximum as an estimate. Simulations show us that the inverse convex estimator is

nearly as efficient as the log-concave estimator for quantile estimation when the true

distribution is log-concave, although the log-concave estimator may be preferred for

density estimation for smaller samples. We found the log-concave estimator suffered

from heavy bias from heavy right skewed distributions. The inverse convex estimator

behaved very well when estimating quantiles of unimodal heavy tailed distributions,

even when the inverse convex assumptions was violated due to unbounded density.

Applying the estimator to real data, we see that the inverse convex estimator can fit

income and wage data much better than the log-concave or log normal distribution,

both of which suffered heavy bias under different scenarios. We would recommend

the inverse convex for modeling of distributions in which the investigator may be

concerned with skewed heavy tails.

We are particularly interested in applying the inverse convex estimator to censored

data, although currently an algorithm for such data has not been implemented. An-

other proposed research topic on the inverse convex estimator would be to find formal

bounds on the domain of attraction toward the degenerate estimate. We are inter-

ested in finding a function such that when f(β, x) < ξ, β was insured to be outside

the domain of attraction. This would both help our algorithm in smaller samples and

help define the limitations of the inverse convex estimator.
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Chapter 6

Efficient Computation of the

Bivariate NPMLE

The author’s exposure to interval censored data began with construction of an efficient

algorithm for computing the NPMLE for bivariate interval censored data. This is not

related to shape constrained estimation, so this contribution was moved to the last

chapter. In addition, the recently published CRAN package “MLEcens” by Marloes

Maathius implements an algorithm that is found to be slightly faster in typical cases

of bivariate interval censored data, so this work is unlikely to be published in a

statistical journal. The work is not without merit, though. The algorithm here was

found to be significantly faster in worst case scenarios and needs no modification to

be implemented for multivariate with dimensions greater than two, in which a worst

case scenario is more probable. The algorithm can also be seen as a blue print for

algorithms which need to rapidly determine which parameters will be set to 0 at the
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MLE.

6.1 Introduction

We begin by introducing bivariate interval censored data and formal characterization

of the bivariate NPMLE.

6.1.1 Bivariate Interval Censored Data

Bivariate survival data occurs when time to event data is recorded for two values on

each subject. If the two variables are independent, the marginal distributions will

be fully informative and and standard univariate techniques will suffice. However,

if the relation of the two variables is of interest, they must be jointly modeled. In

some cases, the event times will be strictly ordered, such as the time to infection of

HIV and time to onset of AIDS (De Gruttola, Lagakos 1989). In other cases, the

events will not necessarily be ordered, but are very likely to be correlated, such the

development of different types of cataracts (Wong and Yu, 1999). Other classic data

sets include time to CMV shedding in the blood and time to CMV shedding in the

urine among HIV positive patients (Goggins and Finklestein 2000), time to onset of

bacterial and viral infections and the relation between the two in AIDS Clinical Trials

Groups study (Betnesky, Finkelstein 1999), emergence times and their relationship

for permanent teeth (Bogaerts et al. 2002) and a competing risks dataset between

age at natural menopause and age at artificial menopause (Maathius 2006).

In addition to examining associations between two event times, bivariate modeling

can be used to analyze doubly censored data. For doubly censored data, both the

time event time and time of origin may be censored. The earlier mentioned example

of time to infection and time to onset of AIDS is an example of doubly censored data
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when the scientific question of interest is about the time from infection of HIV to the

onset of AIDS. This can be addressed by modeling the data using bivariate methods

and extracting the estimate of interest from the bivariate estimate. If the time of

interest is T = Y − X, and we have estimated the bivariate distribution of (X, Y ),

we can derive the estimated survival function for T by

ŜT (t) = 1−
∫ ∞
0

∫ x+t

x

f̂(X,Y )(x, y)dydx

It is important to note that for these estimates to be fully informative, T must be

independent of X. If not, we may be averaging over interesting patterns in the

data in this simple model. For example, suppose X is the age at which a patient

becomes HIV positive and Y is the development of AIDS. If time from HIV infection

to development of AIDS is dependent on age, then using the above technique would

miss this association. More advanced techniques could be used to adjust for X.

6.1.2 Bivariate NPMLE for Interval Censored Data

The bivariate NPMLE is considered the standard for bivariate estimation for interval

censored data. This estimator has the advantage of flexibility, as it does not make any

assumptions about of the underlying bivariate distribution of the true event times.

However, it still requires the standard assumptions of independence of censoring mech-

anisms and event times (although the two censoring mechanisms can be dependent

on each other). As is typical with such non-parametric models, this flexibility comes

at the price of high variation in the estimates of interest. In addition, while the bi-

variate NPMLE can handle exact observations times in addition to censored times

and is consistent under mild conditions, the estimator has the peculiar problem that
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it is not consistent for singly censored data (in which one of the bivariate times is

censored and the other is not), although this can be repaired by lightly censoring the

exact observation (Laan, M. 1996).

Despite these problems, finding a non-parametric estimate of the bivariate survival

function is of interest for several scientific purposes, including model checking of fully

parametric or semiparametric models, such as the copula model (Clayton 1978). In

order to find the bivariate NPMLE, we must first define the likelihood function. This

requires some notation to be defined first. For the ith observation, define Li1 to be

the beginning of the interval known to contain the first event time, Ui1 to be the

end of the interval known to contain the first event time, and likewise Li2 and Ui2

for the second event time. If the exact time of the first event is known for the ith

observation, then Li1 = Ui1. If the ith observation is right censored for the first event,

then Ui1 = ∞. Noting that this set of four values determines a rectangle in two

dimensions, define

P (Oi) = F (Li1, Li2)− F (Li1, Ui2)− F (Ui1, Li2) + F (Ui1, Ui2)

In other words, P (Oi) is the probability of observation i conditional on bivariate cdf

F . This leads to likelihood function

`(F ) =
n∏
i=1

P (Oi)
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6.2 Support Set

When calculating the univariate NPMLE, Turnbull (1976) showed that all probability

mass must be assigned to Turnbull intervals in the NPMLE. A Turnbull interval

is an interval for which the left endpoint of the interval is the left endpoint of an

observation interval (i.e. Li) and the right endpoint is the right endpoint of an

observation interval (i.e., Rj), with no other observation endpoints in between. To

illustrate this, in figure 8.1, we see three observations intervals (in black), L1 = 1,

U1 = 4, L2 = 3, U2 = 9, L3 = 6 and U3 = 7. This leads to two Turnbull intervals (in

red): (3,4) and (6,7). How probability mass is assigned between Turnbull intervals

in the NPMLE is unique. This is referred to as mixture uniqueness in Gentleman

and Vandal (2002) and Vandal (1998) presented a proof of mixture uniqueness of the

univariate NPMLE. On the other hand, how probability mass is assigned within a

Turnbull interval does not affect the likelihood function and thus the NPMLE is not

unique. This is referred to as representative non-uniqueness (Gentleman and Vandal

2002). Thus, we can parameterize the problem by treating the estimator as a discrete

probability mass with p1, p2, ..., pk, where pi = probability mass assigned to the ith

Turnbull interval. From this, we need to find the unique p1, p2, ..., pk that maximize

the likelihood function.

When calculating the multivariate NPMLE, Turnbull intervals are generalized by

maximal intersections (Wong and Yu 1999). An intersection Aj of observation rect-

angles is a maximal intersection if ∀ i (Aj ∩ Oi = ∅ or Aj ∩ Oi = Aj) and ∃ i

Aj∩Oi = Aj. Another way to interpret maximal intersections is that if we considered

a height map, in which the height of an area is given by the number of overlapping

observation rectangles, the maximal intersections are the local maxima of heights

(Maathius 2005). Much like the univariate NPMLE, the multivariate NPMLE suffers

from representation non-uniqueness. Unlike the univariate NPMLE, the multivari-
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Figure 6.1: Example Turnbull Intervals

ate NPMLE also suffers from mixture non-uniqueness if the number of dimensions

is greater than or equal to 2. This can be viewed in Figure 8.2. In this case, there

are 4 overlapping observation rectangles, each one overlapping with two neighboring

observational rectangles. This leads to a total of 4 maximal intersections, i.e. the

overlaps of the observation rectangles. If we let p1, p2, p3 and p4 denote the proba-

bility assigned to each maximal intersection ordered clockwise, we can see that the

NPMLE sets p1+p2 = p2+p3 = p3+p4 = p4+p1 = 1/2. Because there are only three

linearly independent equations, there are an infinite number of solution which all lead

to the same likelihood. Further discussion of the conditions that lead to mixture non

uniqueness can be found in Gentleman and Vandal (2002).

In the univariate case, the definition of Turnbull intervals lead to a very natural

method for finding all the Turnbull intervals. In the multivariate case, efficiently

finding all the maximal intersections is not so simple. Thus, two types of algorithms

are used in computing the multivariate NPMLE: reduction algorithms, which find all

the maximal intersections and optimization algorithms which optimize the probability

mass assigned to the maximal intersections. Recently, Maathius (2005) presented the
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Figure 6.2: Example of Non-Uniqueness

HeightMap algorithm which finds all the maximal intersections in O(n2) time. As

the name indicates, the algorithm works by creating a height map and sweeping

through, recording all the local maxima of the height map. Currently, HeightMap

is considerably faster than any optimization algorithm (including those presented in

MLEcens and the one presented in this thesis)

Along with the location of the maximal intersections, the HeightMap algorithm re-

turns an m×n clique matrix, in which the (i, j)th enter is equal to 1 if the ith maximal

intersection is contained within the jth observational rectangle and 0 otherwise. Thus,

if the clique matrix is C and p is a vector of length m, such that pi ≥ 0 and
m∑
i=1

pi = 1,

an optimization algorithm needs to find

arg max
p

m∑
i=1

log(C× p)i
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It is worth noting that at once the clique matrix is obtained, the dimension of the

censored data is irrelevant as the data is handled in the same way (although higher

dimensions will lead to a clique matrix with more rows). Gentleman and Vandal

(2002) discuss how patterns in the clique matrix can differ for bivariate data and

univariate data and this leads to the univariate NPMLE having mixture uniqueness

but the bivariate NPMLE having mixture non-uniqueness.

6.3 Stopping Criterion

Many statistical algorithms will use the difference in likelihood function, i.e. `(θ(t+1))−

`(θ(t)), as a stopping criterion. For the case of the NPMLE for interval censored data,

using such a stopping criterion can lead to premature termination of the algorithm.

In particular, this is a big problem in the case of the basic EM algorithm presented in

Turnbull (1976). The algorithm can make very little improvement in the likelihood

function, despite being far away from the NPMLE.

Instead, we will use the stopping criterion presented by Böhning (1996). It was shown

that if

max

(
∂`(p(t))

∂p
(t)
j

− n : j = 1, ...,m

)
≤ ε

then `(p̂)− `(p(t)) ≤ ε. It is also worth noting that

∂`(p(t))

∂p
(t)
j

=
n∑
j=1

Ci,j

n
∑m

k=1 Ck,jpk

where C denotes the clique matrix produced by the HeightMap algorithm. This is
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a value which will be used in another step of the algorithm. Thus, the only com-

putational cost is finding the max of the m values. In contrast, calculating the log

likelihood is O(mn) and is not necessary for any of the steps of our proposed algo-

rithm.

6.4 Current Algorithms

6.4.1 Basic EM Algorithm

The first optimization algorithm was introduced in Turnbull (1976) and was used to

find the NPMLE for univariate data. This simple algorithm very naturally extends

to the bivariate case. This algorithm by itself can be a stand alone optimization

algorithm for the bivariate NPMLE. Empirically, it is found that the algorithm is

unsatisfactory due to slow computation speeds. However, it is a very useful step in

the algorithm we propose, so we will explain it in detail.

The observed log likelihood can be written as

`(p) =
n∑
j=1

log

(
m∑
i=1

Ci,jpi

)

The summation inside the log function makes optimization non-trivial. However,

if the count of events that occurred within each maximal intersection was known,

maximization would be in closed form. Define the missing data to be a vector k,

where ki = number of events that occurred within maximal intersection i. In this

case, the complete data log likelihood can be written as
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`(p|k) =
m∑
j=1

kj log(pj)

Noting that this is equivalent to the log likelihood function for a multinomial distri-

bution. Thus, the complete data likelihood is maximized by

p̂i =
ki∑m
j=1 kj

=
ki
n

Conditional on p, the probability that observation j occurred in maximal intersection

i is

Ci,jpi∑m
k=1 Ck,jpk

This leads to

E[ki|p] =
n∑
j=1

Ci,jpi∑m
k=1 Ck,jpk

Combining the E-step and the M-step, we get that

p
(t+1)
i = pi ×

(
n∑
j=1

Ci,j

n
∑m

k=1 Ck,jpk

)
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Using this simple EM algorithm, one iteration can update all m parameters in O(mn)

time. To do this, it is necessary to first compute all n values of
∑m

k=1 Ck,jpk for

j = 1, ..., n. These values can be interpreted as the expected number of events to

occur in observation rectangle j. This is done in O(mn) time. Using these values,

each of the m parameters can be updated in n time each.

Examining the combined EM step, one can see that if p
(t)
i > 0 then p(t+1) > 0

(although p
(∞)
i can be 0). This will prove to be very inefficient in finding the bivariate

NPMLE, as the number of maximal intersections can be of order O(n2), yet the

minimal number of maximal intersections which must receive positive mass is at

most n (Bḧoning et al. 1996). In addition, if p
(t)
i = 0, then p(t+1) = 0. This implies

that the classic EM can fail to find the NPMLE for poorly chosen initial values. An

interesting note is that while the classic EM algorithm itself is quite slow, most of the

more complicated algorithms can be greatly accelerated by adding a classic EM step.

6.4.2 VEM+ Algorithm

Böhning et al. 1996 showed the bivariate NPMLE can be viewed as a mixture model

problem and proposed using a VEM algorithm to improve the rate of convergence.

We will also use this algorithm, although we will modify the optimization technique

used. The VEM algorithm selects indices u and l such that

∂`(p(t))

∂p
(t)
u

= max

(
∂`(p(t))

∂p
(t)
i

)

∂`(p(t))

∂p
(t)
l

= min

(
∂`(p(t))

∂p
(t)
i

: p
(t)
i > 0

)
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The VEM step updates the parameters according to

p
(t+1)
i =


p
(t)
i + δ if i = u

p
(t)
i − δ if i = l

p
(t)
i otherwise

At each step, δ is chosen to maximize `(p(t+1)) under the constraint that δ ≤ p
(t)
l .

It is unnecessary to enforce the constraint that δ > −p(t)u , as the concavity of `(p)

insures the proposed δ > 0.

Any univariate optimization routine can be used to find δ. Newton’s method is a

natural choice. However, one downside with Newton’s method is that while an ascent

direction is insured, a proposed step is not guaranteed to increase the likelihood

function without checking the likelihood function and half stepping. Given that

computation of the likelihood function is of O(mn) complexity, this comes at heavy

computational cost. Alternatively, the classic EM algorithm could be used to chose δ,

as an EM step is insured to increase the likelihood function. One problem with this

is if p
(t)
i = 0, then the classic EM algorithm will always update to p

(t+1)
i = 0, even if

p̂i > 0. In addition, the classic EM algorithm is observed to update inefficiently. We

propose using a more efficient EM step which will be introduced in section 2.5.

The VEM+ algorithm is an algorithm which iterates back and forth between the VEM

algorithm and the classic EM algorithm. Doing so was found to greatly increase the
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speed of the algorithm.

6.4.3 ICM Algorithm

The ICM was originally proposed for the univariate NPMLE by Groeneboom (1991).

To motivate the Iterative Convex Minorant (ICM) algorithm, we note that a standard

Newton’s method algorithm works very poorly in this problem for two reasons. First,

the restrictions
∑k

i=1 pi = 1 and pi ≥ 0 mean that the proposed step is very likely

be outside the boundaries, although a reparameterization can be used to deal with

the first restriction. Secondly, the larger number of parameters means inverting the

Hessian matrix can be very computationally costly.

The ICM algorithm addresses both these issues by first approximating the likelihood

function with a quadratic equation, given by the derivatives the likelihood function

with the off diagonals of the Hessian ignored. Quadratic programming is used to

maximize the approximated likelihood while still respecting the linear constraints on

the estimated parameters. Much like Newton’s method, this algorithm is guaranteed

to find an ascent direction, although the proposed step may result in a lower likelihood

function. Jongbloed (1998) suggest using half steps to insure monotonic convergence.

Wellner and Zhan (1997) noted that combining the classic EM algorithm with the

ICM algorithm greatly increased the speed of the algorithm.

6.4.4 SR Algorithm

When computing the bivariate NPMLE, the number of maximal intersections can be

on the order of O(n2), while the number of support points necessary in the final solu-

tion cannot be greater than n. The Support Reduction (SR) algorithm (Groeneboom

et al. 2008) is an active set algorithm which very rapidly determines the necessary
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support points, not wasting computation time adjusting probability mass on support

points that are not used in the NPMLE.

The SR algorithm has two steps: outer loops and inner loops. The outer loop step

considers all support points, adding support points where necessary and removing

unnecessary support points. Inner loops optimizes the function, only considering

support points which already have positive mass. The CRAN package “MLEcens”

implements an SR algorithm to find the bivariate NPMLE, using sequential quadratic

programming (SQP) for the optimization steps in the SR algorithm.

The package MLEcens is currently the fastest readily available package for computing

the bivariate NPMLE. It can also be applied to the univariate NPMLE. Theoretically,

the SR algorithm should be of similar speed to the ICM algorithm for univariate data,

as the SR algorithm is designed to take advantage of large numbers of unnecessary

support points and this is much less of a problem in the univariate case. However,

current implementations show the SR algorithm to be considerably faster. For exam-

ple, a randomly generated data set of n = 1000 took 11.8 seconds for the EMICM

algorithm and 0.50 seconds for the SR algorithm. This is likely due to efficient im-

plementation rather than efficient computations.

6.5 Cocktail Algorithm

Introduced in Yu (2010), the cocktail algorithm utilizes three basic steps in each

iteration for computing the univariate NPMLE. The first step is the classic EM algo-

rithm, the same as presented earlier. The second step is the vetrex direction method

(VDM; Fedorov 1972). This step selects a support point with the maximal derivative

and places mass on this support by reducing mass from all other support points,

proportional to the mass assigned to them. While the VDM algorithm by itself is
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quite slow, it is guarantees convergence of the algorithm as long the initial starting

point has finite log likelihood. Thus, if paired with algorithms which are monotonic

in convergence, the algorithm is insured convergence for any non degenerate initial

value. Finally, the last step of the algorithm is a nearest neighbor exchange (NNE) al-

gorithm, in which mass is exchange between support points with positive mass which

are located closest to each other. Mass is exchanged using the squeezing strategy,

presented in section 6.6. Because the squeezing strategy may place 0 mass on sup-

port point which has positive mass at the NPMLE, the NNE step needs the VDM

step to insure convergence to the NPMLE.

6.6 Squeezing Step

At the core of the algorithm we will present is an EM optimization step presented

in Yu (2010). This is also the optimization procedure used in the cocktail algorithm.

In its general form, the squeezing step is used to exchange probability mass between

two support points in a mixture model. Without loss of generality, we can write the

likelihood function in the form

˜̀(p) =
n∑
i=1

log (p1fi1 + p2fi2 + ri)

Note that ri =
k∑
j=3

pjfji, where k = length of p. Define

β0 = p
(t)
1 + p

(t)
2
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gi = min{fi1, fi2}

β1 = min
i:fi1>fi2

ri + β0fi2
fi1 − fi2

, β2 = min
i:fi2>fi1

ri + β0fi1
fi2 − fi1

Sj =
(
p
(t)
j + βj

) n∑
i=1

fij − gi
ri + fi1p

(t)
1 + fi2p

(t)
2

, j = 1, 2

Using these values, we update

p
(t+1)
1 = max{0,min{β0, (β0 + β1 + β2)S1/(S1 + S2)− β1}}

p
(t+1)
2 = β0 − p(t+1)

1

In the case of the interval censored NPMLE, this simplifies somewhat. If the jth

maximal intersection is contained within the ith observational rectangle, we say mj ∈

Oi and mj /∈ Oi otherwise. Then we note that fij = I{mj ∈ Oi}. Also, we will define

P (Oi) =
∑
mj∈OI

p
(t)
j i.e. the likelihood of the ith observation given the current estimate

of p.
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We then note that

β1 = min
i:m1∈Oi,m2 /∈Oi

P (Oi)− p(t)1 , β2 = min
i:m2∈Oi,m1 /∈Oi

P (Oi)− p(t)2

S1 =
(
p
(t)
1 + β1

) n∑
i=1

I{m1 ∈ Oi,m2 /∈ Oi}
P (Oi)

, S2 =
(
p
(t)
2 + β2

) n∑
i=1

I{m2 ∈ Oi,m1 /∈ Oi}
P (Oi)

Once P (Oi)
(t) has been calculated, we can update P (Oi)

(t+1) in O(n) time after an

update of this type by setting

P (Oi)
(t+1) =

P (Oi)
(t)+(p

(t+1)
1 −p(t)1 )×I{m1 ∈ Oi,m2 /∈ Oi}+(p

(t+1)
2 −p(t)2 )×I{m2 ∈ Oi,m1 /∈ Oi}

When calculating p
(t+1)
1 , the only part which takes O(n) time is finding the positive

values of I{m1 ∈ Oi,m2 /∈ Oi} and I{m2 ∈ Oi,m1 /∈ Oi}. Thus, while initializing

P (Oi) is of O(mn) complexity, applying the squeezing strategy to a chain of m pairs

of parameters is only of O(mn) complexity as well.

Key aspects of this squeezing strategy are that it is very efficient at exchanging mass

between two support points and that being an EM algorithm, it is unnecessary to

check the likelihood function to insure monotonic convergence. Also, unlike the classic

EM algorithm, the squeezing strategy can add mass to a support point which has mass

0 and can set mass to a support point to 0 in one step. However, this strategy can
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only be used to exchange mass between two support points and in many problems,

there is not a clear matching scheme. As stated earlier, this squeezing strategy can

be used can be used for the optimization step of the VEM algorithm and we found

doing so sped up the algorithm compared to using Newton’s method. However, since

initializing P (Oi) for bivariate data takes O(mn) time, but each squeeze and update

of P (Oi) takes O(n) time, using long chains of the squeezing strategy, such as the

NNE in the cocktail algorithm, is more efficient.

6.7 Folding Strategy

In the univariate NPMLE, the support points have a natural ordering, leading to

a natural implementation found in the cocktail algorithm above. For the bivariate

NPMLE, there is not a natural ordering. Several ordering schemes were considered,

including zig zagging and pairing support points which shared large amounts of ob-

servation rectangles. None of these schemes proved fruitful and the nearest neighbor

exchanges strategy was abandoned.

Instead, a strategy with similar motivation to the SR algorithm was used (the author

was not aware of the SR algorithm at the time). Because the number of maximal

intersections can be in order of O(n2), but the number necessary support points can-

not be above n, an algorithm which can rapidly reduce the number of support points

with positive mass can greatly accelerate the algorithm. The classic EM algorithm

can update all support points simultaneously in a direction that is insured to increase

the likelihood function. However, in a finite number of classic EM steps, none of those

support points will have reached 0 probability mass. The squeezing EM step can set

the probability mass of a support to 0 in one step, although pairing of support points

must be done in an intelligent way. Combining these aspects of the two algorithms

lays the groundwork for the Folding Strategy.
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In the Folding Strategy, we start with probability mass distributed uniformly across

all maximal intersections. The folding step begins with one classic EM algorithm

step. After this, we use the squeezing step, matching support points with mass above

the median with support points below the median. Specifically, if there are k support

points with mass greater than the median, then we order the support points by mass,

matching the 1st point with the (k+1)th, the 2nd with the (k+2)th, etc. Occasionally,

the squeezing steps will set mass to 0 prematurely, so after the last squeezing step

is applied, the vector of derivatives is checked and any support point with 0 mass

and positive probability is matched with a support point with positive mass and a

negative derivative and the squeezing step is applied.

The Folding Strategy very quickly eliminates support points which do not require

positive mass at the NPMLE, typically cutting the number of support points with

positive mass in half with each fold until the number of support points with positive

mass is very close to the number at the NPMLE. We found it optimal to allow the

Folding Strategy to run until no new support points were set to 0 probability mass.

Once this happened, we terminated the Folding Strategy and switched to a VEM+

style of algorithm, but limited our scope to only the support points that were assigned

positive mass in by the Folding Strategy. As we noted in the Squeezing Strategy

section, it is more efficient to use long chains of the squeezing strategy, rather than

just one pair, as proposed by the standard VEM algorithm. Thus, along with pairing

the support points with the largest positive and negative derivatives, we also paired all

support points with positive derivatives with support points with negative derivatives.

We did not update the derivatives during this chain, as an update of derivatives

would cost O(mn) time. This implies the pairing was suboptimal, but we found this

strategy to still be very helpful. We will refer to this as the Chained VEM step.

A Classic EM step was added to the end of the Chained VEM step. Finally, when
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the Chained VEM algorithm converged over this subset of support points, we again

used the Chained VEM algorithm, except now considering all support points, not just

those presented by the Folding Strategy. We found that the majority of the time, no

more iterations were required at this point, but not always, e.g. occasionally when

the Folding Strategy terminated, it had set a support point to have 0 mass which

had positive mass at the NPMLE. Considering all support points in the last Chained

VEM section of the algorithm allows us to double check that we were not missing any

support points.

Proving convergence of this algorithm is trivial. The VEM+ algorithm has been

shown to converge for any non degenerate initial value. Because the uniform distri-

bution of probability mass across all maximal intersections is not degenerate and we

only use EM steps, we know that the estimate proposed to the final VEM+ algorithm

(which considers all support points) must not be degenerate. If we consider the esti-

mate proposed to the final VEM+ as an initial value, we see the algorithm is insured

to converge.

In theme, this algorithm is very similar to the SR algorithm: they both aim to rapidly

reduce the number of support points considered. Some key differences are that the

Folding Strategy uses an EM algorithm, while the SR algorithm in its current im-

plementation uses sequential quadratic programming (SQP). In addition, the Folding

Strategy starts with positive mass at all points, and so is a “top down” approach.

The current implementation of the SR algorithm starts with the minimal number of

support points and adds more when necessary, and so is a “bottom up” approach,

although Groeneboom et al. (2008) presents the generalized SR algorithm for both

methods. Also, being a purely EM algorithm, the Folding Strategy has the advantage

that checking the likelihood function to insure monotonicity is not necessary, unlike

the SR algorithm which uses a Newton based algorithm.
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Figure 6.3: Average number of support points with positive mass before folding, after
folding and at NPMLE

We applied the Folding Strategy on simulated data to show how effective it is at

removing unnecessary support points. Data was simulated across a variety of different

sample sizes. Description of the simulated data can be found in greater detail in

section 2.7. In figure 8.3, we see the average number of maximal intersections found

by the HeightMap algorithm in black. In red, we see the average number of maximal

intersections with positive mass after the Folding Strategy terminates. In blue, we

see the average number of maximal intersections with positive mass at the NPMLE.

We will note that the number of maximal intersections appears to grow quadratically

with n. In contrast, the number of maximal intersections with positive mass at the

NPMLE is closer to n/2. The folding strategy appears to remove almost all of the
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unnecessary maximal intersections.

6.8 Sparse Data Implementation

For all algorithms mentioned, calculation of the NPMLE uses calculations based on

the clique matrix produced by the HeightMap algorithm. The clique matrix can be

thought of a special case of general mixture matrices in mixture models. However,

the clique matrix has the characteristic that all entries are either 0 or 1. Unless the

censoring mechanism is extreme, the vast majority of the entries will be 0’s. We

can take advantage of this structure of the data by representing the clique matrix

with a sparse data matrix. Recalling that the ith, jth entry of the clique matrix is an

indicator that the ith maximal intersection is within the jth observational rectangle,

we access the values of the matrix via the rows, not the columns, in our algorithm.

We can summarize the rows of the clique matrix by a matrix in which the first entry

of each row is the count of 1’s and then each entry after this an index for the 1’s in

the row. This can accelerate all of the given algorithms by quickly reporting which

entries are 1’s, rather that checking each entry every time.

6.9 Algorithm Speeds

We tested the Folding algorithm, with and without the sparse data matrix imple-

mentation, the SR algorithm, the VEM+ and EM algorithms. We found that the

sparse data implementation always increased the speed of the algorithm, although

more in some situations than others. We only examined sparse data implementations

of the VEM+ and EM algorithm, as they were still not capable of competing with a

standard implementation of the more advanced algorithms.

While we found that the SR algorithm and Folding algorithm dominated the VEM+
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and EM algorithm, how they compared to each other was not as consistent. In partic-

ular, the Folding strategy did much better when the number of maximum intersections

reported by the HeightMap algorithm was very large, while the SR algorithm seemed

to do better at quickly optimizing over a smaller number of maximal intersections.

Because of this, the Folding algorithm does significantly better in the worst case sce-

nario, specifically when the censoring distribution is continuous and thus the number

of maximal intersections is of order O(n2). In addition, typically the more informa-

tive censoring (i.e. shorter intervals) lead to more maximal intersections, which lead

to further advantage of the Folding algorithm. However, in practice, this worst case

scenario is very rare, as the censored times are typically rounded to the nearest day,

year, etc. In this case, if k1 = number of unique censoring times for T1 and k2 = num-

ber of unique censoring times for T2, then the number of maximal intersections is of

order O(k1k2). In these cases, we found that the SR algorithm slightly outperformed

the Folding algorithm.

To illustrate our findings, we simulated true event times in a simple manner. For each

observation, we first simulate X1, X2, X3 ∼iid Uniform(0, 1). We set T1 = X1 + X2

and T2 = X1 +X3, creating a moderate correlation between T1 and T2 (ρ = 0.5). We

then used three different censoring mechanisms to demonstrate how the algorithms

perform differently under different censoring scenarios. In the first situation, we

generate C1 ∼ Uniform(0, 1) and then generate C2 ∼ Uniform(C1, 2). This creates

a “window” (C1, C2). If Tj ∈ (C1, C2), then (C1, C2) is reported. If Tj < C1, then

(0, C1) is reported. If Tj > C2, then (C2, 2) is reported. This represents continuous

heavy censoring. In the second scenario, we censor the data in the same manner,

except that we round the censoring times to the nearest 0.1. This leads to a discrete

censoring distribution with k1 = k2 = 20, which we found to be fairly typical of

datasets which appear in the literature. In the third situation, we set C1 = 0 and

C2 = Uniform(0, 0.5). If Tj ∈ (C1, C2), we would return (C1, C2) as the censoring
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times. If not, we would set C1 = C2 and C2 = C2 + Uniform(0, 0.5) and repeat

until T1 ∈ (C1, C2). If C2 > 2, we would truncate C2 = 2. This represented more

informative censoring. We test across a variety of sample sizes (n = 100, 200, 400,

800 and 1200 for continuous censoring, n = 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600 and 3200 for

discrete censoring).

The tolerance was set to 10−10, as this insures that the log likelihood is within 10−10

of the max and in practice is very conservative. For each sample size, 100 simulations

were run. The Folding, VEM+ and EM algorithm were all implemented by the

author. The SR algorithm was the algorithm found in “MLEcens” CRAN package.

This lead to bias in the comparison of algorithms. Although the author does not

know the details of the implementation of the SR algorithm, it was assumed that it

did not use a sparse data implementation. However, there seems no reason why the

SR algorithm could not be built around a sparse data matrix. Because of this, two

Folding Algorithms were written: one based on a sparse data matrix, which showed

the potential of the Folding Algorithm and one based on the standard clique matrix,

which allowed for a fair comparison with the SR algorithm. Because the VEM+ and

classic EM algorithm were so slow, there was no need to implement the standard

clique matrix for a fair comparison. The average times are presented on tables 8.1,

8.2 and 8.3. Tables 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3 use the first, second and third censoring scheme

respectively as described in the earlier paragraph. All algorithms with a “*” use

a sparse data matrix implementation, while those without use the standard clique

matrix.
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n

100 200 400 800 1200

Folding* 0.01 0.07 0.41 2.49 7.95

Folding 0.01 0.09 0.58 6.05 24.1

SR 0.01 0.09 0.78 7.70 32.9

VEM+* 0.08 1.42 25.8 - -

Table 6.1: Average time in seconds for heavy continuous censoring (censoring scheme

1)

n

100 200 400 800 1600 3200

Folding* 0.02 0.04 0.14 0.42 1.79 7.95

Folding 0.02 0.06 0.23 0.80 3.68 24.1

SR 0.01 0.03 0.11 0.33 1.02 3.02

VEM+* 0.08 0.43 1.95 6.89 31.5 -

Table 6.2: Average time in seconds for heavy discrete censoring (censoring scheme 2)

n

100 200 400 800 1200

Folding* 0.02 0.08 0.49 2.05 5.56

Folding 0.04 0.21 1.71 22.3 69.2

SR 0.02 0.16 1.63 18.9 83.5

VEM+* - - - - -

Table 6.3: Average time in seconds for light continuous censoring (censoring scheme

3)
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We note that the Folding Algorithm with the sparse data matrix implementation is

the fastest when the censoring distribution is continuous, especially in the case of

lightly censored data. While the standard implementation of the Folding algorithm

is still faster than the SR algorithm in many of the continuous censored scenarios,

especsially with larger datasets, the sparse data matrix implementation appears to

be responsible for most of the gains in speed over the SR algorithm. In the most

extreme case, this lead to an increase in speed by a factor of 15.

However, in the case of a discrete censoring mechanism, the SR algorithm does better

than even the sparse data implementation of the Folding Algorithm, although the

increase was never more than threefold in the scenarios we tested. Because bivari-

ate interval censored data is typically seen in this format, it does not seem wise to

recommend the Folding Algorithm over SR algorithm at this time.

This is not to say the Folding Algorithm is without merit. As more efficient algo-

rithms allow for handling of a wider variety of datasets, more uses of such methods

may propagate and the need to handle continuous censoring distributions may become

necessary. In addition, it is worth noting that for higher dimensional data, such as

trivariate, the basic structure of the optimization would be the same and the Folding

Algorithm could be applied to such problems without any modification, as it only

needs a clique matrix as input which would be in the same form regardless of dimen-

sion (although the HeightMap algorithm for finding the clique matrix would have to

be modified). Because the number of maximal intersections grows exponentially with

the number of dimensions, and the Folding Algorithm has a competitive advantage

over the SR algorithm for large number of maximal intersections, we speculate that

the Folding Algorithm may considerably outperform the SR algorithm higher dimen-

sional data, even when the censoring distribution is discrete. However, because we

do not have an algorithm for finding the maximal intersections for higher dimensions,
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we were not able to investigate the performances of the algorithms in these scenarios.

6.10 Illustrative Example: Hemophiliac Data

A classic dataset found in the literature presented by Kim et al. (1993), this study

involved 257 hemophiliac patients treated with HIV contaminated blood at two French

hospitals beginning in 1978. Of these 257 patients, 188 contracted HIV by August

1988. Of these 188, 41 progressed to develop AIDS. The patients were placed into

two groups: lightly treated and heavily treated, depending on how much blood had

been received. There were 104 subjects classified as heavily treated, while 153 were

classified as light treated. We are interested in comparing survival curves between

the light treated and heavy treated groups.

Interval censoring occurs because the patients are not continually monitored, but

rather only observed during doctor visits. Before HIV was detected, the censoring

was very heavy, as patients had their blood checked only during standard check ups.

Once they had been diagnosed with HIV, they were still subject to interval censoring,

although the check ups were more frequent so the censoring of the development of

AIDS is lighter. In particular, the average length of intervals for which HIV infection

were known to occur was 2.1 years, while the average length of intervals for which

AIDS was known to have developed was 0.56 years. We note that the time that we

are interested in is doubly censored, as we are interested in time from seroconversion

to development of AIDS, both of which are interval censored.

In order to deal with the double censoring, we will first model the joint cdf of the

two event times via the bivariate NPMLE. We will call X (seroconversion) and Y

(development of AIDS). The bivariate NPMLE gives a list of rectangles with proba-

bility mass associated with these rectangles. How probability mass is assigned within
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these rectangles does not affect the likelihood function. Thus, in order to get lower

bound of the NPMLE, for each rectangle, we take min(Y ) - max(X; X ≤ Y ) and

for an upper bound, we take max(Y ) − min(X). This will provide an “indifference

area”, i.e. an area for which the survival function estimate has maximal likelihood.

Estimated survival curves can be found on figure 8.4.
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Figure 6.4: Estimated NPMLE Survival Curves for Time from Seroconversion to
Development of AIDS

Examining the plots, we first notice that we have very little information about the

survival curves for both groups after 4.5 years, as the indifference area becomes quite

large. It is very important to remember that these are not confidence regions but

rather areas in which the likelihood is equivalent. Comparing the times before 4.5

years, we see the heavy treated group appears to be progressing from HIV to AIDS

at a higher rate.

We ran both the Support Reduction algorithm and the Folding Strategy to estimate

the NPMLE. For both the heavily treated (n = 104) and the lightly treated (n = 153).

For both groups, both algorithms converged in an insignificant amount of time; for

the heavily treated group, the SR algorithm took 0.002 seconds and the Folding
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Strategy took 0.001 seconds. For the lightly treated group, both algorithms took

0.002 seconds. Both algorithms lead to nearly identical solutions: the maximum

difference in estimated survival probability in all situations considered in this data

set was 6.5× 10−13.
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Chapter 7

Future Work

The work done in this dissertation leads to many future research topics. One area

that has not received sufficient coverage for these topics is theoretical results about

the distribution of the estimators. At this time, the only known results for both the

log-concave NPMLE for interval censored data and the inverse convex estimator for

exact times are based on simulations. While we have presented several methods for

inference for the log-concave estimator which sidestep the question of distribution

theory, without theoretic results it is very difficult to compare the performance with

competing estimators without computationally intensive simulations which provide

very limited insight into the global behavior of an estimator. In addition, it is has not

been shown that the algorithm for the interval censored log-concave NPMLE finds

global maximum, nor has it been shown that the local maximum obtained by the

algorithm for the inverse-convex estimator is unique. While multiple runs of both

algorithms from random starting points lead to the same estimates, suggesting that

there is a unique solution in each case, it would be more satisfying to prove this

analytically.
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The next clear topic to address is implementing an algorithm for the inverse convex

estimator for interval censored data. Our motivation for the inverse convex estimator

is application to survival analysis, so naturally we would like an algorithm which can

handle censored data. We believe that the outline of the algorithm for finding the

log-concave NPMLE for interval censored data will easily adapt to the inverse convex

estimator, as the parameterization of the two problems is very similar. This would

also lead to similar applications to those presented in chapter 4: a goodness of fit

test, profile and bootstrap confidence intervals and a Cox PH model.

Finally, a novel estimator we are very interested in is an augmentation of the shape

constrained estimator for both the log-concave and inverse convex estimator. In the

case of exact observations, both shape constraints place no probability mass beyond

xmin and xmax. In application to interval censored data, similar problems occur,

although when and where this occurs is not as well defined. While this has little

effect on central quantile estimates for large samples, it can cause heavy bias in

hazard estimation. In particular, ĥ(xmax) = ∞, as Ŝ(xmax) = 0 and f̂(xmax) > 0.

In general, this causes upward bias as x → xmax. We speculate that this may be

responsible for the upward bias for Cox PH regression parameters for both the log-

concave and unconstrained baseline case, as the unconstrained NPMLE has exhibits

similar problems.

In addition, this can cause a variety of problems for mixture models with shape

constrained components. For the mixture model, we observed that using log-concave

components often results in components which assign 0 estimated density to observed

values, leading to an estimated 0 conditional probability of an observation being gen-

erated from that component. This can be problematic for a variety of reasons. First,

it can create numerical instability in the EM algorithm as the estimated conditional

probabilities and component density simultaneously approach 0, as the contribution
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to the complete data likelihood includes the term pij log(fj(xi)) where pij is the con-

ditional probability of observation i coming from component j and fj is the density

of component j. In addition, it can be very unsatisfying for an estimator to assign

conditional probability 0 to an observation which is narrowly outside of a data driven

boundary, especially when the conditional probability may be quite high were to it be

on the other side of the boundary. Finally, it can lead to degenerate classification es-

timates if we use the model to predict assignment of a new observation with extreme

values of x (i.e. the density for every component could be 0, leading to undefined

conditional probability).

A solution we propose is to only allow the shape constrained estimator to assign π < 1

probability mass and then place the remaining 1 − π probability mass to the tails,

forcing f̂X(x) > 0, x ∈ (0,∞) (or x ∈ R depending on the problem). While this seems

ad hoc, there is theoretic justification for this. In the case of n observations with no

censoring, the expected value of xmin = the 1/(n+1) quantile and the expected value

of xmax = the n/(n + 1). With this in mind, it seems natural to set π = n−1
n+1

. In

spirit, this is very similar to replacing the MLE of σ with the unbiased estimator s.

Applying this new augmented estimator to the hazard estimates on [xmin, xmax] for

exact observations is very straightforward. We will force 1/(n + 1) probability mass

below xmin and 1/(n+ 1) above xmax. Thus we will define f̂AUG(x) = f̂SC(x)×
(
n−1
n+1

)
and F̂AUG(x) = 1

n+1
+ F̂SC(x) × n−1

n+1
for x ∈ [xmin, xmax], where fSC is the shape

constrained density and fAUG is our new augmented estimator. For now, we will

not worry about what to assign fAUG(x) below xmin or xmax, as it is not reasonable

to be able to make efficient hazard estimates on (xmax,∞) without unreliable fully

parametric assumptions.

To illustrate the effect of our augmented estimator, we sampled 100 values from an

exponential distribution with rate = 1. We fit both the inverse convex estimator
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and the augmented inverse convex estimator and plotted the estimated hazards in

Figure 6.1. We note that on [0,2], the estimators appear almost identical as we would

expect for areas with high survival probabilities. However, on [2,3], we note that the

inverse convex estimator appears to be significantly drifting upward and on [3, 4+)

the estimate is clearly uninformative. The augmented estimator does not show any

definitive biases, although more theoretic work is required to examine its behavior.
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Figure 7.1: Estimated hazards based on sample of 100 exponential random variables

In this simple example, implementation of the augmented estimator was quite easy

and appears favorable to the standard shape constrained estimator for hazard esti-

mation. However, there are many applications where we believe it could be useful

and implementation is not so simple. For example, it is not readily apparent what

value of π to select in the case of censoring. Furthermore, we are interested in imple-

menting this into a Cox PH model to see if this reduces the bias. Finally, while the

matter of how the probability mass is assigned beyond xmax is of little concern for
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hazard estimation, it will be important in the case of mixture modeling for reasons

mentioned above. While we believe attempting unbiased density estimation beyond

xmin and xmax is foolish (although consistent estimation is implied as long as π → 1

as n→∞), we would like to create a rule which automatically assigns the probability

density such that a.) a theoretically justified choice of 1−π is automatically assigned

without input from the user b.) f̂AUG(x) = πf̂SC(x) on [xmin, xmax] c.) the estimated

density is positive on either R or (0,∞) d.) the shape constraints are respected on

R. We expect that some favorable rules may work with some shape constraints but

not others.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

Shape constrained density estimation offers a compromise between parametric esti-

mation methods, which have limited flexibility, and traditional non-parametric esti-

mators which can inefficient. By enforcing the assumptions that are known to be

robust for the data type, we can regain some of the efficiency of parametric models

while limiting our bias.

Interval censored data presents an excellent application where the shape constrained

niche is quite useful. The limited informative nature of each data point makes model

checking very difficult and so parametric fits run the risk of introducing heavy bias

without providing adequate diagnostic tools for the investigator. On the other hand,

the classic NPMLE is notoriously inefficient, displaying an unfavorable n−1/3 conver-

gence rate.

The main focus of this work has been on shape constrained estimation with application

to interval censored data. We presented an efficient algorithm for finding the log-

concave NPMLE for interval censored data and used this new algorithm to investigate

the properties of the log-concave NPMLE. We found that it greatly reduced the
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variance in comparison to the classic NPMLE.

We developed new methods of inference for our estimator, including a likelihood

ratio goodness of fit test based on a two component mixture model, two methods for

confidence intervals for quantile and survival probabilities and a Cox PH model which

uses a baseline log-concave distribution. We found that the use of the log-concave

constraint greatly reduced confidence intervals for quantile and survival probabilities,

although it only marginally improved estimation for regression coefficients.

While the application of the log-concave constraint showed the potential of shape

constrained estimation when applied to interval censored data, we caution that the

log-linear tail boundary may not allow for heavy enough tails for some survival anal-

ysis problems. To meet this need we presented a new shape constraint which we call

inverse convex. While still insuring the distribution is unimodal, this new constraint

allows for much heavier tails. We implemented an algorithm for finding the inverse

convex estimator for uncensored data and demonstrated that this new shape con-

straint can fit heavy tailed data much better than the log-concave estimator, both for

simulated and real data.
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Appendices

A Proof of Theorem 1

In chapter 3, we stating the following theorem about the likelihood function for the

log-concave NPMLE for interval censored data:

The likelihood function is bounded if one of the following three conditions is met:

1. All the data are censored

2. At least two data points are uncensored, and they are not equal to each other

3. There exists one uncensored data point which is not contained in at least one of

the censored intervals

Proof. We shall see that case 1 is trivial and case 2 is easily proven true using the

proof in the uncensored case presented in Rufibach (2006). Case 3 will require a little

more work.

To prove case 1, first note that the contribution to the likelihood function for any

censored interval can be bounded by
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log

(∫ Ri

Li

eφ(x)dx

)
≤ 0

This clearly implies the likelihood function will be less than or equal to 0.

(Note: in these proofs, we will treat eφ(x) as though it were a proper distribution

function, unlike our earlier parameterization which allow it to be proportional to a

proper distribution function)

For case 2, we can break up the log likelihood into the contribution of the observed

points and the censored intervals. The contribution of the censored is non-positive

from the reasoning above. The contribution of uncensored points is bounded from

above, from the fact that the likelihood function for two or more unique observed

uncensored times is bounded (Rufibach 2006).

For case 3, first we note that the only complication is when there is only one unique

time. If there is more than one unique time, this could be considered case 2 which has

already been established. It is worth noting that there can be multiple observations

all occurring at the same time, so one could have multiple exact observations without

qualifying as case 2. If there are n1 uncensored observations at time x1 and n2

censored observations, the log likelihood function can be written as

`(φ) = n1φ(x1) +

n1+n2∑
i=n1+1

log

(∫ Ri

Li

eφ(x)dx

)

Suppose L and R are the end points of an interval such that the unique uncensored

time is not within it. Then because the contribution of the other censored observations
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is less than 0, we have

`(φ) ≤ n1φ(x1) + log

(∫ R

L

eφ(x)dx

)

Noting that the right side of the above equation is bounded below 0, it suffices to

show that `(φ) is bounded if `(φ)→ −∞ whenever φ(x1)→∞.

Without loss of generality, let us assume that x1 = 0 and L > 0. Then we have that

`(φ) ≤ n1φ(0) + log

(∫ R

L

eφ(x)dx

)

`(φ) ≤ n1φ(0) + log

(∫ ∞
L

eφ(x)dx

)

We note that for any choice of φ(0), log

(∫ ∞
L

eφ(x)dx

)
is maximized by setting φ(x)

to be an exponential distribution with rate λ = eφ(0). This can be seen readily from

the fact that the exponential distribution is the limit of the log-concave constraint.

This means we can use the cdf of the exponential distribution to further bound the

likelihood, i.e., setting φ(0) = log(λ), we get

`(φ) ≤ n1 log(λ) + log(e−λL) = n1 log(λ)− λL
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Because L > 0, as λ → ∞ the above equation approaches −∞. Therefore, the

likelihood function is bounded.

B Efficient Likelihood Functions for the Log-Concave

NPMLE

For this algorithm, efficient calculation of the likelihood and its derivatives is paramount

for an efficient algorithm. The first step in calculating the likelihood function is cal-

culating a vector p in which pk =
∫ tk+1

tk
eφ(x)dx, or the mass placed within the kth

contribution interval. Because φ(x) is linear between the knots, the solution is in

closed form. Define φ(tk) = φk and ∆xk = xk+1 − xk. Integrating gives us

pk =
∆tk
∆φk

× (eφk+1 − eφk)

This is undefined if φk+1 = φk and so the limit as φk+1 → φk will be used instead.

The limit is eφk ×∆tk. It was also observed that calculating pk suffers from numeric

instability as φk → φk+1. In order to deal with, if |∆φk| < 10−5, pk will be replaced

with a first order Taylor approximation, i.e.,

pk ≈ eφk ×∆tk +
∂pk
∂φk+1

×∆φk
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= eφk ×∆tk + eφk × ∆tk
2
×∆φk

= eφk ×∆tk ×
(

1 +
∆φk

2

)

In order to efficiently calculate the likelihood function, we calculate the cdf at each

of the knots and store it in a vector F, i.e. F[m] =
∑m−1

i=1 pi. If ui = the index of the

support point xj which is equal to the upper limit of the ith observation and li is the

index for the lower point, then

n∑
i=1

log

(∫ Ri

Li

eφ(x)dx

)
− n× log

(∫ ∞
−∞

eφ(x)dx

)

=
n∑
i=1

log (F[ui]− F[li])− n× log (F[k])

Using these methods, the likelihood function could be computed in O(n) time. For

current status data with a large number of ties in the times, several of the pairs ui

and li are identical. This can further accelerate the calculation of the likelihood by

writing it in the form

=
n∗∑
i=1

ci log (F[u∗i ]− F[l∗i ])− n× log (F[k])

where u∗i , l∗i are the indices for the ith unique observation, ci is the number of times

that the pair u∗i , l∗i appears in the data set and n∗ is the count of unique pairs in

the data set. Using this, the likelihood can be computed in O(k) time. Due to

the fact that large numbers of ties are often observed for current status data, this
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can lead to a significant improvement. In the illustrative example, n = 2,423 and

k = 55. Similar methods were used calculate the vector of derivatives, which could

be computed in O(k2) time. Without using the final modification, the vector of

derivatives is computed in O(kn) time.

C Simulation Results for LC NPMLE

Quantile Estimation

The tables below give the results of the simulation for quantile estimation. The

top of the table shows the 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 0.9 quantile, respectively, of the

distribution of the simulated data. The simulated data is current status data, in

which the distribution of the censoring distribution followed the same distribution

as the true times. The main table shows the bias and standard deviation found for

each of the estimators, organized by sample size. LC = log-concave NPMLE, UC =

unconstrained NPMLE and KS = Kern Smoother.
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Q(p) 0.27 (0.1) 0.48 (0.25) 0.84 (0.5) 1.35 (0.75) 1.94 (0.9)

n Bias / Standard Deviation

50

LC −0.04/0.11 −0.04/0.11 −0.04/0.14 0.01/0.22 0.21/0.31

UC −0.11/0.14 −0.07/0.17 −0.05/0.22 0.02/0.33 0.27/0.4

KS 0.03/0.07 −0.03/0.09 −0.07/0.13 −0.1/0.24 −0.11/0.37

200

LC −0.01/0.07 −0.01/0.06 −0.02/0.08 −0.01/0.13 0.07/0.21

UC −0.05/0.09 −0.02/0.12 −0.03/0.14 0/0.22 0.12/0.35

KS 0.02/0.04 −0.01/0.05 −0.02/0.07 −0.05/0.14 −0.28/0.35

800

LC 0/0.03 0/0.03 −0.01/0.04 −0.01/0.06 0.03/0.11

UC 0/0.05 −0.02/0.06 −0.01/0.08 0.01/0.14 0.05/0.21

KS 0.01/0.02 0/0.02 0/0.04 −0.02/0.07 −0.47/0.29

Table C.1: Quantile Estimation for Gamma(2, 2)

Q(p) 43.7 (0.1) 46.5 (0.25) 49.8 (0.5) 53.3 (0.75) 56.5 (0.9)

n Bias / Standard Deviation

50

LC −0.4/2.55 −0.08/1.54 −0.05/1.14 0.06/1.44 0.72/2.14

UC −0.67/3.73 −0.23/2.08 −0.21/1.75 0.03/2.03 0.93/2.41

KS 11.48/7.22 3.36/3.15 −0.1/1.51 −2.24/1.56 −3.89/1.92

200

LC −0.1/1.13 0.08/0.73 −0.02/0.67 −0.1/0.81 0.18/1.19

UC −0.17/1.51 0.04/1.1 −0.11/1.06 −0.01/1.23 0.14/1.82

KS 12.64/5.73 1.88/1.33 −0.22/0.67 −1.69/0.93 −3.83/1.6

800

LC 0.14/0.68 0.04/0.44 −0.07/0.33 −0.12/0.44 0/0.61

UC 0.1/0.97 −0.03/0.64 −0.1/0.51 −0.05/0.75 −0.04/0.98

KS 15.94/3.23 1.18/0.66 −0.25/0.3 −1.22/0.48 −4.57/1.35

Table C.2: Quantile Estimation Gamma(100, 2)
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Q(p) 2.75 (0.1) 3.25 (0.25) 3.76 (0.5) 4.22 (0.75) 4.6 (0.9)

n Bias / Standard Deviation

50

LC −0.12/0.33 −0.02/0.21 0/0.15 0.01/0.18 0.06/0.25

UC −0.24/0.38 −0.09/0.29 −0.03/0.23 0.05/0.24 0.17/0.26

KS 0.5/0.44 0.19/0.26 0.01/0.16 −0.13/0.17 −0.25/0.19

200

LC −0.03/0.18 0.01/0.12 0/0.09 0/0.09 0.02/0.14

UC −0.1/0.25 −0.05/0.2 −0.02/0.16 0.02/0.15 0.08/0.19

KS 0.51/0.31 0.12/0.14 0.01/0.09 −0.09/0.1 −0.25/0.14

800

LC 0/0.11 0.01/0.06 0/0.05 −0.01/0.05 0/0.07

UC −0.03/0.19 −0.01/0.12 −0.02/0.11 0/0.1 0.02/0.12

KS 0.55/0.17 0.08/0.06 0/0.04 −0.07/0.05 −0.3/0.1

Table C.3: Quantile Estimation for Weibull(6, 4)

Q(p) 0.28 (0.1) 0.51 (0.25) 1 (0.5) 1.96 (0.75) 3.6 (0.9)

n Bias / Standard Deviation

50

LC −0.04/0.13 −0.09/0.15 −0.14/0.23 0.02/0.43 0.77/0.73

UC −0.12/0.17 −0.11/0.23 −0.12/0.4 −0.04/0.94 0.59/1.95

KS 0.18/0.21 −0.11/0.13 −0.35/0.29 −0.49/0.7 −0.54/1.56

200

LC 0/0.07 −0.03/0.07 −0.08/0.12 −0.02/0.25 0.49/0.46

UC −0.05/0.09 −0.03/0.13 −0.07/0.24 −0.01/0.5 0.27/1.05

KS 0.16/0.16 −0.08/0.07 −0.26/0.18 −0.28/0.37 −0.58/1.09

800

LC 0/0.03 −0.02/0.03 −0.07/0.06 −0.04/0.12 0.39/0.22

UC −0.03/0.06 −0.03/0.07 0/0.14 −0.04/0.33 0.08/0.83

KS 0.1/0.06 −0.08/0.03 −0.19/0.11 −0.13/0.18 −0.78/0.91

Table C.4: Quantile Estimation for Lognormal(0, 1)
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Q(p) 0.41 (0.1) 0.84 (0.25) 2.17 (0.5) 4.68 (0.75) 6.72 (0.9)

n Bias / Standard Deviation

50

LC −0.14/0.22 −0.36/0.31 −0.27/0.53 0.51/0.79 0.95/1.03

UC −0.26/0.33 −0.28/0.57 −0.3/1.02 0.17/1.31 0.96/1.43

KS −0.02/0.21 −0.42/0.28 −0.43/0.51 0.09/0.9 0.01/1.26

200

LC −0.03/0.11 −0.21/0.14 −0.14/0.27 0.39/0.43 0.32/0.63

UC −0.09/0.18 −0.09/0.3 −0.2/0.77 0.07/0.89 0.43/1.09

KS −0.04/0.09 −0.28/0.13 −0.15/0.26 0.23/0.53 −0.51/1.01

800

LC 0.01/0.05 −0.15/0.07 −0.08/0.13 0.38/0.22 0.04/0.35

UC −0.05/0.11 −0.05/0.15 −0.04/0.45 0.04/0.53 0.07/0.79

KS −0.05/0.04 −0.18/0.06 0.03/0.14 0.31/0.26 −0.97/0.64

Table C.5: Quantile Estimation for Gamma Mixture

Density Estimation

The tables below give the results of the simulation for density estimation at the

quantiles. The top of the table shows the density of the simulated data at the 0.1,

0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 0.9 quantiles. The simulated data is current status data, in which

the distribution of the censoring distribution followed the same distribution as the

true times. The main table shows the bias and standard deviation found for each of

the estimators, organized by sample size. LC = log-concave NPMLE and KS = Kern

Smoother. The unconstrained NPMLE is excluded as it does not provide density

estimates.
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f(p) 0.62(0.1) 0.74(0.25) 0.63(0.5) 0.36(0.75) 0.16(0.9)

n Bias / Standard Deviation

50

LC 0.11/0.35 −0.01/0.31 −0.04/0.21 −0.09/0.22 0.01/0.13

KS 0.15/0.1 0.12/0.11 0.01/0.1 −0.02/0.08 −0.02/0.07

200

LC −0.05/0.27 0/0.15 0/0.11 −0.03/0.08 −0.02/0.09

KS 0.09/0.08 0.05/0.07 −0.01/0.08 0.02/0.05 0.02/0.03

800

LC −0.05/0.12 0.01/0.09 0.01/0.07 −0.01/0.04 −0.02/0.04

KS 0.05/0.04 0.01/0.04 −0.01/0.04 0.05/0.03 0.05/0.02

Table C.6: Density Estimation at Quantiles for Gamma (2,2)

f(p) .038(0.1) .067(0.25) .08(0.5) .061(0.75) .032(0.9)

n Bias / Standard Deviation

50

LC .007/.029 −.007/.036 −.003/.029 −.006/.034 .003/.026

KS .01/.005 .027/.007 .032/.008 .016/.007 −.003/.006

200

LC −.004/.022 −.002/.018 .003/.016 −.002/.015 −.006/.018

KS .012/.003 .023/.005 .023/.007 .012/.005 0/.004

800

LC −.002/.01 .003/.009 0/.013 −.001/.009 −.004/.009

KS .017/.002 .022/.003 .014/.006 .01/.004 .005/.002

Table C.7: Density Estimation at Quantiles for Gamma(100,2)
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f(p) 0.21(0.1) 0.4(0.25) 0.55(0.5) 0.49(0.75) 0.3(0.9)

n Bias / Standard Deviation

50

LC 0.02/0.16 −0.05/0.23 −0.02/0.19 −0.04/0.27 0.02/0.23

KS 0.02/0.04 0.07/0.07 0.11/0.09 0.09/0.07 0/0.06

200

LC −0.04/0.11 −0.01/0.09 0.01/0.1 −0.02/0.13 −0.03/0.17

KS 0.04/0.03 0.06/0.05 0.08/0.06 0.08/0.05 0.03/0.04

800

LC −0.01/0.05 0/0.06 0.01/0.07 0/0.08 −0.03/0.08

KS 0.05/0.02 0.06/0.03 0.05/0.04 0.08/0.03 0.06/0.02

Table C.8: Density Estimation at Quantiles for Weibull(6,4)

f(p) 0.63(0.1) 0.62(0.25) 0.4(0.5) 0.16(0.75) 0.05(0.9)

n Bias / Standard Deviation

50

LC 0.17/0.28 0.06/0.21 −0.04/0.12 −0.06/0.09 0/0.04

KS 0.35/0.07 0.28/0.09 0.03/0.08 −0.05/0.04 −0.01/0.03

200

LC 0.03/0.16 0.07/0.09 0/0.05 −0.04/0.03 −0.01/0.02

KS 0.32/0.06 0.25/0.08 0.01/0.06 −0.05/0.03 0/0.02

800

LC 0.02/0.08 0.06/0.05 0.01/0.02 −0.03/0.01 −0.01/0.01

KS 0.29/0.05 0.21/0.07 −0.02/0.04 −0.04/0.03 0.01/0.01

Table C.9: Density Estimation at Quantiles for Lognormal(0,1)
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f(p) 0.36(0.1) 0.32(0.25) 0.11(0.5) 0.09(0.75) 0.05(0.9)

n Bias / Standard Deviation

50

LC 0.13/0.11 0.08/0.08 −0.07/0.04 −0.01/0.04 0.01/0.03

KS 0.21/0.03 0.13/0.04 −0.07/0.03 0.01/0.02 0.01/0.02

200

LC 0.09/0.05 0.07/0.03 −0.06/0.01 0.01/0.01 0.01/0.01

KS 0.18/0.03 0.08/0.03 −0.07/0.02 0.02/0.02 0.01/0.01

800

LC 0.08/0.02 0.07/0.02 −0.06/0.01 0.01/0.01 0.01/0.01

KS 0.13/0.02 0.04/0.02 −0.05/0.01 0.02/0.01 0.02/0

Table C.10: Density Estimation at Quantiles for Gamma Mixture

D Problems with the CRAN “intcox” Package

As mentioned earlier, Wei Pan presented an algorithm for finding the Cox PH MLE

estimate with the baseline survival estimation done by the unconstrained NPMLE.

This algorithm was later implemented in the CRAN package “intcox”, although this

was not written by Wei Pan. We found three problems with this package. First, it

does not report standard error in the summaries, but rather reports “NA”. While

a nuisance, this problem is not of great concern, as inference can still be done via

bootstrapping. In fact, we believe bootstrapping is likely to be more reliable than

sieve estimation based on our experiences in other applications.

Secondly, the algorithm always failed to converge if there were ties in the data. This

would be a significant problem in real world problems. Virtually all data sets which

appear in the literature follow a discrete (rounded) censoring mechanism, meaning

that there are several ties in the data. However, for simulated data, we can use a

continuous censoring mechanism to insure no ties in the data.
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Figure D.1: 1000 Samples of β̂ for Cox PH Model with Unconstrained Baseline Sur-
vival

Finally, the algorithm appears to terminate prematurely. The stopping criterion insti-

tuted in the package is the difference in log-likelihood for each iteration. This differs

from Wei Pan (1999), which used a max absolute difference in regression estimates.

The default set in intcox is ε = 10−4. We found that this typically lead to a premature

termination of the algorithm. For example, we ran simulated 1000 datasets in the

same manner as in section 4.3.3. For each dataset, we first used intcox with ε = 10−4

and then ran the same data set using ε = 10−6. When doing this, we found the

median difference in likelihood function when using the tighter stopping criterion was

0.266 and the maximum difference was 1.83. The difference in estimated regression

coefficient was substantial as well; the median absolute difference in estimated regres-

sion coefficient was 0.037, with maximum difference 2.16 (the true β = 1). Because

of this, this stopping criterion should not be considered valid.
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A counter intuitive result that occurs is that using the looser stopping criterion lead

to both a slight reduction in bias and a substantial reduction in standard deviation.

With the looser stopping criterion, the mean of our sample was 1.29 with standard

deviation 0.425, while with the tighter stopping criterion, the mean of our sample was

1.31 with standard deviation 0.517. When we look at the sample of values in figure

4.7, we see that the distribution of β̂ is right skewed, leading to upward bias and higher

standard deviation. Because the algorithm starts at 0 for the regression parameters,

stopping prematurely likely leads to lower estimated values. Thus this issue happens

to help in this scenario. However, it is certainly not theoretically justified and would

not be recommended to do intentionally. Wei Pan (1999) suggests that Lasso could be

used to reduce the bias and variance. In their implementation of Lasso, the standard

deviation is reduced, but the bias is reversed (i.e. has downward bias of the same

magnitude instead of upward bias). It’s not clear that this would be the desired

operating characteristics.

E Complications with Exact Times for the Log-

Concave Cox PH Model

We found one problem with the log-concave Cox PH model. In general, the density

function in a Cox PH model can be defined as

f(t|X, β) = f0(t)e
XT βS0(t)

eX
T β−1

This can cause a problem in certain situations. To illustrate this, consider if the
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dataset has no censored data. If we order the event times t1, ..., tn such that t1 ≤

... ≤ tn we know that Ŝ0(tn) = 0 and f̂0(tn) > 0 for the log-concave estimator (a

technical note is that this assumes Ŝ0 is defined, and we are about to show that

in some situations, it is not). Because of this, the contribution of tn to the log

likelihood function with a Cox PH model will be −∞ if XT
n β > 0 and∞ if XT

n β < 0,

leading to degenerate estimation. We note that this problem does not occur with the

contribution of censored data to the likelihood function. In addition, this problem

is not faced in the Cox PH model with unconstrained baseline distribution, as the

distribution is treated as though it were discrete in that case.

We provide two methods for avoiding this problem. We note that if XT
n β = 0, then we

can replace f(tn|X, β) with the limit as t → tn, leading to f̂(tn|Xn, β) = f̂0(tn). We

can insure that XTβ = 0 by centering X about Xn, i.e. Xi = Xi−Xn for i = 1, ..., n.

Typically, re-centering in regression problems only leads to shifts in the intercepts and

does not affect the slope coefficients, so re-centering is often done without concern.

In this case, re-centering does affect all coefficients in that it makes them estimatible.

Doing this requires the maximum value of t to belong to only one observation, i.e.

tn−1 6= tn. While theoretically this should happen with probability 1 for a continuous

distribution, in practice this doesn’t always happen yet we may still want to model the

data as though it were from a continuous distribution. If it is the case that tn = tn−1,

we will not be able to use our re-centering trick from above if Xn−1 6= Xn. In such

a case, one solution could be to manually censor these maximum values. While it is

very unsatisfying to censor data that was reported exactly, there is some justification

for this. Because ties should happen with probability 0, if there are ties in the data

and the event times are distributed continuously, then one should conclude that the

dataset has been rounded or binned. This is a form of censoring. It is up to the

investigator to determine the width of the censoring interval.
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We also suggest another repair to the estimator in chapter 7 which would resolve this

issue by forcing Ŝ(tn) > 0. This would be a more satisfying method, as it repairs

the problem causing this issue, rather than sidestepping the issue. We also hope this

repair would reduce the bias of the regression parameters, although this fix has not

been implemented for the Cox PH model at this time.
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